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Abstract 
 

This study investigates the dynamics of explosive volcanic eruptions, from the sub-surface source 

mechanisms through to the emission dynamics and downwind dispersal of tephra. To this end, we use 

a ground-based Doppler radar (VOLDORAD) which informs on the loading / velocimetry of the 

expelled ejecta. Data are integrated with complementary geophysical techniques, and numerical 

models are developed to simulate pyroclastic emissions, generate synthetic radar data, and in turn 

enhance our understanding of the underlying dynamical processes. Arenal (Costa Rica) is used as a 

case study volcano, where frequent mildly-explosive eruptions commonly expel ash plumes and 

ballistic projections up to a few hundred meters above the vent. Firstly, we combine seismic and radar 

data to investigate the link between conduit processes and pyroclastic emissions. A conceptual model 

is proposed to account for their complex interplay, whereby fractures through a rigid lava cap control 

the system’s degassing, which in turn governs both the seismic and radar signals (the latter depending 

on the ash load carried by the gas). Secondly, we investigate the dynamics of pyroclastic emissions 

from the analysis of Doppler radargrams. Time-velocity distribution of the expelled tephra shows the 

signature of two distinct phenomena. Numerical modeling and computation of synthetic radargrams 

show that these are consistent with both ballistic projections and ash plume crossing the beam 

simultaneously, whose respective mass load can be derived. Inverse modeling using a near-

neighborhood Monte Carlo procedure was used to find synthetic Doppler radargrams which best 

matched the observed ones. The results give constrains on eruptive parameters, such as the size, 

trajectory, exit velocities and source gas velocities of the ballistics, as well as the speed / direction of 

the ash cloud drifted by trade winds. Lastly, because Doppler radars are powerful tool for real-time all-

weather monitoring of volcanic activity, we address issues relative to the operational radar monitoring 

of ash plumes. In particular, the ability to remotely quantify the mass proportions of ejecta either 

falling on the slopes of the volcano or prone to be ejected into the atmosphere, gives source eruptive 

parameters which may feed volcanic ash dispersal models. 
 

Keywords: explosive eruption, emission dynamics, Doppler radar, seismology, Arenal, numerical modeling 
 

 

Résumé 
 

Cette étude traite de la dynamique des éruptions volcaniques explosives, depuis les mécanismes de 

sub-surface jusqu’aux processus d’émission et de dispersion des pyroclastes. A cet effet un radar 

Doppler sol est utilisé (VOLDORAD), lequel renseigne sur la charge / vitesse des ejectas. Les données 

sont intégrées avec d’autres techniques géophysiques, et des modèles numériques sont développés afin 

de simuler les émissions pyroclastiques, générer des signaux radar synthétiques, pour finalement 

améliorer notre compréhension des processus qui leurs sont sous-jacents. L’Arenal (Costa Rica) est 

utilisé comme volcan cible, où de fréquentes éruptions de faible magnitude émettent des panaches de 

cendres et des projections balistiques jusqu’à quelques centaines de mètres au-dessus de l’évent. Dans 

un premier temps, nous combinons des données sismiques et radar afin d’explorer la relation entre les 

processus de conduit et les émissions pyroclastiques. Leurs interactions complexes sont interprétées 

via un modèle conceptuel, lequel décrit les fractures parsemant le bouchon de lave comme 

responsables du dégazage du système, et en retour des signaux sismiques et radar collectés (ces 

derniers dépendants de la charge en cendres des émissions de gaz). Par ailleurs, nous investiguons la 

dynamique des émissions pyroclastiques à travers l’étude de radargrammes Doppler. La distribution 

spatio-temporelle de la vitesse des ejectas indique l’existence de deux phénomènes aux dynamiques 

distinctes. Des modélisations numériques permettant la reconstruction de signaux synthétiques 

indiquent qu’il s’agit de l’émission simultanée de blocs balistiques et de panaches de cendres. Une 

procédure d’inversion de type Monte Carlo couplée d’un algorithme d’optimisation permet de 

retrouver les radargrammes synthétiques qui reproduisent au mieux ceux observés. Les résultats 

apportent des contraintes sur divers paramètres éruptifs, tels que les tailles, trajectoires, vitesses des 

ejectas et des gaz, ainsi que la vitesse / direction de dispersion des panaches de cendres par le vent. 

Enfin, nous discutons du potentiel des radars Doppler appliqués à la surveillance opérationnelle des 

émissions volcaniques. En particulier, la possibilité de quantifier les masses éjectées dans 

l’atmosphère ou retombant sur les flancs du volcan, fournit des paramètres éruptifs à la source pouvant 

alimenter les modèles de dispersion de panaches de cendres. 
 

Mots clefs: dynamisme éruptif, éruption explosive, radar Doppler, sismologie, Arenal, modélisation numérique
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One of the greatest challenges in volcanology is to understand the mechanisms 

operating within the volcanic edifice in order to better explain and forecast the resulting 

surface activity. However, understanding the underlying mechanisms that drive volcanic 

eruptions is particularly complex, as these involve a combination of processes which are 

commonly interdependent, and integrated over large spatial and temporal scales. Typically, 

these range from deeply rooted mechanisms (magma transport, bubble nucleation and 

coalescence, …), through to shallow conduit processes (gas exsolution, magma degassing, 

cristalization, viscous shear…) and near surface processes (magma fragmentation, 

cristalization, …), which ultimately result in a variety of volcanic phenomena (lava jet and 

fountains, ash plumes, …). Over the years a tremendous amount of studies have been carried 

out to gain insights into these processes, resulting is a wealth of data which includes field 

observations, geophysical and geochemical data, as well as laboratory analogue and numerical 

modeling.  

 

The aim of this study is to investigate the explosive eruptive mechanisms driving the activity 

of persistently active volcanoes, where frequent small-scale transient eruptions are observed. 

More specifically, we intend to constrain both the shallow subsurface processes and the 

dynamics of the resulting pyroclastic emissions.  

 

Bearing in mind the obvious hazards which arise with such investigation, remote sensing 

techniques turn out to be very powerful tools which enable quantitative measurements of 

volcanic phenomena. Using Arenal (Costa Rica) as a case study volcano, we combine various 

remote sensing tools to unravel the subsurface source mechanisms and dynamics of the 

subsequent pyroclastic emissions. In particular, we use a ground-based Doppler radar 

(VOLDORAD, Volcano Doppler Radar), which was specifically designed for the sounding of 

volcanic eruptive jets. The first studies carried out with this instrument investigated 

Strombolian-type eruptive activity recorded at Etna, providing for the first time in-situ 

measurements on both the kinetics (Dubosclard et al., 1999, 2004; Gouhier and Donnadieu 

2010, 2011) and the mass loading (Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008) of eruptive lava jets. This 

study is the first to investigate more explosive Vulcanian-type mechanisms, with frequent 

emissions of small scale ash plumes. It involves data from three recording campaigns carried 

out at Arenal, in 2004, 2005 and 2009 respectively.  
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The first chapter of this manuscript is an introductory chapter which sets the background of 

the study. It gives a review of the existing remote sensing techniques devoted to the study of 

volcanic explosive activity, with particular emphasis made on the need for integration 

amongst them. It then describes Arenal volcano, its eruptive activity, and the geophysical 

studies which have been carried out so far. Lastly, it presents VOLDORAD, by giving some 

technical and theoretical elements needed to understand the study.  

 

After this introductory chapter, the manuscript is composed of three parts, arranged in an 

order reflecting the sequence from sub-surface source mechanisms, to surface dynamics of 

pyroclastic emissions, through to dispersal of tephra emission downwind.  

 

In the first part (Chapter II), we investigate the source conditions of pyroclastic emissions at 

Arenal, by cross-analysis of seismic and radar data (Valade et al., 2012). We propose a 

conceptual model to account for their complex interplay, whereby fractures through a rigid 

lava cap control the system’s degassing, which in turn governs both the seismic and radar 

signals (the latter depending on the ash load carried by the gas). 

 

In the second part, which comprises Chapters III, IV and V, we focus on the dynamics of 

pyroclastic emissions as seen by Doppler radar. 

- Chapter III presents the development of a new tool, entitled Doppler radargram, which 

enables a synoptic visualization of the information held in the Doppler radar data 

(namely the velocimetry and mass loading evolution of ejecta through time and space). 

In particular, we find that this reveals distinct dynamics, which imprint on Doppler 

radargrams with distinctive Doppler signatures that betray distinct eruptive dynamics. 

We show that these are attributed to the simultaneous projection of both ballistic 

particles and ash plume (Valade and Donnadieu, 2011).  

- Chapter IV is devoted to the numerical modeling of both ballistic projections and ash 

plumes crossing the radar beam, and to the simulation of the resulting radar signal. We 

carry out parametric tests to understand what factors control for the most part the 

Doppler signatures, and how the Doppler radargram of eruptive events can be 

interpreted to withdraw information on the eruptive dynamics.   

- Chapter V presents the application of inversion modeling procedures, to search for the 

model input parameters which are best able to reproduce the observed Doppler 

radargrams. 
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The third and last part (Chapter VI) is dedicated to the real-time monitoring and tracking of 

ash clouds, from vent to downwind dispersal. The chapter is threefold:  

- we first simulate ash plume transit paths through the radar beam using geometrical 

shape to retrieve the 3D transport vector of wind-drifted ash plumes (Donnadieu, 

Valade & Moune, 2011), 

- we then discuss the recent permanent installation of VOLDORAD 2B on the flanks of 

Mt. Etna, and address the challenges / potential set of parameters that can be used to 

provide real-time notifications on tephra emissions (Donnadieu et al., in prep), 

- we finally highlight how the integration of ground-based (in particular Doppler radar, 

infrared cameras) and satellite-based sensors can act as a powerful observational suite 

of tools (Gouhier et al., 2011). 
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I.1. Monitoring eruptive dynamics and products from 

source to dispersal: a review of remote sensing techniques 

 

Remote sensing, expressed in the simplest terms, refers to the acquisition of information 

concerning an object or phenomenon without making physical contact with it. Its application 

and usefulness in volcanology is particularly manifest, as the objects and phenomena of 

interest may be extremely hazardous. In turn, there has been an increasing use of remote 

sensing systems to monitor volcanic activity (McNutt et al., 2000; Mouginis-Mark et al., 

2000; Sparks, 2003). 

The basis for remote monitoring is that the examined object emits or reflects a mechanical or 

electromagnetic radiation, which can in turn be recorded by remote sensors. Passive sensors, 

will detect natural radiation emitted or reflected by the object (e.g. sunlight reflected and 

imprinted on a sensitive surface, such as Niépce’s 1826 “heliography”, known as the world’s 

first photography, Marignier, 1999). On the other hand, active sensors will emit their own 

energy, and measure the radiation that is scattered by the target back to the sensor (e.g. 

Huelsmeyer's 1904 “telemobiloscope”, which later became known as RADAR – RAdio 

Detection And Ranging – technology). Nowadays, a wide range of both active and passive 

remote sensing techniques exists to examine and monitor volcanic systems. These can record 

both mechanical and electromagnetic waves, spanning various spatial coverage (i.e. recorded 

area), spectral coverage (i.e. recorded frequency band), and time coverage (i.e. frequency of 

record), depending on the sensor’s position (i.e. ground-based, air-borne or satellite based) 

and the target of interest (i.e. subsurface source processes, surface emissions processes, and 

distal dispersion processes).  

We hereafter focus on the techniques which investigate the dynamics of an explosive 

eruption, from the source mechanisms operating within the shallow system, to the emission 

products / dynamics at the vent, and finally to the long-range dispersal and deposition of the 

eruptive products (Figure I.1). Reviewing the entire set of instruments and literature available 

would be a mammoth task. Instead, we point out the most significant techniques used, and 

particularly emphasize on those which lend themselves to ease of integration. In doing so, our 

aim is to show how the synergy of multiple techniques can provide the most complete 

possible view of the explosive eruptive processes, and how they can provide complementary 
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data to feed the Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion (VATD) models with the vital source 

parameters they require. 

 

Figure I.1. Integration of remote sensing techniques to monitor the eruptive process from subsurface source 

mechanisms, to the emission, dispersal and deposition of the explosion products. The displayed techniques are 

reviewed below. 

 

I.1.1. Monitoring the emission source mechanisms 

Volcano seismology: insights into the hidden subsurface processes  

Eruptive activity presupposes mass transfer from the earth’s interior to its surface. This 

transfer is nearly always associated to seismicity, originating from the interaction between the 

fluid magma and the solid host rock (e.g. Benoit and McNutt, 1996). For this reason, volcano 

seismology has become one of the most useful and most widely used discipline to monitor 

and forecast eruptive activity (e.g. Chouet, 1996; McNutt et al., 2000; McNutt, 2002). 

Volcano seismology studies have in turn overwhelmed the literature, using seismic data for a 

variety of purposes. The recognition of different types of earthquakes has been a key 

development in volcano seismology, which helped clarify what can be learned on the volcanic 

processes operating within the edifice. In turn, the classical volcano earthquake classifications 

(commonly based on the spectral signature of the signals, i.e. frequency content), can be read 

in terms of source processes which are thought to be predominant for each event type 

(Johnson et al., 2009). Volcano-tectonic (VT) earthquakes for instance, are short-period (SP) 
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events (a.k.a. high-frequency (HF) events, >1 Hz to 50 Hz), attributed to brittle failure of 

rocks. Typically, as the ascending magma makes its way to the surface and fractures the 

surrounding rock, it generates numerous small-magnitude volcano-tectonic earthquakes which 

can image the magma migration (e.g. Toda et al, 2002; Battaglia et al., 2005). On the other 

hand, long period (LP, 5 s to 1 s) events are commonly attributed to fluid flow within the 

volcano’s plumbing system, which would induce seismogenic conduit oscillations (Chouet, 

1996) or pore fluid decompression (laboratory analogue simulations, Benson et al., 2008). 

Tremor signal is thought to be closely related to this mechanism. Although there has been a 

profusion of models to explain its origin, most agree that it likely involves complex 

interaction of magmatic fluids with the surrounding bedrock (see Konstantinos and 

Schlindwein, 2002 for a review). Explosion earthquakes have a spectral signature very close 

to that of LP events (Hagerty et al., 2000), except that they display a higher frequency 

component which is attributed to an air phase (Ripepe and Braun, 1994). In turn, both LP and 

explosion quake signals are thought to have the same source mechanism (Lesage et al., 2006), 

yet with differing source depth (Mori et al., 1989): explosion quakes would occur at shallow 

levels within the conduit, allowing the propagation of an acoustic air wave which later 

couples to the ground as a high frequency seismic phase, whereas the LP events would occur 

at deeper level, impeding the propagation of the acoustic phase. Volcano infrasounds can 

provide an additional constrain to distinguish between the two (e.g. Ruiz et al., 2006). At 

longer periods, broadband seismometers can detect very long period (VLP, 5 to 30 s) and 

ultra-long-period (ULP, 30 to 600 s) events, which are believed to be associated with long-

duration source movement lasting several tens of seconds (e.g. Neuberg et al., 1994; 

Kawakatsu et al., 2000; Sanderson et al., 2010).  

During an eruptive event, the recorded seismic waves usually result from a complex 

superimposition of several physical processes (e.g. composite events, Johnson et al., 2009). 

These are likely interdependent, and can include: (i) magma transfer within the plumbing 

system, inducing fragile rupture in the surrounding rocks (VT) and resonance with the 

channel walls (LP, tremor), (ii) surface degassing (high frequency jetting), with cycles of 

pressurization-depressurization associated with volumetric change (VLP, LP), (iii) 

fragmentation and expulsion of molten and brittle magma (LP, SP), (iv) induced rock falls 

(high frequency emergent waves), edifice inflation/deflation (VLP, ULP). 

Seismic data thus appears as an immensely resourceful tool to shed a light on the processes 

operating within the edifice. The information however, is often so rich that it needs to be 

coupled with sister disciplines, such as infrasonic studies.  
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Volcano infrasounds: insights into the processes at the magma-air interface 

Exploding volcanoes commonly produce acoustic air waves, ranging from audible frequencies 

(> 20 Hz) to infrasonic frequencies (< 20 Hz), inaudible to the human ear. These waves are in 

fact atmospheric pressure oscillations, which can be recorded by means of analog 

microbarometers or modern digital pressure transducers. The earliest volcano infrasound 

study was performed in the mid-1950s following Bezymianny’s 1955 eruption (Gorshkov, 

1959), and since then, the number of studies utilizing infrasounds has increased exponentially 

(see review by Johnson and Ripepe, 2011). Many have intended to understand the physical 

source mechanisms responsible for the generation of these infrasounds: at basaltic systems, 

they have constrained the gas bubble properties, ascent dynamics, and associated conduit 

phenomena (e.g. Vergniolle and Brandeis, 1994; Vergniolle et al., 1996, 2004; Ripepe and 

Gordeev, 1999; Ripepe et al., 1996; Rowe et al., 2000; Bouche et al., 2010), whereas at more 

silicic systems, they have outlined gas releases from dome fractures (Yamasato, 1998), dome 

uplift and vent inflation (Yokoo et al., 2009; Johnson and Lees, 2010; Yokoo and Iguchi, 

2010). In addition, they have been able to locate infrasound sources (e.g. Ripepe and 

Marchetti, 2002; Johnson, 2005; Ripepe et al., 2004), quantify the gas outflux (e.g. Johnson, 

2003), and constrain the explosion kinetic energy (e.g. Gorshkov, 1959; Mauk, 1983). On the 

other hand, theoretical formulation of the propagation of acoustic waves (e.g. Garces, 1997; 

2000; Garces and McNutt, 1997) and experimental measurements of acoustic emissions 

(Divoux et al., 2008) have provided complementary material to understand volcanic 

infrasounds. Divoux et al., 2008 in particular, emphasized that the frequency of the signal 

gives a direct access to the bubble length. However, measuring the acoustic energy is not 

enough for obtaining a good estimate of the total energy release and any attempt to interpret 

the amplitude and energy of the acoustic signal would surely lead to strong misinterpretation. 

Because both seismic and acoustic waves are mechanical waves, often generated by the same 

physical phenomena, the two disciplines should be conceived as sister disciplines (if not as a 

unique “seismoacoustic” discipline, e.g. Arrowsmith et al., 2010). For this reason, a large 

number of studies have cross-correlated seismic and infrasonic data (see Harris and Ripepe, 

2007 for a complete list referencing the studies up until 2005). 

In summary, seismic and infrasonic data are able to provide insights into both the hidden 

subsurface processes and the magma-air interface processes. However, neither inform on the 

end emission products and dynamics, which call for another set of remote sensing techniques. 
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I.1.2. Monitoring the emission products and dynamics 

I.1.2.1. Volcanic gaseous emissions 

SO2 emissions: COSPEC, DOAS and UV cameras 

SO2 emissions have become widely monitored on active volcanoes, as changes in SO2 

emissions can foresee changes in the volcanic system, and in turn foreshadow changes in the 

eruptive activity (e.g. Malinconico, 1987; Daag et al., 1996; Gardner and White, 2002; 

Edmonds et al., 2003). In particular, SO2 flux can be considered as a proxy for magma flux, 

provided that there is complete exsolution of gas and lossless transport to the point of 

measurement (Mori and Burton, 2006). In turn, several authors have found correlation 

between SO2 fluxes and volcanic tremor amplitude (e.g. Leonardi et al., 2000; Nadeau et al., 

2000). Because of SO2’s low atmospheric concentrations and high abundance in volcanic 

plumes (Andres and Rose, 1995 and Symonds et al., 1994, respectively), it appears as 

relatively easy specie to track remotely. Taking advantage of its selective absorption of UV 

light (Moffat and Millan, 1971; Millan et al., 1976; Platt, 1994), a number of portable 

instruments have been developed since the early 1970s to measure volcanic SO2 emissions. 

Correlation spectrometers (COSPEC, Stoiber et al., 1983), and later compact UV 

spectrometers (e.g. Galle et al., 2003), still remain the most widely used instruments by the 

volcanological community. UV spectrometers are better known as DOAS instruments, which 

in fact refer to the retrieval technique employed (Differential Optical Absorption 

Spectroscopy). Both COSPEC and DOAS however, scan transects of the volcanic plume, and 

recover SO2 fluxes from wind speed calculations. Due to both the errors in wind speed 

estimations and the instrument small field of view, these instruments can suffer severe 

shortcomings if the measurements do not involve multiple instruments (e.g. McGonigle et al., 

2005; Williams-Jones et al., 2006). More recently, UV cameras were developed to image SO2 

emissions (Mori and Burton, 2006; Bluth et al., 2007), capturing large spatial extents in a 

single image. These are able to map quantitatively the spatial variations of SO2 contents 

within volcanic plumes at unprecedented frequencies (2 Hz) and accuracy, heralding a 

breakthrough in our ability to monitor SO2 emissions. In particular, SO2 fluxes measured by 

UV cameras have shown to decrease prior to ash bearing eruptions at Sakurajima volcano 

(Kazahaya et al., 2010), suggesting that sealing processes were operating between each 

eruption. Moreover, because UV absorbance by ash overwhelms that of SO2, ash mass 

estimates and ash mass distributions within volcanic plumes can also be derived with UV 
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cameras (Yamamoto et al., 2008). Henceforth depending on the optical thickness of the 

plume, the instrument will be able to retrieve information on either its SO2 content or its 

tephra load.  

 

Other gaseous species: FTIR 

The Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) gas spectroscopy, which much like the COSPEC and 

DOAS techniques described previously, uses the spectral absorption lines from an infrared 

radiation source (magma, sun, or artificial source) to determine the identity of magmatic gas 

molecules (see Opphenheimer et al., 1998 for review of the technique’s early years). The 

significant advantage of FTIR methods however, is its ability to detect and measure relative 

abundances of several gases, including SO2, HCl, HF, CO2, CO, CH4, SiF4, N2O and OCS). 

Because some species are present both in volcanic emissions and in air, atmospheric 

corrections need to be applied. Once combined with SO2 fluxes inferred from DOAS 

measurements, fluxes of all species can then be determined. FTIR spectroscopy has 

successfully been applied to the analysis of volcanic fumaroles (Mori et al., 1995), plumes 

(Francis  et al., 1998; Burton et al., 2000; Burton et al., 2003), and lava fountain (Allard et 

al., 2005), shedding light onto their chemical gaseous composition, subsequent residence 

conditions of the deep magmatic sources, and exsolution depths of magmatic gases. 

 

I.1.2.2. Volcanic pyroclastic emissions 

Visible and thermal cameras: imaging of volcanic emissions 

Visible and near-infrared photography / video analysis of surface volcanic activity, have 

proven to be to be an important tool to image the dynamics of pyroclastic emissions (e.g. 

Chouet et al., 1974; McGetchin et al., 1974; Blackburn et al., 1976; Sparks and Wilson, 1982; 

Ripepe et al., 1993; Formenti et al., 2003). These however, in addition to the heavy tedious 

work they represent, preclude the simultaneous observation of both the small incandescent 

ballistic particles and the large buoyant ash plumes. Indeed, incandescent particles will be 

visible at night but the rapidly cooled ash particles forming the plume won’t, whereas during 

daylight the ash plume is easier to see than individual blocks. Recently, thermal cameras (e.g. 

FLIR systems, Forward Looking InfraRed) have managed to overcome these shortcomings by 

operating in the infrared spectral bandwidth (7.5 - 13 μm) at high acquisition rate (30 Hz) (e.g. 

Patrick et al., 2007). Most notably, they have provided insights into the dynamics of mild 

Strombolian eruption and the subsequent plume rise dynamics (Patrick et al., 2007; Patrick, 
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2007). Also, they have enabled the imaging of the thermal and morphological structure of an 

active lava dome (Sahetapy-Engel and Harris, 2009). 

Recently, a new imaging camera has been developed to detect and quantify ash (Prata and 

Bernardo, 2009). It uses the same concepts that are applied to satellite infrared measurements 

of volcanic ash plumes (Prata, 1989; Prata and Barton, 1993), which spectrally filter infrared 

radiations to discriminate volcanic ash from meteorological clouds. In turn, the camera 

enables retrievals of mass, particle radius and optical depth of ash eruption columns. The 

interaction between such instruments and ground-based Doppler radars (e.g. VOLDORAD) is 

likely to be very promising, as the two techniques can provide mutual feedbacks to constrain / 

calibrate their respective datasets (see further discussions in section VI.4.3). Note that a list of 

ground-based thermal deployments carried up until 2005 can be found in Harris and Ripepe 

(2007), and an exhaustive review of the information which can be retrieved from thermal 

imagery can be found in Spampinato et al. (2011). 

 

However, using video imagery to study eruptive dynamics over long time periods will be very 

tiresome if not coupled with automated tracking algorithms (e.g. section VI.4.2). Moreover, 

the technique can image the eruptive dyamics but cannot retrieve in situ quantitative eruptive 

parameters in real time, such as the ejection velocity, mass load, etc. Last but not least, the 

technique will become totally inefficient under harsh, rainy weather. In turn, radar instruments 

appear particularly useful to overcome these shortcomings. 

 

RADAR: quantitative monitoring of volcanic emissions 

RADARs (Radio Detection And Ranging) are active remote sensing systems, which by 

contrast to passive remote sensing systems described previously, operate by radiating their 

own electromagnetic source, with wavelengths being millimetric to pluri-decimetric (mm, Ka, 

K, Ku, X, C, S or L-band), Figure I.2. Particles which intersect the radar beam scatter the 

electromagnetic radiation, part of it is scattered back to the radar which in turn records it. The 

backscattered signal is proportional to the number and size of the particles and therefore holds 

information on the mass (flux) of tephra. Moreover, because most radar systems use Doppler 

shift-based techniques, these are able to measure the moving targets’ along-beam velocity.  

The development of radar systems was first motivated by its potential military use during the 

first half of the 20
th

 century, and was then rapidly employed for meteorological purposes 

during the second half. Stationary weather radars have been used opportunistically since the 

late 1970s to track large volcanic eruptive clouds, but it was only during the late 1990s that 
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transportable radars were developed with the primary goal of studying eruption dynamics. We 

hereafter give an overview of both weather radars and volcanological radars, which have been 

applied to the study of volcanic emissions.  

 

Figure I.2. Electromagnetic spectrum showing the spectral bands of most common radars (IEEE, Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers). Weather radars usually utilized for volcanic applications operate at 

wavelengths ranging typically from 1 – 8 cm (K, X, C, or S-band). VOLDORAD system operates at the 

wavelength of 23.5 cm (L-band). 

 

Weather radars 

One of the first volcanological use of radar, was that described by Kienle and Shaw (1979), 

who determined the width and heights of eruption clouds from Augustine volcano using 

Alaskan military radars. Shortly after, the Mt St. Helens eruptions of 1981 and 1982 emitted 

ash plumes which were monitored with U.S. weather radar (Harris et al., 1981; Harris and 

Rose, 1983). Since then, a number of other volcanoes have been monitored with similar 

instruments: Mount Spurr (Rose et al., 1995), Hekla (Lacasse et al., 2004), Grímsvön 

(Marzano et al., 2006, 2010a), Augustine (Marzano et al., 2010b), or Eyjafjöll (Marzano et 

al., 2011). The scanned reflectivity maps of these weather radar have been able to image the 

dispersal of the plume, and provide quantitative data on its spatial extent, height, and mass 

load, all vital information for international aviation routes which are endangered by eruption 

clouds. However because of their fixed position, the distance between the observing point and 

the eruption site may be quite large (< 500 km). In turn, weather radar will only be able to 

detect large plumes, and will generally detect only the uppermost portion of the cloud. The 

need to monitor smaller scale eruptive processes directly above the emission vent, has 

triggered the development of smaller transportable devices, specifically designed to monitor 

explosive volcanic activity.  
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Volcanological radars 

During the mid-1990s, portable Doppler radar systems were constructed to be emplaced on 

volcano flanks and probe the region directly above the vent with a high spatial and temporal 

resolution. Two systems have been developed in parallel: a Frequency-Modulated Continuous 

Wave system (FMCW) operating in the K-band (commercial MVR, see Hort and Seyfried, 

1998 for its first use), and a pulsed system operating in the L-band (VOLDORAD, designed at 

OPGC, see Dubosclard et al., 1999 for its first use). VOLDORAD is the Doppler radar which 

has been used in this study; see section I.2 for further technical details. While the FMCW 

system offers an appreciable ease of transportability, its narrow field of view (1-3° beam 

width) precludes a synoptic view of the eruption, and its small wavelength (1.24 cm) may 

induce difficulties in the detection of ash under harsh rain condition (see Vöge et al., 2005 for 

a comprehensive comparison between the two instruments). Nevertheless, over the past 10 

years the two instruments have successfully monitored a variety of volcanoes, providing 

powerful insights into the eruptive dynamics of several eruption styles.  

The MVR system has been used to investigate dome instabilities (Merapi, Hort et al., 2006; 

Voge and Hort, 2008, 2009; Voge et al., 2008), lava bubble outbursts by measuring explosion 

velocities at Stromboli and Erebus (Urbanski et al., 2002; Hort et al., 2003; Scharff et al., 

2008; Gerst et al., 2006), retrieve 3D explosion velocity vector (Hort et al., 2001, 2003; Gerst 

et al., 2008; Gerst, 2010), and monitor eruptive dynamics and vent inflation prior to eruption 

at Santiaguito (Hort et al., 2010; Scharff et al., in press). On the other hand, VOLDORAD has 

provided valuable insights into Strombolian emissions at Etna (Dubosclard et al., 1999, 2004; 

Donnadieu et al., 2003; Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2010), enabled the systematic retrieval of 

ejecta velocities (Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2011), and has made possible the estimation of the 

mass loading of strombolian explosion using an inversion algorithm developed by Gouhier 

and Donadieu (2008). Moreover, insights into ash cloud dynamics at Arenal volcano were 

given (Donnadieu et al., 2005; Mora et al., 2009; Donnadieu et al., 2011; Valade and 

Donnadieu, 2011), as well as constraints on the source eruptive mechanism throughout a 

cross-correlation of radar and seismic data (Valade et al., 2012). A review of the recordings 

obtained with VOLDORAD in various types of volcanic activity (i.e. Strombolian and 

Vulcanian), observed at several volcanoes (i.e. Etna, Popocatepetl, Arenal and Yasur), can be 

found in Donnadieu (2012). 
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I.1.3. Monitoring the emission dispersal 

Satellite sensors: dispersal and properties of the volcanic plumes 

Tracking the properties and the dispersal of volcanic emissions over long distances require 

instruments with very large spatial coverage, which satellites only are capable of providing. 

Satellite-based remote sensing systems have been abundantly used for volcanic applications, 

with concepts very similar (if not identical) to the ground-based techniques described 

previously. Bearing in mind the profusion of these systems, we just aim at giving some key 

examples of satellite-based studies concerning emissions of volcanic products in the 

atmosphere (hence excluding ground thermal hotspots such as lava flows). Indeed, the 

satellite-based sensors currently used to monitor volcanic emissions span a large range of 

wavelengths (UV, IR and Microwave), with a variety of spatial (m to km) and temporal 

(minutes to days) resolutions depending on the object of interest (see Francis and Rothery, 

2000; Ramsey and Flynn, 2004, and Thomas and Watson, 2009 for reviews). Infrared systems 

mainly focus on the discrimination of volcanic ash from non-volcanic atmospheric clouds 

(e.g. Prata, 1989), the retrieval of ash radius and mass loading (e.g. Wen and Rose, 1994), or 

the plume height altitude (e.g. Glaze et al., 1989). Ultraviolet systems on the other hand, are 

more commonly devoted to volcanic SO2 retrieval (e.g. Bluth et al., 1994; Gouhier and 

Coppola, 2010). Lidar sensors finally, have the ability to retrieve information along plume 

vertical profiles: particle sizes, aerosol types, plume height and thickness (Carn et al., 2008), 

and more recently, ash mass load (Chazette et al., 2012). 

HVOS (HotVolc Observing System ), recently developed at OPGC (Observatoire de Physique 

du Globe de Clermont-Ferrand), is dedicated to the real-time acquisition and processing of 

geostationary satellite data (e.g. METEOSAT). It provides via a web base interface real-time 

quantitative data on ground thermal anomalies, as well as volcanic emissions such as SO2 and 

ash (Labazuy et al., in press). 

 

I.1.4. Monitoring the emission deposits 

Tephra ground-sampling: insights into fragmentation mechanisms 

Textural and chemical analysis of eruptive pyroclasts collected in the viscinity of the eruptive 

vent, may provide substantial information on conduit processes, magma storage, ascent and 

fragmentation mechanisms (e.g. Lautze and Houghton, 2007). Although this discipline is not 

a remote sensing one, we believe it is important to mention it, as the approach can be coupled 
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with geophysical data to give insights into explosion processes. In particular, textural / 

chemical data from ejecta at Villarica volcano have been combined with thermal, seismic, and 

infrasonic data (Gurioli et al., 2008). The combination of techniques have shed a light onto 

the shallow conduit dynamics at this basaltic center, which appears tapped by a largely 

degassed column through which fresh batches of magma occasionally rise and burst at the 

surface. When the tephra is transported within an ash plume, the tephra deposit can be 

mapped, and can be used to infer the dynamics, intensity, plume height (Burden et al., 2011) 

and erupted mass of past eruptions (e.g. Eychenne et al., 2011).  

Disdrometer-like instruments: access the particle size distribution of falling tephra 

The traditional ground sampling of tephra described above cannot provide real-time 

information on the eruptive event. However, characterizing the particle size distribution of the 

erupted material is of first order importance to forecast its spatial dispersion in the atmosphere 

(see section I.1.6). An effective approach to constrain the particle size distribution of falling 

tephra, is the use of disdrometers (e.g. Pludix, Scollo et al., 2005). These instruments analyze 

the settling velocities of falling tephra, from which they infer their size and number to rapidly 

reconstruct a particle size distribution. Coupled with satellite data which recovers the fine 

portion of the distribution (e.g. Wen and Rose, 1994), a complete particle size distribution 

may be constructed (e.g. Bonnadonna et al., 2011). 

 

I.1.5. The need for multidisciplinary efforts 

I.1.5.1. Need for integration of observational data sets 

The above review gives a flavor of the remote sensing techniques applied to the monitoring of 

eruptive processes and products. Although not exhaustive, it gives a cheering idea of the 

pieces of information each technique provides, and yet gives a concurrent frightening idea of 

the amount of underlying data. Indeed, although when taken individually each technique 

highlights a specific part of the “global picture”, it is also apparent that application of any 

single analysis can never fully constrain the volcanic system in its whole. As emphasized by 

Harris and Ripepe (2007), “the most effective approach to understanding the dynamics of an 

explosive volcanic eruption and the structure of the feeder system that drives it, is through 

synergy of multiple data sets, each data set providing different pieces of information about the 

physical processes that drive the activity”. Henceforth in parallel to the tremendous advances 
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in the monitoring techniques and the data acquisition / analysis capabilities, an increasing 

effort is needed for data integration and assimilation (e.g. McNutt et al., 2000; Sparks, 2003). 

 

Multi-parametric monitoring has proved to be successful to forecast large eruptions. The 

eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 for instance, was monitored using a large set of 

techniques (e.g. the Integrated Mobile Volcano Monitoring System developed by the USGS), 

which led to a timely evacuation of several thousands of people (Punongbayan et al., 1996). 

A few years later, the Soufrière Hills eruption (Montserrat) further demonstrated the 

advantages of integrated data, and led to an interpretation of cyclic pressurization of magma 

in the upper conduit (Voight et al., 1999). The cross-correlation of techniques to monitor 

smaller eruptive events however, is perhaps even more challenging. Synergy between seismic 

and infrasonic records is now a long-established exercise, which Harris and Ripepe (2007) 

have traced up to 1959 with the work on Gorshov on Bezymianny volcano (Gorshkov, 1959). 

Only recently has a third discipline mingled with the working pair, with the add-in of thermal 

infrared data at Stromboli in 1999 (Ripepe et al., 2001, 2002). Since then, an increasing 

number of studies have cross-correlated various data sets at a variety of volcanoes. 

 

I.1.5.2. Need for interaction between observational data and modeling 

“Modern physical volcanology is situated between two different research approaches: multi-

disciplinary data acquisition in field and laboratory settings, and analytical and computer-

based multi-parameter modelling”, Neuberg (2006). The above comment outlines the 

counterpart to the multi-parametric integration praised previously: the need to have the 

observational data sets interact with models (analogical, theoretical, or numerical). 

Indeed, enhanced understanding of the collected data sets and underlying dynamical processes 

requires feedbacks between observed and modeled data (e.g. report on the IAVCEI workshop 

on explosive volcanism by Donnadieu et al., 2009). In other words, the observational data 

should be put in perspective with numerical models that (i) simulate the studied phenomena, 

and (ii) generate synthetic signals similar to the collected data.  

 

The study presented here attempts to apply both approaches expressed in Neuberg’s 

comment: carry out a multi-disciplinary correlation of geophysical data (mainly seismic and 

Doppler radar, Valade et al., 2012), and develop numerical models to reproduce the observed 

data set (Valade and Donnadieu, 2011; Valade et al., in prep).  
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I.1.6. Volcanic ash threat to aviation: a need for assessment of source 

eruptive parameters 

The threat volcanic ash represents to both human health and aviation safety is a well-known 

issue, which has now been addressed for several decades (e.g. Miller and Casadevall, 2000; 

Baxter, 1999; Gudmundsson, 2011). Following aviation incidents in the beginning 1980s, and 

in conjunction with the speedy and sustained growth in air traffic, the International Civil 

Aviation Organization (ICAO) created the International Airways Volcano Watch (IAVW), 

which in turn established nine Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers (VAACs) around the world to 

issue specialized advisories to the aviation community concerning ash threats. Various 

Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion (VATD) models have been developed, and are 

currently being used by VAACs to forecast the downstream location, concentration, and 

fallout of volcanic particles (e.g. Stohl et al., 2010). These often account for complex 

microphysical processes describing the plume evolution through time and space, but require 

input parameters which describe the volcanic activity and products near the emission source. 

Unfortunately, the accurate assessment of such source terms remains extremely difficult, and 

thus constitutes one of the largest uncertainties in the model predictions (errors may reach 1 

order of magnitude, thus dramatically undermine the prediction of ash dispersal, e.g. 

Kaminski et al., 2011) . 

The recent 2010 eruption of Eyjafjoll volcano, Iceland, provides the most compelling 

illustration of this issue. As the ash plume drifted southward towards the European air space, 

the VAACs were asked to use VATD models to forecast the ash propagation downwind over 

hours to days, and thus assess the potential hazards to aircrafts. Due to both the lack of 

detailed source parameters (i.e. eruptive mass flux, particle size distribution, plume height), 

and the pre-existing safety limits of ash concentration in the atmosphere, the event caused an 

unprecedented closure of the European air space. It thus appears that improving our ability to 

assess quantitatively source eruptive parameters, and in turn feed VATD models with realistic 

inputs, is a fundamental and challenging objective for hazard mitigation. 

 

In the late 1990s, the IAVW highlighted the need for more accurate source parameters to 

improve the VATD model accuracy. In 2007, the Eruption Source Parameters Workgroup 

convened to provide an assessment of the key source parameters, the way they may interact, 

and the average values which can be expected at a number of active volcanoes worldwide 

(Mastin et al., 2009). The highlighted parameters were: (i) the plume height, (ii) the mass 
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eruption rate, (iii) the eruption duration, and (iv) the mass fraction of fine particles (≤ 63 μm). 

In 2010, a post-crisis analysis of the Eyjafjoll eruption led in conjunction between the remote 

sensing, modeling, and VAAC communities (Zehner, 2010), concluded that these same 

parameters lacked both in precision and in real-time acquisition, and that they were 

responsible for the large discrepancies in the model outputs. In particular, they emphasize that 

“the experience […] demonstrates that there is a substantial lack of combining sophisticated 

transport models with the wealth of new earth observation data for improved eruption plume 

predictions”. 

 

This study offers the possibility to assess how portable ground-based Doppler radars can 

contribute to the retrieval of some of the key source parameters required, more specifically: 

the eruption duration, the mass eruption rate, and the mass fraction of the fine particles prone 

to be ejected in the atmosphere (Valade and Donnadieu, 2011; Donnadieu et al., in prep.). 
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I.2. VOLDORAD: Volcano Doppler Radar  

 

 

VOLDORAD, literally Volcano DOppler RADar, is a ground-based pulsed Doppler radar, 

specifically designed by the Observatoire Physique du Globe de Clermont-Ferrand (OPGC, 

France) for active remote sensing of volcanic eruption jets and plumes. As of now, three 

versions of the radar exist: (1) the prototype VOLDORAD 1 was used for the first time at 

Etna in 1998 (Dubosclard et al., 1999, 2004); (2) an improved, more compact and modular 

version (VOLDORAD 2) was utilized in 6 campaigns at Etna, Arenal, Popocatépetl and 

Yasur (Donnadieu et al., 2003, 2005, 2009), and a clone of this radar now permanently 

monitors Etna’s summit craters (VOLDORAD 2B) in the frame of a research agreement 

between OPGC and INGV (see VOLDORAD web site for details
1
). Because it has been 

extensively used during this study, we hereafter detail the main technical characteristics of 

VOLDORAD 2, and consider the fundamental data acquisition and processing techniques.  

 

I.2.1. Technical characteristics 

The VOLDORAD 2 system comprises (Figure I.3): 1- a 60*60*60 cm unit managing the 

generation, transmission, reception of the electromagnetic waves and signal pre-processing, 2- 

a directional antenna system (adjustable in site and azimuth) linked to the radar via a switch 

box (transmission-reception switch and pre-amplifiers), 3- a control PC on which the radar 

echoes are visualized/recorded in real time, and 4- a 1500W electric generator supplying 

power to the whole system (200 W consumption in average). The complete system can be 

transported in a four-wheel-drive vehicle, and set up near an eruptive vent. 

                                                 
1
 VOLDORAD web site: http://wwwobs.univ-bpclermont.fr/SO/televolc/voldorad/ 
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Figure I.3. a) VOLDORAD 2B complete set of devices: radar unit, control PC, antenna tripod, and electric 

generator; b) four Yagi-antenna array; c) snapshot of the control PC screen, displaying the real-time 

acquisition of Doppler spectra in successive range gates. 

 

The antenna radiation pattern describes the relative variation of the transmitted power as a 

function of the angular direction from the antenna axis. The beam pattern of VOLDORAD’s 

antenna array is composed of a main lobe, defining the direction of the maximum radiated 

energy, and side lobes, which are radiations in undesired directions. The beam width (or 

aperture angle), is defined as the angular range in which half of the maximum power is 

transmitted/received (equivalent to -3 dB of the peak power). In the case of VOLDORAD, the 

beam can thus be defined as conical with an aperture angle (α) of 9°.  

The medium-power (60 W) and large working wavelength (λ = 23.5 cm) of the radar 

respectively enable it to operate at medium distance ranges (0.3 – 11 km) and under all 

weather conditions (little atmospheric attenuation). The frequency of the transmitted 

electromagnetic wave (ƒt ) is of 1274 MHz (i.e. L-band, for Large-band radar, defined 

between 1 – 2 GHz by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers – IEEE). The 

polarization is horizontal. 

 

Because VOLDORAD is a pulsed Doppler radar, it is possible to define distinct sampling 

volumes within the radar beam, which are referred to as range gates or range bins. The radial 

resolution of these gates (i.e. along-beam depth), depends on the pulse duration (τ), and their 

site and azimuthal resolution depend on the distance to the radar and on the beam aperture (α). 

Throughout the entire study, the range gates will be referenced by the radial distance of their 

center to the radar (e.g. gates 2247 to 2727 m at Arenal, Figure I.4). At Arenal, the pulse 
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duration was set to 0.8 µs, which corresponds to a radial range resolution of 120 m, i.e. half 

the travel distance of the transmitted wave during a pulse (cτ/2, where c is the celerity of 

light). So for instance, gate 2607 m goes along-beam from 2547 m to 2667 m. As for the site 

and azimuthal resolutions, they equal ca. 410 m for the gate located above the vent. The 

volume of the 2607 m bin can be calculated as ca. 15.8 · 10
6
 m

3
 ( 2 2 8V R c   , where R = 

2607 m is the gate’s radial distance from the radar, α is the beam aperture in radian, and τ = 

0.8 µs is the pulse duration).  

 

Figure I.4. Illustration of the radar beam and the successive sampling volumes (range gates) which can be 

defined within it. (Note that only 7 gates are represented here, but that 11 are actually recorded.)  

 

The main characteristics and operating parameters of VOLDORAD are summarized below.  

Technical characteristic of VOLDORAD 2 Symbol Value 

Transmitted frequency (GHz) ƒt 1.274 

Wavelength (cm) λ 23.5 

Transmitted peak power (W) Pt 60 

Pulse repetition interval (s) tr 50 – 100 or 100 – 200 

Pulse duration (s) τ 0.4 – 1.5 

Radial range resolution (m) R 60 – 225 

Observation distance (km) L 0.3 - 11 

Beam width (°) α 9 

Power consumption (W) C 200 

System total weight (kg) W 110 

Table I-1. Technical characteristics of VOLDORAD 2. 
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I.2.2. Theoretical considerations 

Electromagnetic pulses (duration ) are periodically transmitted (pulse repetition tr) towards 

the summit via a directive antenna which concentrates the energy in a narrow beam. Volcanic 

ejecta crossing the beam scatter this electromagnetic signal, part of which is scattered back 

towards the radar. The way the electromagnetic signal is scattered depends on the relationship 

between the radar wavelength () and the particle size (D) and shape. For small spherical 

particles (D <<  ), the Rayleigh scattering theory applies, whereby the backscattered power 

is proportional to the sixth power of the particle diameter (P ∝ D
6
). On the other hand, for 

large particles (roughly D ≥ /4 ), the Rayleigh scattering no longer holds and the Mie 

scattering theory needs to be applied (Mie, 1908). In this case, the scattered power becomes a 

complex function of the transmitted frequency and the considered location around the particle 

(see Gouhier, 2008 for details). 

The returned echoes constitute time series, which are time-sequenced in coincidence with the 

travel time to identify the range gates. These are then processed (Fast Fourier Transform) in 

real-time to retrieve information: 1- the backscattered power (P), which is a complex function 

of the number and size of the ejecta crossing the range gates, and 2- the radial velocity of the 

ejecta, which is related to the frequency content of the backscattered echoes. Let us briefly 

summarize how these are acquired. 

 

I.2.2.1. Backscattered power 

The echo-power received (Pr) by the radar is a complex function of the radar’s characteristics 

(Cr, accounting for the antenna properties, transmitted power, wavelength, etc.), the physical 

properties of the targets (η, depending on their number, sizes, shapes, composition, etc.), as 

well as the slant distance (r) and the attenuation (L) of the medium between the radar and the 

target (the latter being neglected at VOLDORAD’s wavelength). The measured received 

power is thus given by the radar equation (e.g. Sauvageot, 1992): 

 I.1 

where Pr is the recorded backscattered power expressed in mW or dBmW, and (η) is the radar 

reflectivity, defined as the sum of the backscattering cross section (σbsk) of the individual 

particles per unit sampling volume (Vs):  
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  I.2 

Note that (Pr) depends on the radar characteristics, and thus cannot be compared with the 

power values from other radars (even if they probed the same eruptive jet). In order to do so, 

the radar reflectivity factor (Z) is commonly used because it only characterizes the target 

(Sauvageot, 1992): 

 I.3 

where (K) is the dielectric factor characterizing the target (e.g. Adams et al., 1996), and Z is 

expressed in mm
6
.m

-3
 (equivalent to a concentration). For convenience, Z is commonly 

converted to logarithmic units as follows: . 

 

I.2.2.2. Radial velocity 

Doppler systems enable the comparison between the transmitted frequency (ƒt) and the 

received frequency (ƒr) backscattered by moving targets. The difference between the two is 

referred as the Doppler shift (Δƒ), a.k.a. Doppler Effect (discovered by Christian Doppler in 

1842), and is used to infer the radial velocity (Vr) of the backscattering sources (i.e. along-

beam velocity): 

 I.4 

Hence particles with a radial (along-beam) component of motion towards the radar will have 

negative radial velocities, whereas particles having an along-beam component of motion away 

from the radar will have positive velocities. 

 

I.2.2.3. Doppler spectra aquisition 

Both the backscattered power (Pr) and the radial velocity (Vr) are plotted in real-time on the 

control PC as Doppler spectra (Figure I.5). These represent, for each range gate and at each 

sampling step the Power Spectral Density, i.e. the distribution of backscattered power (y-axis) 

as a function of the radial velocity (x-axis). In other words, these can be regarded as 

distributions of the mass load as a function of particle velocities within successive volumes of 

the radar beam.  
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Figure I.5. VOLDORAD real time acquisition of Doppler spectra in successive range gates during the an 

eruptive event recorded at Arenal on February 11, 2005 (15:07:26 UTC). Doppler spectra (e.g. outlined by the 

pink box) display the backscattered power Pr (y-axis, in dBmW) as a function of the radial velocity Vr (x-axis, 

in m/s). Mean noise power in each spectrum is indicated by a horizontal green line. The spectral peak at Vr=0 

m/s results from ground-echoes, later suppressed in post-processing of the signal. Eruptive signal appears 

notably in the gate 2607 m (located above the main eruptive vent), with signal mainly in the negative portion 

of the spectra, indicating that ejecta in that gate have a radial component of motion towards the radar. Plots 

to the left of each Doppler spectrum display each component of the complex signals recieved (i.e. real and 

imaginary part). Acquisition parameters are displayed at the top of the screen: the pulse duration (PE = 0.8 

µs) infers a gate radial depth of 120 m, the number of coherent integrations (Cohe = 8) infers a maximum 

radial velocity (|Vmax|) recorded by a Doppler spectrum of 73.6 m/s, and the number of incoherent 

integrations (Inco = 3) infers that the spectra are displayed every ~0.44 seconds. 

The acquisition rate of one set of Doppler spectra depends on the number of incoherent 

integrations (Ni), which defines the number of consecutive Doppler spectra which are 

averaged to obtain a mean spectrum. The highest acquisition rate is consequently obtained 

with 1 incoherent integration (~ 0.14 s
-1

). The maximum radial velocity that can be recorded 

by the Doppler radar on the other hand (Vmax) depends on the number of coherent integrations 

(Nc) (i.e. number of returned radar echoes integrated) and the pulse repetition interval (tr): 

 I.5 

where λ is the radar wavelength (0.235 m). Most of the time, Nc was set to 8 and tr to 100 µs, 

leading to a velocity range up to about 74 m/s. Because a Doppler spectra is made of 64 
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spectral lines (31 to the left of the central line, and 32 to the right), the spectral resolution of 

the velocity axis is with these setting is ~2.3 m/s. 

For further details on VOLDORAD, the reader is referred to Donnadieu et al. (2003). 

 

I.2.3. Doppler spectra processing 

Processing of Doppler spectra consists in extracting the main spectral features to characterize 

the loading and velocity properties of the target in the beam, i.e. in our case the volcanic 

ejecta. Two sets of parameters are classically computed, depending on which side of the 

spectra is processed (Figure I.6): positive parameters (indexed by a plus, e.g. P+, V+max, etc.) 

inform on the particles with a radial component of motion away from the radar, and negative 

parameters (indexed by a minus, e.g. P-, V-max, etc.) on particles with a radial component of 

motion towards the radar. In addition to these, we define parameters which are computed over 

the full spectrum (e.g. P, Ek).  

Note that because the spectra are computed in each range gate, the spectral parameters we 

derive from them will have a subscript indicating in which range gate it has been computed 

(e.g. P2607 will refer to the backscattered power in gate 2607 m, ca. P-2607 + P+2607). 

 

Figure I.6. Typical Doppler spectrum recorded at 20:00:32.5 (UTC) in gate 2607 m, where the backscattered 

power is displayed as a function of the radial velocity Vr of the target (i.e. component of the velocity vector 

along the antenna beam direction). The main spectral parameters processed in each side of the spectrum (P+, 

P-, V+max, V-max) are annotated. The indexes (+) and (-) refer to ejecta with the radial component of motion of 

away and towards the antenna respectively. 

We may distinguish three types of spectral parameters: those analyzing the spectrum's 

backscattered power, those analyzing its velocities, and those which combine both to tell 
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about the kinetic energy of the spectrum. Their computation is performed in a Borland Pascal 

coded algorithm (CALPV). We hereafter detail how these are calculated. 

 

The main spectral parameters providing information on the backscattered power (and by 

extension, on the mass loading of the ejecta), are computed as follows: 
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where (i) refers to a spectral line in a Doppler spectrum (ranging from min = -31 to max = 32), 

p(i) is the power displayed at the corresponding spectral line, (g) refers to the successive 

range gates in sampled in the beam, and (n) to the number of range gates considered. 

Therefore, (P+) and (P-) refer to power backscattered by the particles moving respectively 

away and towards the radar within a given range gate, and (P) to the power backscattered by 

all particles within this gate (P ≈ P+ + P-), e.g. Dubosclard et al., 2004. On the other hand, we 

introduced the new parameter (Ptot) in CALPV, which refers to the total backscattered power 

in all the range gates considered during the processing. Ptot can consequently be considered as 

a proxy for the maximum quantity of ash contained inside the beam. 

The maximum radial velocities (V+max) and (V-max) of the ejecta, are defined as the velocity 

value Vr(i), at which the corresponding power value p(i) drops below the noise value (Figure 

I.6). Recall that these are radial velocities, hence they correspond to the projection of the true 

velocity vector on the slant line radar-scatterer in the beam.  

Lastly, because the Doppler spectrum holds information on both the mass load and velocity of 

the ejecta within each gate, we can compute a proxy to the kinetic energy of the ejecta (Ek). 

This new parameter implemented in the Borland Pascal CALPV algorithm is computed as:  

max
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k r
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where (i) refers to a spectral line in a Doppler spectrum, (i-max) and (i+max) correspond to the 

spectral line of V-max and V+max respectively, and p(i) and Vr(i) refer respectively to the power 

backscattered by particles with radial velocity between Vr(i) and Vr(i+1).  
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The Doppler spectra are processed through time, thus providing a value for each of these 

parameters, at each time step. We can then build time series from these parameters to show 

how they evolve through time (Figure I.7).  

 

Figure I.7. Time series of two radar parameters (P+2607 and V+2607) from gate 2607 m, recorded during an 

eruptive event at Arenal on February 19, 2004. The data is processed with 1 incoherent integration (i.e. time 

step ca. 0.14 s), and the time series are smoothed using a running-average with a window width of 5. The 

dashed line indicates the time at which the spectrum displayed in Figure I.6 is extracted. 

 

I.2.4. Recording campaigns at Arenal volcano (Costa Rica) 

VOLDORAD has monitored Arenal's eruptive activity during three field campaigns, in 2004, 

2005 and 2009 successively. The 2004 and 2005 field campaigns were short, lasting 

respectively 8 and 11 days in February of each year. The campaign in 2009 (in which I was 

involved in) on the other hand, lasted 47 days, from January 17 till March 4. The radar 

settings and subsequent sounding conditions were set to be identical in all three campaigns 

(with the exception of the second part of the 2009 campaign, as explicated further down). 

VOLDORAD was installed on Arenal’s western flank, 2.6 km (slant distance) west and 

downwind of the active crater (C). Data were acquired at ∼12 Hz in 11 range gates between 

ca. 2 and 3 km from the radar. The pulse duration (τ) was set at 0.8 µs, giving range gates 

with a radial resolution of 120 m. Two range gates were located directly above the active 

crater: gates 2607 and 2727 m. Moreover as ash plumes were drifted by trade winds, their 
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displacements could be recorded in up to 7 range gates (>720 m) before they passed beyond 

the beam. Raw data were recorded in SRT format. 

Between January 25 and March 4, 2009, VOLDORAD was stored in a shelter at the entrance 

of Arenal National Park. Located 4150 m (slant-wise) from the active crater, it continuously 

monitored Arenal’s activity (despite frequent electric power break-downs). The radial 

resolution of the range gates was increased to 135 m. For storage memory space of the PC 

disk, data were recorded in SPE format, whereby only the power values of the spectra 

(averaged over 3 spectra, i.e. 3 incoherent integrations, time step ca. 0.44 s) were saved. 
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I.3. ARENAL: a case study volcano 

 

I.3.1. Arenal’s eruptive history and current activity 

Arenal volcano is located in Costa Rica, in a convergent margin setting related to three 

tectonic plates (whereby the Cocos and Nazca plates dive under the Caribbean plate), Figure 

I.8. The volcano (10.463°N, 84.703°W) is part of the Central American magmatic arc (Carr 

and Stoiber, 1977), and more specifically, part of the Cordillera Volcánica de Guanacaste 

province (CVG) of the northwest-trending Costa Rican volcanic arc (CRVA). It is the 

youngest cone of the Arenal–Chatosystem (~7000 years old, Soto and Alvarado, 2006), a 12-

km-long SE–NW-trending volcanic alignment. 

Today, at least 7000 people live within a 6 km radius of Arenal, mainly in the town of La 

Fortuna. Only 4 km to the west of the volcano, extends Lake Arenal, created in 1979 after the 

building of the Sangregado Dam to supply Costa Rica with hydroelectricity (nearly 50% of 

the country electric power). 

 

Figure I.8. Geographical location of Costa Rica and Arenal. (a) image created from UNAVCO’s mapping tool 

(http://jules.unavco.org/Voyager/Earth); (b) courtesy of Guillermo Alvarado, NASA source image. 

 

Arenal can be defined as a small basaltic andesite stratovolcano, approximately 1.1 km in 

height and 1710 m above sea level, with total volume of ca. 7.2 km
3
 (Alvarado and Soto, 

2002; Wadge et al., 2006). One of the first studies to look at the chronostratigraphy of Arenal 

was done by Malavassi (1979). Since then a number of authors have refined it, with the latest 

in date being that of Soto and Alvarado (2006), who constrained its history with several 

excellent chronological datings. It has begun to erupt around 7000 years B.P., and has since 

then erupted a variety of products spanning a wide range of phreatomagmatic to magmatic 

http://jules.unavco.org/Voyager/Earth
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phenomena (Soto et al., 1998). On July 29, 1968, after nearly 450 years of dormancy, Arenal 

erupted violently marking the onset of an ongoing continuous eruptive activity. We hereafter 

describe the activity experienced since then, referring the reader to the work of Soto and 

Alvarado (2006) for a review of the eruptive history prior to the 1968 eruption. 

 

Arenal’s reawakening in 1968 was marked by a lateral blast eruption, which destroyed two 

nearby villages and killed 78 people (Melson and Sáenz, 1968; Alvarado et al., 2006). Several 

papers have focused on the assessment of the eruption kinetic energy, deriving notably the 

velocities of expelled ballistic blocks (which likely exceeded 350 m/s, e.g. Minakami et al., 

1969; Fudali and Melson, 1972; Steinberg and Lorenz, 1983). The eruption opened a 1-km 

long radial fissure running west from the summit, feeding three new explosion craters 

(namely craters A, B, and C) and leaving the old summit vent (crater D) inactive ever since. 

From 1968 to 1973, a series of lava flows were erupted from Crater A (Wadge, 1983). After a 

few months hiatus, the effusive activity shifted to Crater C (nearly 400 m higher up the 

volcano), where it still remains as of today. Up until 1983, almost continuous aa-blocky lava 

flows of basaltic andesite composition outpoured from the crater (Cigolini et al., 1984). In 

1984 however, the activity became much more explosive with frequent Vulcanian-type 

explosions (Van der Laat and Carr, 1989), and between 1987 and 1990, numerous column-

collapse pyroclastic flows were reported (Cole et al., 2005). Since the late 1980s however, the 

eruptive mass rate has significantly decreased, from 0.6 m
3
/s (1980 – 1988) to 0.086 m

3
/s 

(2000 – 2005, Wadge et al., 2006), Figure I.9a. Except for sporadic partial collapses of the 

crater wall (in 1993, 1998, 2000, 2001, Alvarado and Soto, 2002), there has been a markedly 

reduction in explosive activity since 1998 (tephra fall mass < 1 g.m
-2

.day
-1

, Cole et al., 2005, 

Figure I.9b). This decreasing activity is believed to have allowed lava to accumulate at the 

summit, leading to the development of a mainly rigid, degassed magma body in the upper 

portion of the conduit (Cole et al., 2005). In particular, this could explain the progressive shift 

from “Strombolian-like” eruptions associated with the reported “lava pool” (e.g. Cigolini et 

al., 1984; Alvarado and Soto, 2002), to more “Vulcanian-like” eruptions associated to a more 

viscous lava cap (or plug) tapping the conduit. This is supported from tephra clast analyses, 

which attest the fragmentation of a rigid degassed magma with only minor molten component 

(Cole et al., 2005).  
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Figure I.9. (a). Lava effusion rate versus time at Arenal (from Wadge et al., 2006). (b) Tephra mass per day 

per m
2
 versus time, for different collectors on the western flank of Arenal (from Cole et al., 2005). Both plots 

show the progressive decrease in eruptive activity at Arenal. 

 

Today, crater A and B are completely covered by lava flows from crater C, and crater D is 

about to be buried as well (Figure I.10). Rather than a simple open lava pool, it seems that 

crater C should be regarded as a broad active region from which viscous lava flows are 

continuously fed. Regular explosions, several times per day, generate tephra columns that can 

rise up to a few hundred meters above the crater, and can be drifted by easterly winds up to a 

distance of 5 km West of the crater (Cole et al., 2005). Ballistic bombs associated with these 

explosions are visible at night, and can be ejected up to a few hundred meters from the crater. 

 

The OSIVAM observatory (Observatorio Sismológico y Vulcanológico de Arenal y 

Miravalles) that monitors seismic and volcanic activity at Arenal is operated by the 

Department of Geology of the Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad (ICE). Seismic activity 

is also recorded with short-period and broad-band seismometers by both the OVISCORI 

(Observatorio Vulcanológico y Sismológico de Costa Rica) and the UCR (Universidad de 

Costa Rica).  
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Figure I.10. Photo-board of Arenal’s actual morphology and activity. The date at which the picture was taken 

and its author are annotated when known, elsewise the pictures are anonymous (downloaded from Flickr). 

Activity is concentrated in crater C, from which blocky basaltic-andesitic lavas continuously effuse. In 

addition, small ash plumes are emitted several times per day, usually ascending ≤ 1-3 km above the crater.  

 

I.3.2. Geophysical studies at Arenal 

Several geophysical studies have been carried out on Arenal volcano since its tragic 

reawakening in 1968. A large number of these are seismological studies, launched with the 

pioneering contributions of the Japanese community during the late 1960s and 1970s (Soto, 

2007). Minakami et al. (1969) and later Matumoto (1975) in particular, were the first to 

distinguish different types of seismic events at Arenal, including volcano-tectonic, LP, and 

tremor signals of various types. In the following years, several studies have further described 

the waveform and frequency content of the seismic signals (Alvarado and Barquero, 1987; 

Morales et al., 1988; Barquero et al., 1992; Métaxian et al., 1996; Alvarado et al., 1997), 
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pointing out the variability of seismic events at Arenal. Melson (1989) and Barboza and 

Melson (1990), introduced a classification based on the correlation with audible sounds: 

“whoosh” events, associated with a progressive 10 – 50 second-long sound (much like that of 

a jet airplane), and “chugging” events, associated to rhythmic gas release sounds (similar to 

that of a locomotive). These terms are still used as of today, and identified at a number of 

volcanoes (e.g. Karymsky volcano, Johnson et al., 1998; Sangay volcano, Lees and Ruiz, 

2007). The first time-frequency analysis were performed by Benoit and McNutt (1997) and 

Garcés et al. (1998), and highlighted for the first time the progressive shifting of the spectral 

peaks of tremor (i.e. frequency glidings). Lesage et al. (2006) proposed a model that accounts 

for most characteristics of the tremor signal at Arenal. Investigation of the shallow velocity 

structure of Arenal was performed by Mora et al. (2001, 2003, 2006), and study of how it 

might affect the location of sources was done by Métaxian et al. (2009). More recently, Davi 

et al. (2010, 2011) carried out moment tensors inversions of both explosive long-period 

events and tremor events to retrieve their respective source mechanism.  

Seismic data have been correlated with infrasonic data at Arenal by Hagerty et al. (2000), 

who achieved a detailed analysis of the waveforms to give constraints on the generation of 

these signals. Williams-Jones et al. (2001) on the other hand, cross-correlated seismic data 

with both SO2 fluxes (from COSPEC data) and Earth tides to investigate the link between 

degassing, seismicity, and the influence of cyclic drivers.  

In the recent year, satellite-borne sensors have been used to monitor the growth and magma 

budget of Arenal, using either Lidar sensors (Hofton et al., 2006) or radar interferometry 

(Wadge et al., 2006). Very recently, Ebmeier et al. (2010) constructed radar interferograms to 

measure the deformation of the volcano, and were able to reveal a steady downslope 

movement of its western flank.  

The study presented hereafter is an innovative geophysical study, which uses both between 

seismic data and ground-based Doppler radar data recorded at Arenal. In doing so, we 

correlate for the first time quantitative information regarding both the pyroclastic emissions 

and the subsurface processes that drive the explosions. 
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II.1. Introduction 

 

One of the fundamental objectives of volcanology is to understand the mechanisms operating 

within the volcanic edifice in order to better explain/forecast the resulting surface activity. In 

this aim a growing number of techniques have been developed over the past century to 

monitor volcanic phenomena. As techniques have been developed and tested, their datasets 

and respective studies have increased, leading to a growing need for integration among them. 

Consequently more and more fields of studies are being cross-correlated, and are constantly 

challenging our interpretative models which often appear too simplistic to successfully 

explain the complexity of the eruptive behaviours and datasets.  

Many volcanoes worldwide exhibit quasi-continuous activity with small-scale, short-lived, 

transient eruptions, yet a simple classification of their eruption style and behaviour is not 

trivial (Figure II.1). Persistent volcanism associated to low viscosity magmas has been largely 

described by multidisciplinary studies on Stromboli (Italy), Erebus (Antartica) and Villarica 

(Chile), where eruptive activity is generally characterized by the bursting of overpressurized 

gas slugs at the magma free surface (Strombolian activity, e.g. Blackburn et al., 1976). On the 

other hand of the spectra, persistent high-viscosity volcanism has been documented by 

eruptions of the Soufriere Hills Volcano (Montserrat) and Mount St Helens (USA), where 

eruptive phenomenon is thought to be the result of a steady accumulation of pressure under a 

viscous dome obstructing the conduit (Vulcanian activity, e.g. Self et al., 1979). In between 

these two end-member cases, however, are a number of volcanoes whose activity fit either 

both or neither models. Among them and to mention only a few are: Arenal (Costa Rica), 

Karymsky (Russia), Santiaguito (Guatemala), and Colima (Mexico). 

In this chapter, we cross-correlate LB seismic data with radar data, in hope to gain insight into 

the subsurface source mechanisms (e.g. source conditions and fragmentation mechanisms 

operating in the shallow conduit system) and the subsequent surface pyroclastic emissions 

(e.g. mass loading and dynamics) that generate the repeated, mildly explosive activity of 

Arenal (Costa Rica). The data used in the study mainly come from the 2005 recording 

campaign. The results are published in the Journal of Geophysical Research (Valade et al., 

2012). We hereafter present the tools and methodology developed, describe the results, and 

present the conceptual model which is believed to explain the eruptive activity at Arenal and 

the associated geophysical signals.  
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Figure II.1. Shallow conduit processes (source conditions, fragmentation mechanisms and eruptive 

dynamics) of persistently active systems encountering discrete (non-sustained) eruptive events. 
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II.2. Methodology and tools 

 

Linking surface and subsurface activity requires usage of adequate sets of parameters, capable 

of providing substantial information on the physical processes in operation. Figure II.2 gives a 

schematic view of the methodology and tools deployed to carry out this cross-correlation 

study. Below, we detail the “Data Processing” and “Data Analysis” steps. 

II.2.1. Data processing 

Radar data. The raw radar data were first processed (see section I.2.3), and the eruptive events 

identified. This operation needs to be carefully performed, in order to set aside the non-

eruptive signals (rain fall, noise due to antenna movements, etc.). During the 11-day field 

campaign in 2005, a total of 132 eruptive events were recorded (Pouchol, 2005). Various 

parameters were extracted for each event (power, velocity, impulsivity …), and archived in a 

data base (see Data Analysis section II.2.2). Certain key parameters were used as “indexes” to 

classify the events: by event size (based on a mass loading proxy: Ptot maximum amplitude), 

or depending on the onset delay between the radar and seismic signal. Such indexes enabled 

the possibility to set weights to the various events (e.g. rightmost column in Figure II.5), and 

analyse subsets of events taking those into account (e.g. scatter plot Figure II.7).  

Seismic data. Once tephra emissions were identified with the radar data, the coeval seismic 

signal was considered, and the event type was annotated within the data base: tremor 

(harmonic or spasmodic), explosion quakes (or “whoosh” if the coda evolves into harmonic 

tremor), high frequency events, or volcano-tectonic events. This classification was based on 

the work of Lesage et al., 2006 and the Universidad de Costa Rica (see section II.3 for details 

on their specific characteristics). A number of parameters were then extracted for each 

seismic event associated to a tephra emission (see Data Analysis, section II.2.2). 

Acoustic data. Acoustic measurements were carried out during this recording campaign 

(Fourel and Vergniolle, unpublished), but unfortunately the data is extremely noisy. Several 

frequency bands were considered, ranging from 0.2 Hz to 50 Hz, to see whether any signals 

were found associated to the radar emissions. Unfortunately, too few events were recorded to 

be used in this study. Most explosions in 2005 involved small gas volumes and very low 

overpressures (<1.26 · 10
5
 Pa, Fourel and Vergniolle unpublished), with low ejections 

velocities (radar data), attesting a period of low activity at Arenal.  
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Figure II.2. Methodology and tools developed to carry out the cross-correlation study on Arenal's eruptive 

behavior. 
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II.2.2. Data analysis 

Once the raw data have been processed and the eruptive events have been identified / 

classified, the data analysis can start. The data were studied at different time scales: 1- at the 

time of the eruptive event, in order to study the seismo-radar signature during the pyroclastic 

emission, and 2- in the minutes to hours preceding the eruption, in order to understand the 

seismo-radar activity that may lead to the pyroclastic emissions. We hereafter point out the 

main tools developed to carry out this study.  

 

II.2.2.1. Interactive Matlab software: Seismo_Radar_Correlation 

Seismo_Radar_Correlation is a user-friendly, Matlab-based software, specifically developed 

to display the different data types (radar, seismic and acoustic) on a unique graphical interface 

(Figure II.3). It provides several tools that allow the user to select, filter, resample, zoom and 

pick on sections of both records, either simultaneously or separately. The software also 

enables the application of high resolution time-frequency methods (Lesage, 2009) to extract 

the main features from both seismic and radar data, and to export them into a data base. Note 

that the seismic data processing part of the software uses the same functions as 

Seismo_Volcanalysis, a software developed by Philippe Lesage (Lesage, 2009). 

 

Figure II.3. Snap-shot of the main interface of Seismo_Radar_Correlation software. 
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II.2.2.2. Automated search algorithms 

When a large number of eruptive events have to be analyzed, collecting a given parameter 

(e.g. signal amplitude) on each event individually and for each data type is extremely tedious 

and time consuming. To fasten this operation, we have developed algorithms which enable 

automatic collection of parameters.  

The user may query the data base (DataBase_arenal05) to select specific events (e.g. events 

of certain intensity or of certain type). The algorithms then use the date/time information of 

each event to seek for the appropriate raw data file which contains it (i.e. the one which 

covers the time period during which the event is recorded). Once it is located, it builds a time 

series with the requested data, and computes/collects the requested parameter (e.g. signal 

amplitude). The user may choose to have the algorithms automatically save plots of the time 

series and the collected parameter (Figure II.4), and automatically store the parameter's value 

in a seperate data base.  

 

 

Figure II.4. Typical plots obtained from the automated search algorithms, illustrating the automatic 

collection of parameters from different data types for a given eruptive event. (a) radar time series of Ek 2607 + 

Ek 2727 (blue) and its maximum amplitude (red), along with a running average of it (time window = 10) and the 

associated maximum amplitude (green). (b) seismic trace (vertical component), and maximum amplitude 

collected (red). Both plots correspond to the eruptive event recorded at Arenal, on February 11, 2005, at 

15:07:14 (event referenced as n°5 in the data base, Figure II.5). Note that all information related to the 

search is automatically plotted: the ordinate axis's name indicates the queried parameters (e.g. vertical 

seismic amplitude, no frequency filter), the plot title indicates the raw file used to build the time series, the 

plotted event's number / time stored in the data base are annotated (top left), the time range searched is 

indicated (vertical dotted lines), as well as the value and time of the collected maximum amplitudes (time – in 

seconds from midnight – are annotated within parenthesis).  
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II.2.2.3. Data base: DataBase_arenal2005 

A large data base has been built to gather the quantitative parameters extracted from the radar, 

seismic and acoustic data, relative to each of the recorded eruptive events (132). 

  

 

II.2.2.3.1. Parameters stored in data base 

We summarize these parameters in two categories, which we describe hereafter. 

Amplitude-based parameters 

These parameters correspond to the maximum amplitude collected in the time-series of a 

given data type. We can mention for example: the maximum amplitude of Ptot curve (see 

section I.2.3), which depends on the maximum quantity of tephra contained inside the beam 

during an eruptive event (i.e. proxy to the mass load of the tephra emission); or the maximum 

amplitude of the seismic trace (i.e. proxy to the “magnitude” of the seismic event). We have 

also tested more complex amplitude-based parameters, which used several amplitudes to 

compute a single parameter. For instance, the peak amplitude of the P+ 2607 and V+max 2607 time 

series of a given eruptive event (Figure II.6a), can be used as proxies to the mass (m) and 

velocity (v) factors in Newton's equation for the kinetic energy 1
2

²E m v   . The resulting 

value can then be used as a kinetic index (Ik) of the given eruptive event, which can later be 

compared with seismic parameter characterising that same event (e.g. Figure II.7). 

 

  

 

 

Figure II.5. Snap-shot of the data base 

(~ 150 x 100 cells) built to gather the 

quantitative data extracted with 

Seismo_Radar_Correlation software. 

Notice for instance the event size 

index (rightmost column, based on Ptot 

maximum amplitude), used to build 

subsets of eruptive events based on the 

mass loading of the tephra emissions. 
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Time-integrated parameters 

Time-integrated parameters refer to parameters computed over a given time range. We can 

mention for example the seismic energy Es (defined as the sum of the squared signal over the 

sample interval), the seismic power Ps (defined as the seismic energy Es divided by the time 

interval over which it has been computed, e.g. Figure II.7), or the kinetic index (Ik 2) (defined 

as the sum of the product between the power curve P+ 2607 and the squared velocity curve 

V+max 2607, e.g. Figure II.6b). 

 

 

Figure II.6. Illustration of the two types of parameters collected: (a) amplitude-based parameters, and (b) 

time-integrated parameters. From these a number of other parameters can be derived, such as kinetic 

indexes: Ik (product of the peak amplitudes of P+ 2607 and V+max 2607, from plot a), and Ik2 (time integrated 

product of P+ 2607 and V+max 2607 squared, from plot b). The subscript "f" in the labels of the time series, 

indicates the fact that the original time series have been filtered with a running average, and the numeric 

value after the subscript "_win" indicates the window length used. 
 

 

II.2.2.3.2. Algorithms for data base analysis 

Algorithms were developed to probe the data base and plot the data contained within it. 

Figure II.7 is an illustration of a typical scatter plot, which compares the seismic power (Ps) 

and the kinetic index (Ik), computed over of a large number of events. Notice how the event 

classifications described earlier (section II.2.1) are taken into account inside the plot: the dot-

colors refer to different seismic event types, and dot-sizes refer to an index based on the delay 

between the radar event and the seismic counterpart. 
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Figure II.7. Typical scatter plot constructed from the data contained inside the data base 

DataBase_arenal2005. The algorithms developed enable the possibility to select the data to plot depending on 

various criteria, either qualitative (e.g. seismic event types), or quantitative (e.g. event size Index, based on the 

amplitude of Ptot curve).  

 

In the following section, we discuss the results obtained with the tools described above, and 

propose a conceptual model to explain Arenal's eruptive activity (Valade et al., 2012).  
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II.3. Explosion mechanisms at Arenal volcano, Costa 

Rica: an interpretation from integration of seismic and 

Doppler radar data 

 

The following section is published in Journal of Geophysical Research (Valade et al., 2012), 

with the following list of authors: S. Valade, F. Donnadieu, P. Lesage, M. M. Mora, A. 

Harris, and G. E. Alvarado. The architecture of the section is kept identical to that of the 

printed format (appendix D), but the content has been complemented with some additional 

material that is not included in the publication. 

Journal of Geophysical Research 

Explosion mechanisms at Arenal volcano, Costa Rica: an interpretation from 

integration of seismic and Doppler radar data 

S. Valade, F. Donnadieu, P. Lesage, M. M. Mora, A. Harris, and G. E. Alvarado. 

Received 23 June 2011; revised 15 November 2011; accepted 17 November 2011; published 21 January 2012. 

 

II.3.1. Abstract 

We execute an integrated analysis of broad-band seismic and Doppler radar data to gain 

insights into the subsurface mechanisms that drive repetitive, mildly explosive activity of 

Arenal (Costa Rica). We find large variability of both seismic and radar waveforms, and non-

systematic relationships between the two. Seismic recordings display long-lasting tremor 

sequences and numerous explosion quakes. Radar measurements show that tephra emissions 

are poorly correlated, both in time and energy, to the seismic activity. Tephra emissions were 

found in association with explosion quakes, but also during episodes of tremor and seismic 

quiescence. Moreover, the exit velocity, mass-loading, and kinetic energy of the emissions 

show no clear relationship with the coeval seismic amplitude and frequency content. We 

propose a conceptual source model whereby degassing is controlled by opening and closing of 

fractures which cross-cut a rigid cap atop the conduit. When the fracture's strength is 

overcome by the building gas pressure below, it suddenly opens and high velocity gas 

escapes, producing high-frequency elastic waves typical of explosion quakes. Gas release also 

occurs in relation to periodic opening and closure of the fractures to produce repetitive 
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pressure pulses: this being the source of tremor. In both cases, varying quantities of 

fragmented material may be carried by the gas, which can be detected by the radar if their 

concentration is high enough. Moreover, the highly variable, constantly changing state of lava 

cap (e.g. thickness, fracture network and gas permeability) results in non-repeatable source 

conditions, and explains the complex relationship between tephra emissions and associated 

seismic signals.  

 

II.3.2. Introduction 

Arenal, a small stratovolcano (1,710 m a.s.l.) located in northern Costa Rica, has experienced 

near continuous effusive and explosive activity since its reactivation in 1968 (Minakami and 

al., 1969; Cigolini and Borgia, 1980). Since 1975, the activity has been concentrated in crater 

C, from which blocky basaltic-andesitic lavas continuously effuse (Cigolini et al., 1984; 

Murillo and Ruiz, 2004). In addition, pyroclastic flows and numerous small ash plumes 

(ascending ≤ 1-3 km above the crater) are emitted recurrently (Cole et al., 2005). The 

frequency of ash emissions in the 1980's and 1990's was nearly one event every 30 minutes 

(Williams-Jones et al., 2001), but this frequency has been progressively decreasing so that 

only a few per day were recorded during the time of our recording campaign in 2005. Arenal's 

lava discharge rate also fell from ~2 m
3
/s in the 1980's to between 0.1 and 0.2 m

3
/s in 2004 

(Wadge et al., 2006), and a rigid degassed plug capping the conduit has developed (Cole et 

al., 2005). 

A number of geophysical studies have been carried at Arenal in order to constrain its shallow 

structure and the mechanisms operating within it. Studies using seismic data have constrained 

the shallow velocity structure of the edifice (Mora et al., 2006), as well as the source 

mechanism of both tremor (Benoit and McNutt, 1997; Lesage et al., 2006) and long period 

signals (Davi et al., 2010). Hagerty et al. (2000) cross-correlated seismic and acoustic data, 

and achieved a detailed analysis of the waveforms to give further constraints on the 

generation of these signals. Williams-Jones et al. (2001) cross-correlated seismic data with 

both SO2 fluxes (from COSPEC data) and Earth tides to investigate the link between 

degassing, seismicity, and the influence of cyclic drivers. No study, however, has been able to 

cross-correlate quantitative information regarding both the pyroclastic emissions and 

subsurface processes that drive the explosions. 
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We here quantify the exit velocity, mass-loading and kinetic energy proxies of pyroclastic 

emissions using ground-based Doppler radar (VOLDORAD), which we cross-correlate with 

broad band seismic data. We use these data to constrain a conceptual model which accounts 

for the complex interplay between tremor, explosion earthquakes and tephra emissions 

recorded in this study. 

 

II.3.3. Background: seismic activity at Arenal 

Arenal exhibits intense and varied seismic activity, including tremor, explosion quakes, long-

period (LP) events, rockfall events, and (rarer) volcano-tectonic events. Tremor is the most 

common signal, it being recorded several hours per day on average. Two types of tremor are 

commonly distinguished depending on the way the energy is distributed across the spectra 

(McNutt, 2002): when the energy is evenly distributed with no dominant peak (generally 

confined to the 1-6 Hz band at Arenal), it is referred to as “spasmodic tremor”; if the spectra 

contains several regularly spaced peaks, composed of a fundamental frequency and its 

overtones, it is termed “harmonic tremor”. The fundamental frequency at Arenal is generally 

in the range 0.9-2 Hz (Hagerty et al., 2000; Mora, 2003), and the frequencies of overtones are 

integer multiples of it. Tremor at Arenal shows striking characteristics, such as (Lesage et al., 

2006): frequency gliding episodes (whereby the fundamental and corresponding harmonic 

frequencies fluctuate in time while maintaining their regular spacing, e.g. Benoit and McNutt, 

1997; Garcés et al., 1998; Hagerty et al., 2000), frequency jumps (with either positive or 

negative increments), progressive transitions from spasmodic to harmonic tremor (with 

variable quantities of harmonic overtones), and coexistence of multiple frequency systems 

(with distinct spectral peaks and independent gliding). Several source models have been 

proposed to explain tremor at many volcanoes worldwide; at Arenal the clarinet model 

defined by Lesage et al. (2006) appears to be well-adapted to describe the complex behavior 

of the tremor. In particular, harmonic and spasmodic tremor are thought to have the same 

source mechanism, i.e. intermittent flow of gas through fractures in the cap atop the conduit. 

Frequency gliding is attributed to pressure fluctuations in the magmatic conduits (Neuberg, 

2000; Lesage et al., 2006), which in turn depends on the state of the plug (i.e. its gas-

permeability). The coexistence of different frequency systems, each evolving independently, 

may be the expression of different resonators, i.e. different conduits in the shallow feeding 

system. 
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Long-period (LP) transients and explosion quakes are regularly superimposed on the nearly 

continuous tremor, and are both characterized by spindle-shaped envelopes and narrow band-

width (1-3 Hz) frequencies (Chouet, 1996; Hagerty et al., 2000). The coda may in some cases 

evolve into harmonic tremor (Barquero et al., 1992; Benoit and McNutt, 1997; Hagerty et al., 

2000). Both LP and explosion quake signals are thought to have the same source mechanism, 

but with differing source depths. Following Mori et al. (1989), explosion quakes should occur 

at shallow levels within the conduit, allowing the propagation of an acoustic air wave which 

couples back to the ground as a high frequency seismic phase which arrives shortly after the 

P-wave onset. LP events, on the other hand, should occur at greater depths in the conduit, 

preventing the propagation of an acoustic air wave. Because there is probably no fundamental 

difference in their mechanisms, we follow Lesage et al. (2006) and consider both LP events 

and explosion quakes as part of the same type of event, defined as “explosion quakes”. Note 

that this term will refer to this particular seismic signal, regardless of whether it is 

accompanied by tephra emission or not. On the contrary, the term “eruptive event” will refer 

to tephra emission, regardless of the presence and type of associated seismic signal. 

High frequency events are also frequently observed and show a progressive onset followed by 

a progressive decay, generally lasting 50-180 sec. Energy is well staggered between 5-35 Hz 

with no dominant frequency and a sharp onset in the 5-15 Hz band. At Arenal, radar signals 

are always recorded ahead of these seismic signals. Johnson and Lees (2000) described 

similar events at Karymsky volcano, and suggested that they may result from energetic gas 

jetting when the vent is unobstructed by debris. 

Volcano-tectonic events are less frequent at Arenal as the open state of the vent prevents the 

accumulation of high stresses. The rarity of such events also suggests the absence of a vast 

and shallow magma storage body (Mora, 2003). 

 

II.3.4. Data acquisition and processing 

VOLDORAD 2 (Volcano Doppler Radar) is a ground-based, pulsed, Doppler radar 

specifically designed for active remote sensing of volcanic pyroclastic emissions (Dubosclard 

et al., 1999, 2004; Donnadieu et al., 2003, 2005, 2011; Gouhier and Donnadieu 2008, 2010; 

Valade and Donnadieu, 2011). It was set up at an altitude of about 690 m a.s.l, around 2.3 km 

west, and downwind, of active crater C (Figure II.8a), from where we recorded activity for 
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several hours per day between February 10 and 22, 2005. The antenna beam was pointed in 

the crater azimuth, and then lowered until ground echoes appeared in the Doppler spectra, 

indicating that the base of the beam was aligned with Arenal’s summit. At Arenal, there is no 

deep crater, but rather an irregular dome-like surface. This ensures that the beam skims the 

eruptive vent. The radar should thus capture all ash emissions, provided the particle 

concentration is above the detection threshold (ca. 15 g/m
3
 for 1 mm particles, Donnadieu et 

al., 2011). The radar beam is divided into successive sampling volumes, termed range gates, 

whose radial resolution depend on the pulse duration (τ), and whose location and azimuthal 

resolution depend on the beam aperture (conical 9° beam width) and the distance to the radar. 

During the recording campaign, data were recorded in range gates with radial resolutions of 

120 m (τ = 0.8 μs), and with slant distances ranging between 2007 and 2847 m (i.e. between 

gates G2007 and G2847). Two range gates were located above the active crater area: gates G2607 

and G2727 (Figure II.8a). Volcanic ejecta crossing the beam scatter the electromagnetic signal 

repeatedly transmitted by the radar (sampling rate 100 μs
-1

), part of which is scattered back to 

the radar and can be recorded. Real-time processing of this signal gives information on: (1) 

the backscattered power (which is a complex function of the number and size of the ejecta, 

and so is a proxy for the mass loading of the pyroclastic emissions), and (2) the radial velocity 

of the ejecta (i.e. the component of the exit velocity projected along the beam axis). These 

data are displayed for each range gate as Doppler spectra, representing the backscattered 

power (P in dB) versus the radial velocity (Vr in m/s). Processing of the Doppler spectra 

gives, for each range gate, two sets of parameters: positive parameters, which refer to signal 

backscattered by particles with a radial component of motion away from the radar, and 

negative parameters, which refer to particles with a radial motion towards the radar. 

 

Figure II.8. (a) Radar beam geometry during the recording campaign. (b) Location map of the broad-band 

seismometer and Doppler radar. At the time of the recording campaign in February 2005, the estimated 

altitude of crater C is 1710 m a.s.l (Wadge et al., 2006). 
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For each range gate, the following parameters were defined and calculated: backscattered 

powers (P+, P-, and P = P+ + P-), and maxima of radial velocities (V+max, V-max) (Dubosclard et 

al., 2004). We also implemented a proxy for the kinetic energy Ek of the tephra emission 

following: 
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   II.1 

in which Vr is the radial velocity of particles and P(Vr) is the power backscattered by all 

particles with radial velocity Vr.  

Seismic observations were carried out 1.8 km west of the active crater using a permanent 30-

sec GURALP CMG-6TD broadband seismometer (Figure II.8b). The vertical component was 

generally used, because tremor and explosion quakes are mainly composed of Rayleigh waves 

(Mora et al., 2006; Zobin et al., 2009), which are polarized in the vertical plane.  

Detailed analyses of radar and seismic data were carried out using Matlab-based software 

(Mora et al., 2009), we specifically designed for the purpose of this study. This software 

enables the display of the different data types on a graphical interface and the application of 

high resolution time-frequency methods (Lesage et al., 2009) to extract the main features 

from the different geophysical data sets collected. During the 11-day-long field campaign, a 

total of 132 eruptive events were recorded by the radar, from which we defined a subset of 68 

events comprising medium- and large-amplitude radar events, and/or the events having a good 

seismo-radar temporal correlation. 

 

II.3.5. Results 

We herein consider the correlation between radar and seismic records on two distinct time-

scales: (1) over the time scale of seconds to minutes, to analyze the coeval seismic and radar 

signals during individual pyroclastic emissions, and (2) at the time scale of several hours, to 

understand how subsurface and surface activity may interact on longer time scales.  
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Figure II.9.(a) Spectrograms of the seismic signal recorded on February 12, 2005 from 18:00 to 24:00 UTC. 

Each line corresponds to one hour. Vertical dashed lines indicate radar eruptive events. The sequence 

enclosed by the box is enlarged in (b), which presents from top to bottom: the seismic trace (vertical 

component), the corresponding Fourier spectrogram, and the power backscattered to the radar in gates G2607 

(red) and G2487 (blue).  
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II.3.5.1. Short-term correlation between seismic and radar observations 

Spectrograms were computed from the seismic data, and radar signals recorded during 

emissions were traced over it to visualize how surface and sub-surface activity were related 

on short time scales (Figure II.9). Figure II.9a shows spectrograms from six consecutive hours 

of seismic data recorded on the 12
th

 February 2005, with eruptive events detected by the radar 

being indicated by vertical dashed lines. The figure illustrates the variety of seismic activity 

discussed in Section II.3.3, with sequences of both harmonic and spasmodic tremor, multiple 

frequency systems that glide independently, numerous explosion quakes, and periods of 

quiescence all being apparent. Surprisingly, the surface tephra emissions are poorly correlated 

with this seismic activity. Indeed, tephra emissions detected by the radar are not always 

associated with distinct seismic events, and emissions can be found associated with explosion 

quakes (e.g. 23:28:48 UTC), in the middle of tremor sequences (e.g. 21:31:29 UTC), and 

during periods of very weak seismic activity (e.g. 21:56:23 UTC). This observation applies 

throughout the entire record in which, of the 68 radar events subset, ~44 % of the signals are 

associated with explosion quakes, ~43 % occur during episodes of tremor, and ~13 % occur 

during periods when only background seismic noise is recorded. Figure II.9b shows a 

magnification of the sequence identified by the box in Figure II.9a, and highlights that the 

strongest ash emissions (i.e. the events giving the highest backscattered power, such as that 

occurring at 21:31:29 UTC) do not occur when they are most expected (i.e. during high 

amplitude explosion quakes, at 21:37:30 UTC, for example).  

Hence, it seems that there is no simple relationship between tephra emission and coeval 

seismic events. Pyroclast emissions do not have a unique repetitive seismic signature and, 

more importantly, emissions cannot always be identified by the seismic signals alone, even 

for emissions with high mass loadings.  
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Figure II.10. Four representative seismic events and the associated radar signal: a) and b) explosion quakes, 

c) harmonic tremor, d) no seismic signal at emission onset, post-onset high frequency signal only. Each panel 

displays from top to bottom: (i) the seismic record, (ii) the seismic spectrogram, (iii - v) the Doppler 

radargrams (time-velocity distribution of backscattered radar signal) in gates G2727, G2607, and G2487, and (vi) 

the corresponding time series of backscattered power in gates G2727 (green), G2607 (red), and G2487 (blue). 
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The radar signals and associated seismic records show a large variability in their respective 

characteristics. Radar signals show variable backscattered power (varying by more than 30 

dB), particle velocities, and Doppler signatures (i.e. time-velocity distribution of the power), 

which respectively reflect the diversity of the emissions' mass loading, impulsivity and 

dynamics. Figure II.10 displays, for several eruptive events, (i) the seismic trace, (ii) its 

spectrogram, (iii-v) the Doppler radargrams (time-velocity distribution of backscattered 

power) for gates G2727, G2607, G2487, and (vi) the radar backscattered power time series for the 

same gates. Examples (a) and (b) are explosion quakes with similar seismic amplitudes, 

durations and spectral contents. However, the corresponding radar signals are quite different 

in terms of both backscattered power and radial velocity. While the event given in Figure 

II.10a has a maximum backscattered power that is +7 dB above the noise level and has no 

positive velocities, the event of Figure II.10b has a higher backscattered power (+17 dB), and 

radial velocities that exceed 20 m/s. Moreover, the radargrams exhibit distinctive Doppler 

signatures. Event (b) shows distinctive diagonal streaks during the first few tens of seconds 

following the eruptive event onset, which is not the case for event (a). These streaks are short-

lived (~10 s), are spread across a large velocity range (reaching more than +20 m/s and -20 

m/s in gates G2727 and G2607, respectively), and seem to superimpose a longer–lived signal 

(tens of seconds) with low negative radial velocities (less than -10 m/s). Valade and 

Donnadieu (2011) have modeled these short-lived diagonal streaks and show that they result 

from ballistic blocks crossing the range gates (see Chapter IV). The longer-lived signal 

(observed in events (a) to (d)) instead results from the slow transit of the ash plume through 

the beam. Hence, although the two events (a) and (b)  have similar seismic signals, the 

differences in the radar signals reveal two emissions with very different properties, in terms of 

mass loading, duration, impulsivity and eruptive dynamics. An interpretative sketch of the 

dynamics of these two events in terms of spatial motion within the range gates, is given in 

Figure II.11. In the case of the event in Figure II.10c, a strong radar signal (maximum 

recorded power ~ +17 dB, similar to event (b)) occurs without perturbing the harmonic 

tremor. The event of Figure II.10d produces an even stronger signal (with a maximum 

recorded power of +22 dB). This event is not preceded by any seismic signal, but is followed 

by a high frequency emergent seismic waveform which begins a few seconds after the radar 

signal onset. The seismic signal could be interpreted as a rockfall signal, however we doubt 

that the associated radar signal results from a rockfall-generated cloud. Indeed, the radar 

signal onset is very impulsive (i.e. sharp P2607 increase) and exhibits strong backscattered 

power (+22 dB), suggesting that a highly concentrated ash plume rapidly entered the beam. In 
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the case of rockfall-originated clouds, we expect much less backscattered power due to both: 

(i) the fine granulometry of the elutriated material, and (ii) the low particle concentration 

(compared to ash plumes resulting from an explosive event). Moreover, the radar signal 

begins before the seismic signal, which is not consistent with a cloud of rockfall-origin. 

During the recording campaign of 2005, rockfalls were concentrated in a ravine perpendicular 

to the radar beam axis. This location would increase the time needed for the cloud to rise from 

its source and drift into the beam. Hence we conclude that this was a highly loaded ash plume, 

emitted without an associated seismic signal (unlike events (a) and (b)).  

All of these observations show that the mass loading (i.e. backscattered power), exit 

velocities, and dynamics of the tephra emissions at Arenal are highly variable, and do not 

show apparent correlation with the coeval seismic signal amplitudes or spectral contents. 

 

Figure II.11. Schematic illustration of pyroclastic emission dynamics, interpreted in terms of spatial motion 

in the radar range gates. (a) Weakly loaded ash plume drifts in trade winds towards the radar, resulting in 

Doppler radargrams which exhibit low negative velocities and low backscattered power (e.g. Figure II.10a iii-

v). (b) Strongly loaded ash plume accompanied by ballistic projections. In this case (e.g. Figure II.10b), the 

resulting radargrams show up as an additional signal to the plume signature described previously; the 

ballistics causing diagonal streaks which exhibit high positive velocities (mostly in gate 2727 m) that 

progressively shift towards negative velocities.  

 

It is worth noting that both paired and pulsed emissions are commonly observed. Paired 

eruptions refer to eruptions less than 3 minutes apart and represent 22 % of all the recorded 

radar events. In most cases, the second event's power amplitude is similar to, or lower than, 

that of the first (e.g. Figure II.9b 21:46 UTC); only in some rare cases is it significantly higher 

(e.g. Figure II.9b 21:29 UTC). The eruptive sequence shown in Figure II.12 shows a striking 

example of two paired eruptions, highlighting the delay which can be observed between 

successive tephra emissions. Indeed, at 15:07:15 UTC a powerful radar signal is recorded and 
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is clearly associated with an explosion quake of large amplitude which evolves into harmonic 

tremor. Shortly after however (15:08:54 UTC), a strong second radar pulse is recorded, yet 

with no clear seismic counterpart. A similar pattern (i.e. first pulse with seismic “triggering 

event” followed by a second pulse without) is observed only 10 min later, highlighting the 

ability for the system to regenerate overpressures over short time scales. 

Pulsed emissions, on the other hand, refer to eruptive events which comprise several pulses, 

spaced by a few seconds only, as evidenced by the successive streaks in Figure II.10b (iv). 

From a seismic point of view, these pulses are not recorded, highlighting once again the 

complex relationship linking the pyroclastic emissions and the coeval seismic signals at 

Arenal.  

 

Figure II.12. Eruptive sequence recorded at Arenal on February 11, 2005. Top plot: vertical velocity 

seismogram. Middle plot: spectrogram of the velocity seismic trace. Bottom plot: radar Ptot time series (i.e. 

backscattered power from all the range gates). 

 

Careful observation of the harmonic tremor in the eruptive sequence of Figure II.12 reveals 

several systems of overtones with independent frequency gliding. Indeed, the harmonic 

tremor inherited from the first explosion is overlapped at 15:12:30 UTC by another whoosh 

which has its own set of frequencies. Both frequency systems evolve independently with time, 

with an overall increasing trend (positive frequency gliding). Lesage et al. (2006) suggest that 

the coexistence of different frequency systems evolving independently may be the expression 
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of different resonators, in other words different conduits in which pressure fluctuations may 

evolve independently depending on the state of the vent at the surface. 

 

Seismic and radar energy proxies were computed for all pyroclastic emissions associated with 

explosion quake seismic signals. The maximum seismic amplitude (vertical component, As) 

was considered as a suitable proxy for the intensity of the sub-surface process. The use of 

seismic amplitudes (i.e. velocity trace amplitude) rather than seismic energies (i.e. time-

integration of the squared velocity) was preferred because many explosion quakes occurred 

during background tremor (e.g. Figure II.10c), which makes the estimation of the explosion 

energy problematic. For the radar signal, we computed the kinetic energy, as defined in 

Section II.3.4, for the two gates above the active crater (i.e. Ek 2607 and Ek 2727), and define 

their sum as the kinetic energy (Ek) of the pyroclastic emissions. Figure II.13 displays the 

maximum seismic amplitude versus the maximum kinetic energy for these events. The data 

points show a positive trend, which is particularly apparent in the cluster of points in the 

upper left corner of the plot (i.e. those having As between 10
5
 and 10

6
, and Ek between 10

3
 

and 10
4

, in arbitrary units). The events of this cluster share an emergent onset, a relatively 

weak power amplitude (< 12 dB), and low radial velocities (< 16 m/s). Despite this weak 

positive trend, Figure II.13 shows a wide scatter of data points indicating that the ratio 

between subsurface seismic energy and surface kinetic energy is highly variable. For 

example, although the events in Figure II.10a and b (respectively indexed 100 and 104 in 

Figure II.13) have similar seismic amplitudes, they have considerably different kinetic energy 

values. Whatever the type of energy proxies used for the seismic and radar signals (signal 

amplitudes, time-integrated energies, various frequency bands ...), they all show similarly 

poor correlation. This suggests poor scaling between the seismic energy and the energy of the 

subsequent emission. Similar observations were reported by Johnson et al. (2005) at 

Tungurahua. Nevertheless, pyroclastic emissions may be the result of long pressurization 

processes, which can only be revealed by examining data records on longer time-scales, as 

reported next. 
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Figure II.13. Maximum seismic amplitude As (vertical velocity component) versus radar peak amplitude of 

the kinetic energy proxy Ek, for all the tephra emissions associated to explosion quake events. Values of As 

and Ek are in arbitrary units. Events indexed 100 and 104 refer respectively to the events displayed in Figure 

II.10a and b. 

 

II.3.5.2. Long-term correlation between seismic and radar observations 

The time-averaged amplitude of the seismic trace, termed RSAM (Real-time Seismic 

Amplitude Measurement, Endo and Murray, 1991), has proved capable of revealing long-

term cyclic patterns (e.g. Denlinger and Hoblitt, 1999). The cumulative squared amplitude of 

the seismic trace, or cumulative RSEM (Real-Time Seismic Energy Measurement, De la 

Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila, 2001), enables a better visualization of the seismic energy 

release rate through time. RSAM, RSEM and Ek time series were thus computed and plotted 

together to search for relationships between the seismic activity and the tephra emissions on 

time scales of several hours. Figure II.14a and b show 10 hours of continuous seismic and 

radar recordings on the 16
th

 February 2005. The RSAM plot displays successive transients 

with sharp onsets followed by slow decays, which mostly relate to tremor amplitude 

fluctuations. When an explosion quake triggers a tremor sequence, the RSAM shows a high 

peak marking the transient onset. The cumulative RSEM curve, on the other hand, shows a 

gradual increase, punctuated by sudden increments (or steps) when strong explosion quakes 

are recorded. Similarly, the Ek curve shows successive peaks (or steps in the cumulative Ek 

curve), indicating the occurrence of pyroclastic emissions with strong kinetic energies. 

Comparison of Figure II.14a and b shows poor correlation between the seismic and radar 

signals: neither the fluctuations (i.e. amplitude oscillations in the RSAM and Ek curves), nor 

the sudden energy releases (i.e. the steps in the RSEM and Ek cumulative curves), show 

correlation in time or amplitude. This was observed throughout the entire recording period, 
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indicating that there is no simple relationship between the energy of tephra emissions and the 

energy of seismic vibrations, even on daily time scales.  

 

Figure II.14. (a) RSAM and cumulative RSEM recorded on the 16
th

 February 2005, and (b) radar kinetic 

energy (Ek) with its cumulative curve. The kinetic energy curve (Ek) is filtered with a running average, and 

the recorded eruptive events are indicated by black dots. The peaks which are not topped by black dots are 

non-eruptive peaks (e.g. rain, noise …). For visualization purposes the Ek ordinate axis was clipped at Ek = 5 

x 10
3
, truncating the major radar event at 15:23 UTC (Ek = 3.74 x 10

4
, in arbitrary units).  

 

Classically, exit velocities of volcanic ejecta are thought to be related to overpressures in the 

volcanic conduit prior to the explosion (Wilson, 1980). If pressure builds-up progressively 

beneath a cap which obstructs degassing, and if this pressure is released during eruptive 

events, then the longer the repose intervals between successive eruptions, the longer the 

period of pressurization and, thus, exit velocities should be higher. Note that this statement 

holds only if we assume that passive degassing is minor compared to the degassing during an 

explosion. We consequently investigated whether the measured exit velocities were 

proportional to the repose interval separating successive emissions. Figure II.15 plots the 

maximum positive radial velocity recorded in gate G2607 as a function of repose time, and 

shows a wide scatter, indicating no correlation between repose time and exit velocity. This 

suggests that overpressures do not increase steadily during repose intervals, probably because 

of the fractured nature of the lava cap which allows gas to escape between eruptive events. 

Figure II.15b displays the maximum power recorded in gate G2607 as a function of repose 

time. Again no correlation is observed, which indicates that ejecta mass loadings do not 

appear to be controlled by the duration of repose. 
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Figure II.15. Relationship between the repose interval separating successive tephra emissions and (a) their 

maximum radial velocities, (b) their maximum backscattered power. Values are taken from the main gate 

G2607. 
 

In summary, analysis of simultaneous seismic and radar recordings show complex, non-

repeatable relationships, on both short and long time scales. Tephra emissions are not 

systematically associated with a specific type of seismic signal (Figure II.9), and show 

variable properties (i.e. mass loading, exit velocity, dynamics) that do not correlate with 

seismic amplitude or spectral content (Figure II.10). When considering the emissions 

associated with explosion quakes, poor scaling is found between the kinetic energy of the 

emission and the amplitude of the seismic signal (Figure II.13). Even on daily time scales, we 

find that the energy of the emissions do not correlate with fluctuations in the seismic 

amplitude and energy (Figure II.14).  

 

II.3.5.3. Glance at data from other recording campaigns 

Although the intensity of Arenal’s eruptive activity has been clearly decreasing since the late 

1990s (Wadge et al., 2006), its activity during the 2005 campaign was relatively weak in 

comparison to the usual activity (Mauricio Mora, personal communication). In 2009, another 

recording campaign was carried out with the deployment of similar seismic and radar 

instrumentation. The collected seismic and radar data were analyzed with the tools described 

in section II.2. The analysis shows the same variability which was observed with the data 

from the 2005 campaign. Figure II.16 intends to illustrate this variability, with scatter plots 

showing the lack of relationship between the seismic amplitude and various radar parameters 

extracted from the gate above the main vent (i.e. kinetic index Ek, backscattered power P, and 
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maximum positive radial velocity V+max, from gate 4148 m). Note that the events presented in 

these plots have been selected on the basis of their seismic amplitude (courtesy of Philippe 

Lesage). Similar plots have been constructed with a number of other parameters (such as the 

seismic energy, radar parameters from other gates, etc.), but all show the same scattering. The 

same observation holds for the data from the 2004 campaign at Arenal, which also show 

dispersion between the seismic amplitude and the radar power of several events (Donnadieu 

et al., 2006). Thus we can conclude that the highly variable relationship between seismic and 

radar data not only holds for the 2005 campaign, but for the 2004 and 2009 campaigns as 

well. 

 

Figure II.16. Relationship between the seismic amplitude and various radar parameters (extracted from gate 

4148 m located above the eruptive vent): from left to right, kinetic energy, the total backscattered power in the 

gate, and the maximum positive radial velocity. The events plotted were collected between January 27 and 

February 25, 2009. 

 

II.3.6. Existing models for Arenal-type eruptive activity and associated 

geophysical signals 

Several models have been proposed to account for the style of repeated, mildly explosive 

eruptive activity and associated geophysical signals at persistently active volcanoes such as 

Arenal. The physical processes involved in each model depend mainly on the magma 

viscosity. The bubble-bursting model is widely accepted at volcanoes with low-viscosity 

magmas. Laboratory experiments (Jaupart and Vergniolle, 1988; Ozerov, 2010) model the 

phenomenon as bubbles rising up the conduit to burst intermittently at the surface. This 

mechanism, however, requires low viscosity magma (10
3
 and 10

5
 Pa/s, Ozerov, 2010) if the 

slugs that generate the explosion are to ascend buoyantly through the magma column and 

burst at the free surface. At Arenal these conditions are not fulfilled: average viscosities of 
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lavas close to the crater range between 10
5
 and 10

6
 Pa/s (Cigolini and Borgia, 1980; Cigolini 

et al., 1984; Bertolino et al., 2009), and the vent is capped by a degassed, cooled plug of lava 

(Cole et al., 2005).  

The pressure build-up model is often invoked to explain repeated, discrete, short-lived 

explosions characteristic of the Vulcanian activity. These are attributed to the steady build-up 

of pressure below a plug obstructing the conduit, which is suddenly released when the plug’s 

resistance threshold is overcome (Stix et al., 1997; Melnik and Sparks, 2002; Yokoo et al., 

2009). This sudden failure and decompression causes both brittle failure of the plug and 

rupture of numerous small gas bubbles trapped in the viscous melt, both of which generate 

fine ash. At Arenal, petrological observations show that a rigid degassed cap has 

progressively developed and muzzled the summit vent (Cole et al., 2005). Cole et al. (2005) 

studied tephra clast morphologies and reported a dominance of blocky textured clasts over 

fluidal ones, thus arguing for fragmentation of rigid degassed magma with only a minor 

molten component, typical of vulcanian-type explosions. The presence of such a degassed 

body could act as a plug, which blocks the vent and impedes the release of gas. 

The idea that such plugs can possess a network of fractures has led several authors to believe 

that the small pathways represented by the fractures can control the degassing periodicity and, 

in turn, the associated geophysical signals (Hellweg, 2000; Johnson and Lees, 2000; Lesage et 

al., 2006). The soda-bottle model was proposed by Hellweg (2000) as a possible source model 

for Lascar's harmonic tremor and cyclic degassing behavior. Following Soltzberg et al. 

(1997), Hellweg (2000) described how a small opening in a soda bottle may generate cycles 

of pressure drop beneath the cap, which triggers bubble nucleation and ascent. Johnson et al., 

(1998) and Johnson and Lees (2000), on the other hand, proposed a mechanism analogous to 

a pressure-cooker for Karymsky, in which the plug atop the conduit acts as a valve. In this 

case, harmonic tremor is the result of rhythmic gas release through the valve, producing 

source pulses that are sufficiently regular to generate harmonics. More recently, Lesage et al. 

(2006) proposed a process similar to that of a clarinet to explain Arenal's tremor. This model 

is close to the pressure-cooker idea of Johnson and Lees (2000) in the sense that both suggest 

that gas periodically escapes through fractures in a solid plug. The clarinet model, however, 

includes a stabilization mechanism for the pressure pulses. As fractures open intermittently, 

pressure waves are emitted in the conduit, which allow a standing pressure wave to be 

maintained. This, in turn, controls the pressure state below the plug and consequently the 

fracture oscillations. This feedback is thought to be an efficient way to produce pressure 
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transients with a stable repeating period, responsible for the harmonic tremor (Rust et al., 

2008). Lack of period stability, however (if rubble chokes the fractures for instance), would 

result in spasmodic tremor. If the repeat frequency slowly varies with time, the spectral peaks 

will also vary, and appear as frequency gliding episodes. Nevertheless, if the clarinet-model is 

an adequate model for the source of tremor at Arenal, it does not explain the source 

mechanisms of the explosion quakes. 

Stick-slip movement of the uppermost part of the conduit has been proposed as a possible 

conduit model for several volcanoes with high-viscosity magmas, such as Soufriere Hills 

(Montserrat) and Santiaguito (Guatemala). Denlinger and Hoblitt (1999) first suggested that 

the cyclic eruptive behavior at Soufriere Hills might be controlled by boundary conditions 

along the upper part of the conduit, where stick–slip boundary conditions would generate 

periodic conduit flow. Field evidence (at Santiaguito, Guatemala, Bluth and Rose, 2004) and 

numerical modeling (Gonnermann and Manga, 2003) have suggested that non-explosive 

fragmentation of magma near conduit walls (where strong shear-stress is expected) could 

generate fine ash during slip events and result in repetitive ash plumes during stick-slip 

cycles, a hypothesis which was supported by a ring-shaped vent structure and ash emission 

patterns observed at Santiaguito (Bluth and Rose, 2004; Sahetapy-Engel and al., 2008, 2009). 

Santiaguito, in particular, is very similar to Arenal in terms of eruptive style, intensity and 

frequency. Both volcanoes show repeated low energy explosions (several per day), sending 

ash-plumes up to ≤ 1-4 km, occasionally generating small pyroclastic flows, with a viscous 

lava cap plugging a conduit from which lava flows continuously extrude. However, at Arenal 

the characteristic vent structure and emission pattern reported for Santiaguito have not been 

observed. Furthermore, the constantly evolving crater morphology and the multiplicity of the 

feeding conduits at Arenal suggest that the persistence of such annular stick-slip zones is 

unlikely. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that shear-induced fragmentation may 

occur locally, along limited surfaces of conduit walls. 

 

In summary, pressure build-up under a viscous degassed cap, which is crosscut by fractures, 

seems the most adequate model to characterize the eruptive periodicity and associated tremor 

signal at Arenal. Nevertheless, the mechanism explaining the explosion quakes, and the way 

these are related to the pyroclastic emissions remains unclear. Hence for now, no model can 

fully account for the complexity of Arenal's activity. 
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II.3.7. Discussion 

The joint observation of gas and ash emissions by seismic and Doppler radar measurements 

reveals complex behavior at Arenal. The seismicity displays a great diversity of event types, 

which include tremor (both spasmodic and harmonic, with complex frequency gliding 

episodes) and explosion quakes (of variable amplitude, sometimes followed by a harmonic 

tremor coda). The radar measurements also reveal great variability in the mass loading and 

exit velocities of pyroclastic emissions. However, there is poor correlation with the seismicity, 

and while some mild explosion quakes observed in the seismic records are not accompanied 

by ash emission, some radar events are not coeval with a seismic signal. Sometimes ash 

emissions occur during harmonic tremor, or are associated with high frequency [5-35 Hz] 

seismic events. When pyroclastic emissions and explosion quakes are concomitant, low 

correlation is obtained between the kinetic energy of the emission and the seismic amplitude. 

Moreover, no clear relationship can be observed between repose time and exit velocity of 

solid particles or mass loading of the plume. All of these observations point to a mechanism 

of gas and ash emission that is highly variable and probably very sensitive to small 

perturbations in the system. 

 

II.3.7.1. Conceptual model 

To explain these observations, we propose the conceptual model of Figure II.17. According to 

this model, fractures in the solid plug control degassing, which in turn controls the seismic 

signal. If gas release is frequent and intermittent, repetitive pressure pulses will generate low-

frequency tremor signal, whereas if gas release is sudden, flow induced vibrations will 

generate high-frequency explosion quake signals. We hereafter define an explosion as the 

release of a given volume of gas, more or less laden with solid particles, through a fracture in 

the solid plug which becomes suddenly opened to release the gas pressure. We suggest that 

the high-frequency components of the associated seismic signal (i.e. the explosion quake) 

result mainly from the interaction between the pressurized turbulent flow of gas and the rough 

channel walls. 
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Figure II.17. Sketch of Arenal's shallow structure (a), and conceptual model of the mechanism of gas and 

ash emissions at Arenal. (b) Pressure builds up under a viscous degassed cap crosscut by fractures. (c) When 

the fracture strength is overcome, the gas is suddenly released: fracture walls slap together, triggering high 

frequency seismic vibrations characteristic of the explosion quake signals. The turbulent gas may in turn pull 

out varying quantities of pyroclasts, which can be detected by the radar if enough is expelled. The expelled 

tephra may result from syn-eruptive fragmentation (brittle or fluid fragmentation), or may result from 

remobilization of loose fragmented material residing atop the cap, or within its permeable fractures. 
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Two mechanisms of flow-induced vibration can be considered, whereby hydrodynamic flow 

instabilities and oscillations occur at the channel walls (Rust et al., 2008). In the first case, the 

fluid flow in a thin channel generates roll waves (i.e. waves of channel thickness variation) in 

the elastic walls when the flow speed is higher than  

s
crit roll

f

H
U

L





  II.2 

where  is the shear wave velocity of the walls, 
f

s




 the rock to fluid density ratio, and H and 

L are the thickness and length of the channel, respectively. If we consider typical rock 

property values of  = 1 km/s and s = 2000 kg/m
3
, with a gas density (f) of 300 kg/m

3
 (H20 

at 500 °C and 50 MPa) and, because the fracture is closed at the beginning of the explosion, 

H~0 so that the ratio 
L

H
 is small (~10

-5
 to 10

-3
) during the fracture aperture, the threshold 

condition for roll waves to be generated is easily met. However the channel must be long 

enough for these instabilities to develop.  

The second mechanism is the excitation of normal modes of the conduit walls. Instability 

occurs when the flow velocity is higher than  

fLU wallcrit   II.3 

where f is the modal frequency and L the characteristic length, or width, of the channel. Rust 

et al. (2008) carried out laboratory experiments of gas flow between an elastic membrane and 

a rigid plate to show that the amplitude of oscillations increases with increased flow speed 

(when 
crit wallU U ). In another experiment where air was forced to flow through a slit in a 

block of gelatine, they showed that at very high flow velocities, the channel walls slap 

together producing large and non-periodic high-frequency elastic waves. We propose that this 

process could be considered as an analogue for the explosion quakes at Arenal (Figure II.17c). 

In the case of strong explosions, the fracture and part of the plug are destroyed and the 

conduit remains partly open. However, for most explosions in 2005 at Arenal, the gas volume 

and pressure associated with each explosive event was small, so that the fractures were not, or 

only slightly, damaged by the gas flow and so that they could close again after the event.  

The turbulent gas flow may entrain varying quantities of pyroclasts, and depending on its 

mass loading, may be recorded by the radar. Explosions expelling only gas will not be 

detected by the radar (and thus will result in explosion quakes without a coeval radar signal, 

e.g. Figure II.9b, 21:38 UTC). On the other hand, those expelling ash-laden gas flow will 
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produce a radar echo (i.e. explosion quakes with coeval radar signal, Figure II.9a, 23:29 

UTC). Depending on the fracture strength and the underlying gas pressure, the pyroclasts will 

not necessarily be expelled all at once, and may result in paired eruptions (i.e. eruptions that 

are ≤ 3 minutes apart, Figure II.9b at 21:29 and 21:46 UTC) or pulsed emissions (i.e. pulses ≤ 

10 seconds apart, Figure II.10b iv). In most cases, the second event releases less tephra than 

the first, ejecting the remaining unevacuated material. The short time lapse separating each 

eruptive event (minutes to tens of minutes, Figure II.9) suggests a high capacity for the system 

to regenerate overpressure over a very short time scale. 

 

When the gas-flow is intermittent through the fractures of the solid plug, it is believed to act 

as the source mechanism of tremor (Lesage et al., 2006; Rust et al., 2008). It results from the 

periodic opening and closure of the fracture triggered by pressure oscillations associated with 

standing waves in the conduit. The periodic pulses generate evenly spaced spectral peaks by a 

Dirac comb effect. This is consistent with the results of moment tensor inversion of tremor 

waveforms which have been interpreted as the opening and closure of a shallow crack (Davi 

et al., 2011). It is also consistent with the repeated large amplitude oscillations (1-2 s) 

observed in many radar signals associated with ash emissions that suggest staccato pressure 

release (Donnadieu et al., 2008), and with recent observations of correlation between SO2 

emission rate and tremor amplitude at Fuego volcano (Nadeau et al., 2011). Furthermore, it 

explains the frequently observed tremor-like coda of explosions, which occur if the fracture 

can still act as a valve and if the residual pressure below the plug is high enough after the 

explosion, or if another crack is opened by the main event. During this kind of post-explosive 

tremor, the pressure is progressively released by the gas escaping through the fracture. 

Therefore, the gas flow rate in the upper part of the conduit decreases, the average wave 

velocity in the resonating conduit increases and thus the fundamental frequency and overtones 

of the tremor also increases. Simultaneously, the pressure reduction induces an increase of gas 

exsolution of the magma that tends to counterbalance the gas loss. However, the characteristic 

time of exsolution and gas transfer inside the conduit is larger than that of the gas loss through 

the fracture. As a consequence, the dominant effect is a pressure release during the first 

minutes after mild explosions. This process gives an explanation to the positive frequency 

gliding observed in the post-explosion tremor (e.g. Figure II.9a, 23:02 UTC). On the other 

hand, during tremors that are not associated with explosion, either constant frequency content, 

or positive / negative frequency gliding can be obtained according to the balance between gas 

escape through the plug and gas input in the resonating conduit from exsolution and transfer.  
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II.3.7.2. Model sensitivity to evolving summit conditions 

All the mechanisms considered in the model described above are quite sensitive to small 

changes of the state of the conduit and plug. In open-system volcanoes such as Arenal, 

shallow system conditions may evolve rapidly, causing high temporal variability in both the 

seismic and radar waveforms associated with explosions. In particular, the presence of a 

solidified cap, its rheology, heterogeneous fracturing, thickness, debris residing above it, and 

consequently its permeability to gas, may evolve over time scales ranging from days to 

seconds (e.g. disruption following an explosion). Variable degrees of “gas-tightness” cause 

variable gas output through the plug fractures, and thus result in complex frequency gliding 

episodes in the tremor signal (Figure II.9). Temporal variations in fracture strength cause 

differential mechanical responses to pressure increases from one event to another. 

Consequently, gas and ash may be expelled from one or several fractures (or vents) 

simultaneously or at slightly delayed intervals, and the eruption focus may change from one 

event to another. In this context, the partitioning of the total eruptive energy (i.e. its 

distribution amongst the various types of energy: kinetic and seismic, see Gerst, 2010), is 

likely to vary significantly, and will thus act as a contributing factor to the lack of seismo-

radar correlation. The variation in explosion depth, in particular, is likely to have a major 

impact as it strongly controls the coupling efficiency of the elastic energy radiated into the 

ground and atmosphere (Johnson and Aster, 2005). Deep explosions (i.e. ~200 m, Davi et al., 

2010) may produce strong seismic signals and low radar signals (exiting of the fragmented 

material is impeded), and vice versa for shallow explosions. Eventually, due to the distance 

between the vent and the seismometers, very shallow explosions might not be recorded 

seismically if they are not strong enough. This may provide an explanation to the occurrence 

of eruptions unrecorded by seismometers (Williams-Jones et al., 2001), and to radar events 

which show high exit velocities with no coeval seismic counterpart.  

Furthermore, explosions may fragment variable quantities of magma, either molten (i.e. 

fluidal fragmentation of juvenile magma) or solid (i.e. breaching of the solid plug) (Figure 

II.17c), as attested by tephra clast analysis (Cole et al., 2005). In turn, the turbulent gas flow 

may entrain varying quantities of pyroclasts from the plug fracture system, which may be 

unrecorded by the radar if the ash load is too low. Moreover, magma fragmentation and tephra 

emissions may not necessarily be synchronous with explosions-quake signals. Indeed, magma 

fragmentation may result from viscous shear near the conduit walls (Gonnermann and 

Manga, 2003) or from elastic shocks during conduit wall fracturing (even at low strain rate, 
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Lavallée et al., 2011), and loose particles may remain in the permeable fractured regions to be 

entrained in ensuing events (Sahetapy-Engel et al., 2009). Ash emissions can thus result from 

remobilization of loose, previously fragmented material residing atop the lava cap and/or in 

the fractured region of conduit walls, remobilized during degassing events (e.g. tremor 

episodes, Figure II.10c).  

 

II.3.7.3. Perspectives  

Further geophysical studies are needed to constrain the conceptual model proposed here. 

Acoustic measurements were carried out during this recording campaign, but unfortunately 

the data were extremely noisy and thus unusable. Nevertheless, acoustic records are likely to 

hold crucial information on the mechanical processes operating in both the magmatic conduit 

and the magma-air interface (e.g. Hagerty et al., 2000). Thus further seismo-acoustic 

measurements, coupled with coincident Doppler measurements, would greatly increase our 

ability to constrain a shallow system model. Because the mechanism of the eruptions is 

thought to be closely related to degassing processes, coincident gas flux measurements would 

also be helpful. In particular, SO2 fluxes measured by UV cameras have shown to decrease 

prior to ash bearing eruptions at Sakurajima (Kazahaya et al., 2010), which suggests that 

sealing processes were operating between each eruption. Coupling gas flux and radar 

measurements is thus likely to be very promising. These additional geophysical 

measurements, if performed continuously over a long period, should allow us to better 

analyze the variability of the geophysical signals over longer time scales. Such studies may 

help to further constrain the complex processes, patterns and feedbacks operating in the 

shallow system of Arenal, and to better understand the mechanism and evolution of its 

persistent activity. 

 

II.3.8. Conclusion 

Joint observation of tephra emissions and subsurface processes was carried out at Arenal 

using broad-band seismometers and a ground-based Doppler radar to quantify surface tephra 

emissions. Cross-correlation of both signals shows complex, non-repeatable relationships. 

Indeed, tephra emissions are not systematically associated to a unique type of seismic event, 

and seem to occur with no clear correlation with the tremor amplitude fluctuation, the seismic 
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energy release rate, nor the repose time between successive emissions. Moreover, poor 

correlations are found between the features of both signals (e.g. kinetic energies, 

backscattered powers, exit velocities of radar signals, versus seismic amplitude, frequency 

content). We propose a conceptual model that accounts for the generation of the tremor, the 

explosion quakes, and their relationship with tephra emissions. We suggest that fractures 

through a solid cap tapping the conduit control degassing of the shallow system, which in turn 

control the seismic waveforms and tephra emissions. If the gas release is intermittent, it will 

produce repetitive pressure pulses and thus generate low-frequency tremor signal. On the 

contrary if gas is suddenly released after the fracture's strength has been overcome by the 

underlying pressure, flow induced vibrations will generate high-frequency, explosion quake 

signal. Depending on the amount of fragmented material carried by the gas, the degassing 

event will either be accompanied by a radar signal (i.e. ash-laden gas output), or not (i.e. ash-

free gas output). The variable shallow system conditions (plug thickness, rheology, fracturing, 

permeability) are likely to be reset on short time-scales, and thus result in non-repetitive 

conditions that may account for the variability of the gas and ash emission mechanisms (and 

resulting seismic and radar signals).  
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II.4. Conclusion 

 

We carried out a cross-correlation of broadband seismic data and ground-based Doppler radar 

data obtained at Arenal (Costa Rica) in February 2005 and 2009. Our aim was to gain insight 

into the subsurface source processes (i.e. mechanisms operating in the shallow conduit 

system) and the subsequent pyroclastic emissions (i.e. tephra emission mass loading and 

dynamics) that characterize the transitory, mildly explosive activity at Arenal. To do so, a 

number of tools were developed, such as an interactive software (Seismo_Radar_Correlation, 

to display / process both data types), automated search algorithms (to query data base / extract 

meaningful parameters), or data base analysis algorithms (to construct plots from data base). 

Extensive study of radar and seismic waveforms has revealed a non-systematic relationship 

among them, both exhibiting a large variety of behaviors and features, with no clear pattern 

on radar signals that can be associated to specific seismic signals. Unexpectedly, pyroclast 

emissions do not have a unique seismic signature, as they are encountered in association with 

explosion-type events, during episodes of tremor, and even during aseismic intervals. On 

longer time-scales, radar events' amplitudes show no correlation with the seismic energy 

release rate (RSEM, RSAM), nor with the repose time intervals. Energy proxies of coeval 

radar and seismic eruptive signals show significant scattering indicating that the ratio of the 

seismic/radar energy is highly variable. The tephra emission’s intensity (mass-loading, exit 

velocity) thus seems only weakly correlated to the seismic energy generated by the explosion, 

suggesting that the seismic energy might not be a good indicator of the intensity of surface 

emissions at Arenal. 

A conceptual model was proposed to account for the generation of tremor, explosion quakes, 

and their relationship with tephra emissions. It is based on the idea that fractures cross-cut the 

rigid lava cap, and thus control the shallow system’s degassing. The degassing regime in turn 

dictates the type of seismic signal generated: (i) intermittent gas release will produce 

repetitive pressure pulses and act as the source of tremor, whereas (ii) sudden gas release will 

cause fracture walls to slap one against the other, generating explosion quake signals. 

Variable amounts of tephra may be entrained by the gas, thus controlling whether the seismic 

event will be accompanied by a radar signal or not. These mechanisms however, are highly 

sensitive to small changes of the state of the conduit and lava cap, causing high variability in 

both the seismic and radar waveforms.  
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III.1. Introduction 

 

Gaining insights into the internal dynamics of pyroclastic emissions requires in-situ 

quantitative measurements of the eruptive jets, which can only be achieved by remote sensing 

techniques. Ground-based thermal cameras (FLIR) in particular, have provided powerful 

insights into the dynamics of mild strombolian eruption and the subsequent plume rise 

dynamics (Patrick, 2007; Patrick et al., 2007). On the other hand, ultraviolet ground based 

cameras, have proved to be capable of imaging the distribution of ash within weak Vulcanian 

ash plumes (Yamamoto et al., 2008). Recently, Gouhier and Donnadieu (2010) carried out a 

statistical analysis of the geometry of Doppler spectra, which were recorded by VOLDORAD 

on Strombolian explosions at Etna. In doing so, they were able to constrain the geometrical 

features of Strombolian lava jets, and provide constraints on shallow conduit processes. 

In this chapter, we develop a tool to visualize the evolution of the Doppler spectra through 

time. This type of representation, hereafter entitled Doppler radargram, enables the 

possibility to study how pyroclasts transiting through the beam evolve in both time and 

velocity. We show that radargrams of several eruptive events reveal distinct Doppler 

signatures, pointing out distinct eruptive dynamics (Valade and Donnadieu, 2011). A 

statistical analysis is then carried out to assess the variability of these Doppler signatures over 

a number of eruptive events, and discuss their implications for both the ejections dynamics 

and the shallow source processes.  
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III.2. Doppler radargrams 

 

III.2.1. Construction of Doppler radargrams 

The elementary information the radar acquires at each time step is shown in a Doppler 

spectrum, which holds the information on the velocity distribution of the ejected mass load in 

each range gate (see Chapter I for details). Processing of the spectra through time gives time 

series of useful parameters, such as the backscattered power, the maximum radial velocities, 

or the kinetic energy (see Chapter II for examples on their use). Such time series however 

have several disadvantages: (i) they come from post-processing of radar data, and 

consequently may alter the raw information the radar provides due to imperfection in the 

processing algorithms, and (ii) they show the evolution through time of only one information 

(e.g. power, velocity …), and thus fail to show the interaction between the various parameters 

through time. In particular, the evolution of the shape of Doppler spectra informs on the 

evolution of the mass-velocity distribution through time and space (when considering several 

range gates). Although the spectra from each range gate can be read at each time step from 

raw source files, this precludes from a synoptic view of the eruptive event. To overcome this 

issue, we construct an image visualization of their evolution, hereafter entitled Doppler 

radargrams. 

Computing Doppler radargrams simply consists in the juxtaposition through time of the 

Doppler spectra
2
 (Figure III.1). These radargrams consequently express the time-velocity 

distribution of the backscattered power, each point holding the information on how much 

material (color code) moves, at a certain velocity (y-value), at a certain time (x-value), in a 

given range gate. All the useful information given by the radar (velocimetry, mass loading, 

shape of spectra and evolution through the gates) is plotted at once, and represents the 

Doppler signature of the ejecta crossing the beam. 

                                                 
2
 Recall that a spectrum is constructed from processing of raw radar data, and can ultimately result from the 

integration of several spectra if the number of “incoherent” integrations chosen is higher than one (see section 

I.2.2). All the data presented in this chapter has been computed with one incoherent integration, ensuring the 

highest temporal resolution possible (time step ca. 0.14 s). 
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Figure III.1. Illustration of how a Doppler radargram (bottom) is constructed, i.e. from the juxtaposition in 

time of successive Doppler spectrum (top) recorded in a given range gate. Positive radial velocities (right) 

refer to particles moving away from the radar antenna, negative radial velocities (left) to particles moving 

towards it, and backscattered power is related to the number and size of the particles in the range gate. 

 

III.2.2. Strengths and weaknesses of radargrams 

As it has been said above, radargrams have the immense advantage of displaying all the 

information the radar is able to furnish at once, without altering the raw information. 

Nevertheless, the strength of a radargram is also one of its weaknesses. Indeed, because the 

data is power-weighted using a color code, the pixels having low power values (i.e. low mass 

load) will not appear clearly. This issue is particularly problematic when a precise value of the 

maximum velocities is wanted.  
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Figure III.2 intends to illustrate the problem. On the radargram (Figure III.2a), the pixels 

above ~40 m/s exhibit low power, which may lead the observer to estimate maximum 

velocities below 50 m/s. The time series of the maximum positive velocity V+max however 

(Figure 2c), peaks at 52.9 m/s (20:00:32.5 UTC). The Doppler spectrum extracted at that 

specific time (Figure III.2b) shows that this value is meaningful, in the sense that it is not 

noise but eruptive signal indeed. On the other hand, these time series tend to be noisy, 

especially out of eruptive signals. Although imperfect, the processing algorithm of Doppler 

spectra have the advantage of being able to extrapolate maximum velocities of aliased spectra; 

moreover, erroneous data points in the eruptive signal can be smoothed by running average 

over a small window or preferably by incoherent integrations (3 for instance).  

 

Figure III.2. Illustration of the strengths and weaknesses of both Doppler radargram (a) and time series (c). 

Radargrams display unprocessed Doppler spectra, but because the pixels are power-weighted, those with low 

power do not clearly come out from the noise: this may lead to underestimation of maximum radial velocities 

(V+max). On the other hand, time series display data which come from automated processing of the Doppler 

spectra (b): as a consequence, these may appear noisy (especially V+max time series, e.g. plot c). The data is 

processed with one incoherent integration (time step ca. 0.14 s). 

Henceforth, reading maximum velocities from the radargram color distribution tends to give 

underestimated values, but reading them from the time series tends to be problematic as these 

can be very noisy. The user may try to avoid the problem by playing with the radargram color 
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code, or by extracting Doppler spectra at selected times (both possible in the 

RadargramBuilder software presented in appendix B). The best solution however is to 

interact with both the radargrams and time series, and use them as distinct tools which 

complement one another. 

 

III.3. Ballistics and ash plume discriminated by Doppler 

radar (Valade and Donnadieu, 2011) 

 

The following section is published in Geophysical Research Letters (Valade and Donnadieu, 

2011). The cover image of the journal (Volume 38, No. 22) is devoted to the publication, as 

well as an article in the EOS Research Spotlight section (Balcerak, 2012). Appendix E holds 

the printed format of the article, as well as the journal cover and the EOS article. The 

architecture of this section is kept identical to that of the publication, but the content has been 

complemented with some additional material that is not included in the published article.  

Geophysical Research Letters 

Ballistics and ash plumes discriminated by Doppler radar 

Sébastien Valade and Franck Donnadieu 

Received 23 August 2011; revised 12 October 2011; accepted 12 October 2011; published 16 November 2011. 

 

III.3.1. Abstract 

Small scale eruptive ash plumes at Arenal volcano (Costa Rica) were recorded using a 

ground-based Doppler radar (VOLDORAD). The time-velocity distribution of the mass load 

(i.e. Doppler radargrams) exhibits two contrasted dynamics recorded simultaneously, 

evidenced by distinctive velocities, life spans, and transit speeds through the radar beam. 

Synthetic Doppler radargrams computed with a simple ballistic model indicate that the short-

lived signal is consistent with the instantaneous projection of ballistics blocks accompanying 

the ash plume emission. The mass of centimeter- to decimeter-sized ballistics is confidently 

estimated at 0.5–7 tons, whereas the ash plume mass is loosely constrained at 5.8 · 10
2
 tons, 

assuming a particle diameter of 2 mm close to the vent. These quantitative estimates of the 

mass proportion either falling on the slopes of the volcano or ejected into the atmosphere 

could help in the modeling and monitoring of tephra dispersal. 
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III.3.2. Introduction 

Small-scale volcanic eruptions commonly expel a wide range of pyroclast sizes, ranging from 

coarse blocks with ballistic trajectories, to fine ash driven away within ash plumes. As both 

the plume and the ballistics are emitted simultaneously, it is often difficult to discriminate and 

to collect quantitative data on both phenomena. Thermal (Patrick, 2007; Marchetti et al., 

2009) and ultraviolet imagery (Yamamoto et al., 2008) have provided powerful insights into 

the dynamics of mild strombolian and vulcanian eruptions, shedding light onto the plume rise 

dynamics and the relative ash / ballistics distribution of the ejecta. In this paper, we describe 

similar small-scale transient eruptions at Arenal (Costa Rica), monitored with a ground-based 

Doppler radar (VOLDORAD) (Dubosclard et al., 2004; Donnadieu et al., 2005). The radar 

provides quantitative information on exit velocities and mass loading of the ejecta. We show 

that the time-velocity distribution of the mass load (i.e. Doppler radargram) reveals two 

distinct dynamics, which discriminates the ballistics and the ash plume transiting through the 

radar beam. We compute synthetic Doppler radargrams by numerical modeling of the 

ballistics, and constrain the dynamics and mass loadings of both the ballistics and the ash 

plume. Such characterization of the near-vent eruptive dynamics has strong potential 

applications, as the degree of fragmentation and the mass proportion injected into the 

atmosphere are of interest for hazard mitigation issues. 

 

III.3.3. Radar data acquisition 

VOLDORAD is a ground-based, pulsed Doppler radar, specifically designed for active 

remote sensing of volcanic jets and plumes (Dubosclard et al., 2004). The radar was set 2.4 

km West of Arenal’s active crater C, at an altitude of 685 m. The 27° antenna elevation 

enabled the beam to skim the summit crater (Figure III.3). The spatial resolution is defined by 

the beam aperture (9°) and the radial depth (120 m) of the successive volumes (range gates) 

sampled in the beam, referenced by their radial distance to the radar (e.g. 2247 to 2727 m). 

When volcanic ejecta cross the beam, they scatter some energy of the pulsed electromagnetic 

waves (100 s
-1

) back to the radar. Doppler spectra (acquired at 0.14 s
-1

), express the power 

backscattered by the ejecta during the pulse duration (0.8 s) as a function of their radial 

velocity (Figure III.4a). The backscattered power is a complex function of the number and 

size of the ejecta. The measured radial velocities inferred from the frequency shift between 

the transmitted and the backscattered signal correspond to the along-beam components of the 
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ejecta velocities. Positive and negative radial velocities are induced by particles having a 

radial component of motion respectively away from and towards the radar. Consequently, in 

the range gates up the vent, ascending ballistics generate mainly positive radial velocities, 

whereas falling blocks tend to produce negative radial velocities. The juxtaposition of 

Doppler spectra constitute Doppler radargrams (Figure III.4b), which reveal the evolution 

through time (x-axis) of both the velocities (y-axis) and echo power (color scale) of the ejecta 

in each range gate. All the useful spatio-temporal information characterizing the target 

(velocimetry, mass loading, shape of spectra, evolution through the gates) is plotted at once 

and constitute its Doppler signature.  

 

Figure III.3. Geometry of the radar sounding at Arenal showing the sampled volumes in the beam. The radar 

was set up at an altitude of 685 m, 2.4 km West and downwind of the active crater. 
 

III.3.4. Results 

Figure III.4b shows the Doppler signature of an eruptive event recorded on February 19, 2004 

at 20:00:31 UT. The recording shows two distinct features, characterized by contrasted 

dynamics, i.e. different life spans, radial velocities, and transit speeds through the radar range 

gates. The first feature is a short-lived (<15 s) impulsive signal, first appearing at 2607 m as a 

curved streak. It spreads on a large velocity range (both positive and negative velocities), and 

transits rapidly through the beam (~3-4 s per gate in average). In the gates above the vent and 

uphill (i.e. 2607 m and 2727 m), it exhibits sharp onsets, with relatively high positive 

velocities (> +40 m/s) and high backscattered power (~34 dB in gate 2607 m) reached in <2 s. 

In both gates, the peak echo power shifts progressively from positive to negative velocities in 

~10-13 s (e.g. reaches -30 m/s in gate 2607 m at 20:00:44 UTC). In the gates downhill from 

the vent however (i.e. 2487 m to 2247 m), only negative velocities are recorded: in gate 2487 

m for instance, the onset velocity is of -25 m/s, and reaches -48 m/s in ~5 s. Contrastingly, the 

second feature is a longer-lived signal (≥60 s), whose Doppler signature differs significantly 

from the short-lived signal: the onsets of both the echo power and the Doppler velocities are 
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progressive, the peak power is 50 times lower (~17 dB), the range of Doppler velocities is 

similar in all range gates (0 to -15 m/s), the signal lasts 1-2 minutes (e.g. ~84 s in gate 2367 

m), and it transits slowly throughout the range gates (~15-20 s per gate in average) with 

decreasing amplitude. Such Doppler signature is characteristic of an ash plume entrained 

towards the radar by the wind whose transport speed can be determined in 3-D (Donnadieu et 

al., 2011).  

The occurrence of these two features is observed in several recordings of eruptive events, 

either simultaneously (e.g. Figure III.4), or independently.  The differences in the Doppler 

signature of both point out different dynamics, which suggests that the radar records more 

than just an ash plume. We hereafter model the short-lived part of the signal to explain its 

origin. 

 

Figure III.4. Doppler radargrams recorded during an ash plume emission at Arenal on February 19, 2004 at 

20:00:31 UT. (a) The Doppler radargram is built from the succession through time of Doppler spectra. The 

echo power in the spectrum (dB arbitrary units) is related to the number and size of the particles in the range 

gate. Positive (right part of the spectrum) and negative (left part) radial velocities correspond to particles with 

an along-beam velocity component respectively away from the radar antenna and towards it. (b) Doppler 

radargrams recorded in gates 2247 m to 2727 m, revealing the spatio-temporal evolution of two contrasted 

event dynamics: the short-lived signal with rapidly changing radial velocities and quickly transiting through 

the range gates is induced by ballistics, whereas the longer-lived signal with low negative velocities is induced 

by the wind-drifted ash plume. 
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III.3.5. Interpretation and discussion  

Mild explosions typically occur several times a day at Arenal, resulting in small ash-plumes 

rising to a few hundreds of meters above the vent (Cole et al., 2005). They are sometime 

accompanied by blocks impacting the volcano upper slopes, and visible at night as 

incandescent ballistic projections. We show below with a simple model example that the 

features of the short-lived signal are consistent with ballistic projections, and we discuss the 

mass loadings of both the ballistics and the ash plume.  

 

III.3.5.1. Modeling ballistic projections 

We use the 2-D model of Dubosclard et al. (2004), to compute the ballistic trajectories of 

ejecta and the associated synthetic echo power in each range gate. Spherical particles are 

instantaneously released at selected angles with a velocity depending on the initial gas 

velocity. Their trajectories are determined by solving the equations of motion under the 

influence of gas drag and gravity (see Dubosclard et al., 2004 for details on the driving 

equations). The synthetic Doppler spectra are then constructed at each time step by splitting 

particle radial velocities into classes, and summing the backscattered powers of the particles 

in each velocity class (Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2010). To reconstruct the evolution of the 

Doppler signature in the different range gates, Doppler spectra are juxtaposed in time, and a 

color scale is used for the echo amplitude. Note that this admittedly simple ballistic model 

was not intended to recover the true eruptive parameters by matching the exact time-velocity 

distribution of the echo power (which would require inversion procedures, subject of ongoing 

work), but only to reproduce the main characteristics of the Doppler signature of the short-

lived signal using realistic block size and gas velocities.  

Figure III.5 shows an example of synthetic Doppler signature produced by spheres of 0.1 m in 

diameter, launched within a vertical cone 60° wide, with an initial gas velocity of 105 m/s. 

The Doppler radargrams successfully reproduce the main characteristics of the short-lived 

signal observed in Figure III.4b, in particular the transit times, the shape and the number of 

range gates crossed. The sharp onset in positive velocities at gates 2607 m and 2727 m (+44 

and +37 m/s respectively) is successfully reproduced, as well as the decay towards negative 

velocities during about 10 s. The obtained characteristic curved shape can henceforth be 

interpreted as mostly resulting from the progressive bending of the ballistic trajectories 

through the radar beam. As for the gates closer to the radar, the simulation reproduces the 
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onset at moderate and increasing negative radial velocities (-14 m/s in gate 2487 m), the 

signal onset in the next gate again at higher radial velocities (-27.5 m/s in gate 2367 m), and 

the progressive diminution of signal duration at increasing distances from the vent (~10.5 s in 

gate 2487 m against ~1 s in gate 2247 m). Because of the voluntarily simple model, several 

features of lower importance are not reproduced well: (i) the synthetic power is not as high as 

the recorded power because of the small number of particles launched in the model; (ii) the 

spectral width is too narrow, probably because only one particle size and 2-D trajectories are 

considered. Nevertheless, the reasonable match of the synthetic and observed Doppler 

signatures strengthens the origin of the short-lived signal as being the instantaneous projection 

of ballistic blocks crossing the successive range gates.  

 

Figure III.5. Example of synthetic Doppler radargrams generated with a 2-D ballistic model (Dubosclard et 

al., 2004; Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2010). 60 spherical particles of diameter 0.1 m were uniformly released in 

a vertical cone of 60° aperture, with an initial gas velocity of 105 m/s. The source is 20 m below the 2607 m 

range gate, at x = 2381 m and y = 966 m from the radar. The main features of the short-lived signal observed 

in Figure 2 are reproduced, indicating its ballistic origin. 
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III.3.5.2. Constraints on mass loadings 

Radar recordings (Figure III.4b) have shown that ballistics emitted simultaneously with an ash 

plume could be discriminated by their distinctive Doppler signature. Using the Mie scattering 

theory (Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008), the peak echo power of both signals can then be used 

to constrain the respective masses and volumes of tephra comprising the ballistics and the 

plume. 

Figure III.6 shows the solutions for the reflectivity factors close to those measured during the 

emissions of the ballistics and the ash plume (74.5 and 57.5 dBZ respectively) for various 

particle diameters assumed. The strong power values observed in the short-lived signal 

(Figure III.4b) suggest that they were produced by coarse ballistic particles (blocks), because 

large particles backscatter much more energy than fine ones. At Arenal, we can expect blocks 

of at least 0.1 m in diameter to be expelled with ballistic trajectories, as suggested by power 

inversions of linear streaks observed in several radargrams which are attributed to individual 

blocks (see section III.3.5.4, Figure III.9). If we consider block sizes ranging between 0.04–1 

m and 1700 kg/m
3
 in density, the mass of ballistics would fall in the range 0.5–7 tons, i.e. a 

DRE volume of ballistics of 0.2–2.8 m
3 

(density of 2500 kg/m
3
). Comparatively, Cole et al. 

(2005) give crude estimates of the total tephra volume of individual explosions at Arenal in 

the region 10–50 m
3
.  

 

For finer grain size distributions, the inferred mass becomes critically dependent on the 

assumed diameter (Figure III.6). Accessing the particle size distribution within the ash plume 

near the vent is particularly challenging, so we used the coarsest diameter (2 mm) of particles 

collected by Cole et al. (2005) between 2 and 3 km downwind of the vent. Assuming a 

density of 1000 kg/m
3
 (2 mm andesitic ash, Bonadonna and Phillips, 2003), the estimated 

mass is in the order of 5.8x10
2
 tons. Our value likely represents an upper limit for the mass of 

ash in the plume because (i) the particle size distribution above the vent is highly polydisperse 

with a diameter mode certainly coarser than the assumed 2 mm diameter, and (ii) the particle 

shapes are likely to deviate from the spherical assumption of the Mie theory, which increases 

the energy backscattered to the radar (e.g. Sauvageot, 1992). To a lesser extent, the ash mass 

estimate is slightly underestimated because the duration of the ash emission exceeds the 

plume transit time through the range gates, unlike the ejection of ballistics. More precise 

estimation of the mass loading of ash plumes would require more stringent constraints on the 

grain size distribution close to the vent. 
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Figure III.6. Mass estimates of both the ballistics and the ash plume as a function of an assumed average 

particle diameter. The curves indicate the solutions for two reflectivity factors at 75 dBZ and 55 dBZ, 

respectively deduced from the backscattered power of the ballistics and the ash plume. Masses are inferred 

from the Mie scattering theory, with an assumed material density of 1700 kg/m
3
. Mass estimates are well 

constrained in the case of centimeter- to decimeter-sized ballistics, whereas in the case of the ash plume, they 

critically depend on the assumed diameter because of the finer grain size distribution. 

 

III.3.5.3. Mass estimations sensitivity 

III.3.5.3.1. Mass sensitivity to particle density 

The mass estimations presented previously, of both the ballistics and the ash plume, were 

computed using fixed particle densities (1700 kg/m
3
 and 1000 kg/m

3
 respectively). It may 

seem absurd to use fixed densities for such a wide range of particle diameters (Figure III.6). 

Indeed, the density of volcanic particles is known to vary depending on their size and related 

porosity (Bonnadonna and Phillips, 2003). Eychenne (2012) shows that the density varies 

with the particle diameter following a sigmoidal trend, which can be expressed as follows: 

3
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where ρ is the density (kg/m
3
) calculated at the radius d expressed in phi units (where d(phi) = 

-log2[d(mm)]).  

To assess the sensitivity of our mass estimates with respect to the density variation, we've 

computed new mass estimates (Figure III.7), using the diameter-dependent densities defined 

above. The results show that even though the density nearly doubles between the extreme of 

the considered diameter range (2570 kg/m
3
 at 0.1 mm, 1290 kg/m

3
 at 1 m), the estimated 

masses computed considering this variation (blue curve) are within a factor of 2 from those 

computed with fixed density (red curve). 
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Figure III.7. Mass sensitivity to particle density variation. Both the red and blue curves give mass estimations 

for a reflectivity factor of 75 dBZ. The red curve is computed with a fixed density of 1700 kg/m3, whereas the 

blue curve uses a density which varies depending on the particle diameter (green curve). 

 

III.3.5.3.2. Mass and reflectivity sensitivity to incomplete beam filling 

Figure III.8 shows the influence that the beam filling has on the power and reflectivity factor 

recorded by the radar, with constant particle number and size. The plot shows that if the 

plume fills only 10 % of the gate volume, then the radar reflectivity factor characterizing the 

plume (i.e. only the volume filled by particle inside the considered range gate) will be 10 dB 

higher than if it had filled the range gate completely. However, the computed power has the 

same value whatever the volume fraction filled by the plume, because the number of particles 

is kept constant
3
. Therefore, because the plume mass estimates are derived by matching a 

power value (e.g. peak power), it is not impacted by the volume effectively filled by particle 

inside the range gate. However it must be remembered that only the particles in the 

considered range gate(s) at the chosen time are taken into count. For instance, strong errors on 

                                                 
3
 Note that we do not consider the multiple-scattering, nor the variable wave penetration that might arise and 

affect the radar signal when considering plumes of variable particle concentration. 
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mass estimates will occur if the plume is much larger than the beam width, or if the plume 

emission time is much longer than its transit time in the gate (Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008). 

 

Figure III.8. Sensitivity of both the reflectivity factor characterizing the plume and the power recorded by the 

radar to the volume fraction occupied by the plume within a given gate, at constant size / number of particles. 

The reference volume used is that of gate 2607 m. 

 

III.3.5.3.3. Mass sensitivity to particle sphericity 

Deriving mass estimates from the backscattered radar power requires formulation of the 

electromagnetic scattering theory. However, the effects of non-sphericity of the particles on 

the scattering behavior (and by extension on the mass estimates) cannot be addressed simply, 

because no general formulation of the theory exists in this case. We give below elements of 

reply which can be found in the literature, for both large and small ratios of wavelength to 

particle size (λ/D). 

(1) When the ratio of wavelength to particle size is large enough (e.g. λ/D ~ 10-100), 

Gan's extension (1912) of Rayleigh's theory gives formulation of the scattering behavior 

of ellipsoidal-shaped particles. Following the work of Atlas et al. (1953) on 

backscattering of radar waves on deformed hydrometeors, Sauvageot (1992) [p.101-102] 

conclude that “in a general manner, the sphericity deviations with random orientation 

increase the backscattering [...] with respect to an equivalent spherical population” by 

approximately one order of magnitude. In our case, this would lead to mass 

overestimation of small particles (<1 cm). 
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(2) When the ratio of wavelength to particle size is small (e.g. λ/D ~ 10
-1

-1) on the other 

hand, no theoretical description of the diffusion behavior is known (e.g. Bohren and 

Huffman, 1983). Consequently, abundant experimental studies have investigated the 

scattering of light by randomly orientated, non-spherical particles. In particular, Holland 

and Gagne (1970) find that the predicted mass scattering coefficient from the Mie theory 

(1908) at back-scattering angles, may overestimate by almost an order of magnitude the 

experimental results (unpolarized light λ = 400-500 nm through an air-particle jet, with 

irregular plate-like shaped particles of ~0.25 µs). More recent works (Volten et al., 2001; 

Volten et al., 2005) have confirmed these first findings using a range of aerosols, and in 

particular with volcanic ash. However, these results are difficult to extrapolate to our 

conditions because of the very low λ/D ratios used in these studies (e.g. 10
-1

-1 for 

Holland and Gagne, 1970). 

 

Deriving more accurate backscattering behaviors (provided shape and size distribution of 

volcanic particles is constrained, which is not the case at the moment), would require a 

quantified characterization of the backscattering properties of volcanic particles as a function 

of their complex shapes (roughness), chemistry etc., and direct solving of Maxwell's 

equations, using numerical methods (e.g. T-matrix method, Mishchenko et al., 1996). These 

however, usually require substantial execution times on a computer and assumptions on the 

particle shapes and size. So, the theoretical/experimental investigations on the effects of the 

irregular shapes of volcanic particles on the retrieved mass would be an entire new work, 

assuming advances are also made to fully characterize the shapes of volcanic particles over 

the whole range of sizes, and their variability among eruptions. 

 

III.3.5.4. Constraints on the diameter of ballistic blocks  

A few eruptive events exhibit ballistic signals which appear on the radargrams as very narrow 

oblique streaks (Figure III.9, left). Such narrowness, along with the fact that most streaks have 

similar power values and they are consistent with simulated ballistic trajectories, strongly 

suggests that these are in fact generated by individual blocks. The power inversion of these 

streaks can thus give constraints on the size of the blocks expelled during such events.  

The mean power value of these streaks is obtained by automatic extraction of the peak power 

value on each Doppler spectrum (Figure III.9, right), and computation of the mean value. We 

then use the radar equation for point targets (i.e. single scatterer), and vary the particle 
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diameter until the obtained synthetic power matches the recorded one. The results suggest that 

the streaks highlighted in Figure III.9 (yellow markers) were generated by blocks having a 

diameter of ~0.088 m in gates 2847, 2727, and 2487 m.  

  

Figure III.9. Ballistic signal characterized by narrow streaks, and attributed to the expulsion of individual 

blocks. The right hand plot shows the automated collection of the mean streak power: pink crosses 

correspond to the peak values picked on the Doppler spectrum at each time step, and the yellow dots are the 

filtered values which are retained to compute the mean power of the streaks. The filtering procedure consists 

in collecting the values found within a chosen velocity range, on both sides of the least-square fit line 

computed from the picked values (pink crosses). 

 

III.3.6. Conclusions 

Ground-based Doppler radars allow the discrimination of ballistics and ash plumes expelled 

simultaneously. The Doppler radar signatures show two distinct dynamics characterized by 

different evolutions of the velocity range with time, distinct durations and transit speeds 

through the radar range gates. In the event analyzed, the ballistics are released instantaneously 

and transit through 3 range gates in <10 s at radial velocities exceeding 40 m/s. The mass of 

centimeter- to decimeter-sized ballistics is confidently estimated at 0.5–7 tons. Contrastingly, 

the ash plume emission lasts several tens of seconds, exhibits lower along-beam velocities (< 

15 m/s in the radar direction) and longer transit times in the beam, depending on the wind 

speed and direction. Because the inferred mass becomes critically dependent on the assumed 
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diameters for infra-centimeter particles, the ash plume mass is loosely constrained at 5.8 · 10
2
 

tons assuming an average diameter of 2 mm above the vent. The ability to remotely 

discriminate ballistics and ash plumes expelled simultaneously opens a way to better constrain 

the eruption mechanisms and source parameters. In particular, refining the mass fraction 

prone to be ejected in the atmosphere during large eruptions would help in the modeling and 

monitoring of tephra dispersal. Furthermore, inversion procedures to obtain numerical models 

matching the exact time-velocity distribution of the echo power in the observed signal, are the 

subject of ongoing research (see Chapter V). These will enable the retrieval of initial eruptive 

parameters, such as initial gas velocities, particle size distribution, ejecta trajectories, and exit 

velocities. 
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III.4. Statistical analysis of the Doppler signature of 

ballistics and plume  

 

The Doppler radar VOLDORAD 2 has monitored Arenal's eruptive activity during three field 

campaigns, in 2004, 2005 and 2009 successively. The 2004 and 2005 field campaigns were 

short, lasting respectively 8 and 11 days in February of each year. The campaign in 2009 on 

the other hand, lasted 47 days: from January 17 till January 26, the radar was operated daily 

from the same spot as in 2004 and 2005 using a generator; and from then on until March 4, 

the radar monitored continuously the volcanic activity from Arenal’s park entrance office. 

Despite many interruptions in electric power, a relatively continuous dataset can be exploited. 

The signals having the best signal-to-noise ratio were extracted from the complete data set, 

giving a subset of 45 events. We hereafter carry a statistical analysis of the Doppler signature 

of these eruptive events, and comment the implications for the eruptive mechanisms. 

 

III.4.1. Relative proportions and temporal relationships of ballistic 

emissions and ash plumes 

III.4.1.1. Relative proportions of ballistics and ash plumes 

We have previously showed that ballistics and ash plumes had distinct Doppler signatures, 

evidenced by distinct life spans, exit velocities, and transit velocities through the radar beam. 

The occurrence of the ballistics and ash clouds is observed in several recordings of eruptive 

events, either simultaneously, or independently. Figure III.10 shows the distribution of the 

events involving ballistics only (red), ash plume only (blue), and those involving both 

ballistics and ash plume (green) during the three field campaigns. Note that the 45 events 

referenced are only a subset of all the recorded events, and represent the most powerful and/or 

interesting events for our purposes. For instance, a few weak ash plumes were recorded 

during the 2004 campaign, but because these were judged too weak to appear in the subset, no 

ash plume event appears for this campaign in Figure III.10. 
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Figure III.10. Distribution of the type of eruptive events recorded with the radar during three field campaigns 

at Arenal. The left plot counts the number of events in each category, while the right plot counts the 

proportion of each category in each campaign. 

 

It is clear from Figure III.10 that the eruptive events recorded during the three field campaigns 

do not have the same phenomenology. In 2004 and 2009, a majority of events involved 

powerful ballistic projections (i.e. ballistics only or ballistics and plume, Figure III.11a, which 

sum to 100 % and 85 % respectively), with only few involving just an ash plume (0 % and 15 

% respectively). In 2005, when the activity was low however, the opposite is observed: the 

majority of events do not involve ballistics (76.2 % with just the ash plume), and when 

ballistics are involved, these are very weak in intensity (e.g. Figure III.11b). The 

interpretations which can be made on the eruptive mechanisms based on this observation are 

discussed further down. 

 

III.4.1.2. Temporal relationship between ballistics and ash plumes 

Interestingly, when an eruptive event shows the signature of an ash plume and ballistic 

projections, the first signal to appear is not systematically the same (as noticed by Donnadieu 

et al. (2004), IAVCEI, for the 2004 campaign). In some cases, the ballistic projections appear 

first on the radargram, and are shortly (or simultaneously) followed by the ash plume (Figure 

III.12a). In other cases contrastingly, the ash plume emission precedes the ballistics (Figure 

III.12b), sometimes by several tens of seconds. Note that in that case, the onset of the ballistic 

projections and the ash plume does not necessarily come from the same gate (e.g. Figure 

III.13). Sahetapy-Engel et al. (2008) report similar observations from Santiaguito volcano: 

thermal waveforms evidence the emission of small gas puffs more or less ash laden, which 

may precede the main eruptive emission. Discussions on the implications this observation has 

on eruptive mechanisms are addressed below. 
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Figure III.11. Two eruptive events, respectively dominated by (a) ballistic projections, and (b) an ash plume 

(b). The predominance of one over the other is evidenced by their respective Doppler signature: the short-lived 

part of the signal is of ballistic origin, while the long-lived part is induced by the ash plume. 
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Figure III.12. Eruptive events, with onsets coming respectively (a) from the ballistics, and (b) from the plume. 
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III.4.2. Variability in the Doppler signature of ballistics and ash plumes 

The discriminative characteristics of the ballistics' and the plumes' Doppler signature have 

been discussed in section III.3 of this chapter (Valade and Donnadieu, 2011). Based on a 

representative eruptive event, we showed that both had different dynamics, which were 

revealed on the radargrams by distinctive radial velocities, life spans, and transit speeds 

through the beam. We hereafter present a more complete view of these characteristics, based 

on the radargram analysis of the 45 events collected during the 2004, 2005 and 2009 field 

campaigns. By doing so, we intend to show how radargrams can be powerful to reveal the 

variability in eruptive dynamics.  

The procedure to collect these characteristics was semi-automated: the date and time of the 

events of interest were stored in an Excel sheet, and the RadargramBuilder software 

(appendix B) successively computed the radargrams, allowing the user to pick on the 

radargram image the value of interest, and automatically store it in a data base. Note that the 

values presented here are picked directly from the radargram, not from the power nor velocity 

time series. The values may consequently suffer from slight underestimations, as discussed in 

section III.2.2. For example, velocities seen on the radargram are weighted by the power, thus 

the highest velocities with low power do not appear clearly. Nevertheless, except for aliased 

spectra, the error in estimation is generally in the order of a few percents (see Figure III.2), 

which is largely acceptable for our purpose.  

Figure III.13 shows how radargrams are segmented, how the different parts are referred to, 

and what parameters are picked. 
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Figure III.13. Schematic view of how radargrams are segmented: ballistics entering the gates above the vent 

imprint as impulsive oblique streaks (green), those entering the gates below (down the beam) as short-lived 

signals staggered in the negative velocities (blue), and the ash plume on the other hand imprints as an 

emergent long-lived signal (red). Because the studied radargrams were computed with data from several 

recording campaigns, the gates in which these features are observed are not systematically the same. For this 

reason, the first gate in which a given feature is observed is named gate 1, and the numbering increases as the 

gate of appearance is further away from the vent. 

 

III.4.2.1. Doppler signature of ballistic projections 

The ballistics are seen on radargrams as a short-lived signal, which exhibits high and 

contrasted Doppler velocities, and which transits rapidly through the ranges gates. Due to the 

beam inclination however, the ballistics entering the gates up the vent do not have the same 

Doppler signature as those entering the gates down-beam from the vent, towards the radar. 

While the former imprint on the radargrams as oblique streaks (green in Figure III.13), the 

latter imprint as more horizontal streaks with negative radial velocities (blue in Figure III.13). 

This is illustrated in Figure III.14, which shows a simulation of ballistic projections through 

the radar beam. Two particles with distinct ejection angles are tracked in order to understand 

how the evolution of their trajectory and true speed (indicated by the color code) are 

imprinted on the Doppler radargrams. Particles enter the beam with a true speed of ~50 m/s.  
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Let us briefly comment the successive markers annotated on the figure. Markers labeled A 

to A track the particle travelling towards the radar, and markers B to B the particle 

travelling away from the radar:  

A  The left-most particle in the ejection cone (i.e. 110° from the horizontal) enters gate 

2607 m at high speed, yet imprints on the radargram with a radial velocity Vr = 0 

m/s. This results from the fact that when the particle enters the gate its trajectory is 

nearly perpendicular to the beam.  

A–A The particle speed decreases as gravity takes over momentum (i.e. color shift from 

red to blue). Moreover, due to the parabolic trajectory of the particle it becomes 

progressively more tangent to the beam axis, resulting in an increasing radial 

velocity (in absolute values, i.e. from 0 to ca. -16 m/s). This sketches an oblique 

streak, characteristic of the gates above and up-beam from the vent (e.g. signal 

outlined in green in Figure III.13). 

A The particle enters gate 2487 m, i.e. the first gate below and down-beam with 

respect to the eruptive vent.  

A–A The particle speed increases once again upon falling due to gravity, causing the 

radial velocity to increase slightly during the first two seconds (~6.2 – 8.2 s). The 

radial velocity then becomes constant (ca. -22 m/s), sketching a horizontal streak 

characteristic of the ballistic signal in the gates below the vent (e.g. signal outlined 

in blue in Figure III.13). 

A  The particle enters gate 2367 m. Notice that the onset radial velocity in that gate is 

the same as the maximum velocity in gate 2487, indicating that the particle is 

falling at constant radial speed (although the particle is accelerating) and constant 

angle. 

B  The particle at the right-most of the ejection cone (i.e. 70° from the horizontal) 

enters gate 2727 m with a high radial velocity Vr = 30 m/s, due to both its high 

traveling speed and the small angle to the radar beam. 

B  The particle exits gate 2727 m with a trajectory nearly perpendicular to beam axis, 

resulting in a radial velocity close to Vr = 0 m/s. The progressive decrease from 30 

m/s to 0 m/s sketches a diagonal streak, typical of the ballistic signal in the gates 

uphill from the vent (e.g. signal outlined in green in Figure III.13). 
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Figure III.14. Simulation of ballistic projections to understand how the evolution of particle trajectories and 

speeds are imprinted on Doppler radargrams. (a) Particles of 0.1 m in diameter are launched with initial gas 

velocity of 100 m/s, at ejection angles ranging from 70° to 110° from the horizontal (counter-clockwise), and 

enter the beam with a speed of ca. 50 m/s. The velocity vectors of the two particles launched at 70° and 110° 

(labeled B and A respectively), are plotted at each time step by colored arrows (the length and color being 

related to the particle speed). (b) Synthetic Doppler radargrams resulting from the ballistic projections 

illustrated in (a). The colored streaks are generated by the two particles launched at 70° and 110°, 

respectively, with colors referring to the particle speed. Magnification of the particles’ trajectory are shown at 

key timings, i.e. when particles transit from one gate to another (A,, and B,). 
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Let us now describe the characteristics of the ballistics’ signal in the gates above and below 

the vent, based on the analysis of 45 recorded radargrams.  

III.4.2.1.1. Characteristics of the ballistics’ signal in the gates above the vent (up-beam) 

Peak onset velocities 

Figure III.15a shows that the peak onset radial velocity of the ballistics’ signal in the gate 

above the vent (i.e. maximum radial velocity Vr, gate n°1, see Figure III.13) are staggered 

between +10 and +60 m/s. However, the value at +60 m/s is in fact underestimated because 

the Doppler velocities exceed the velocity range fixed at the time of the recording (ranging 

from up to +59 m/s only). A reconstruction of aliased spectra is used to extrapolate the 

maximum velocity, which gives a maximum velocity of ca. 80-90 m/s for that event 

(Donnadieu et al., 2005). Notice that the ballistics may enter two more gates away from the 

vent (i.e. gates 2 and 3). The maximum positive velocity in those gates may either be higher 

or lower than in the first gate of appearance (i.e. gate 1). This is mostly likely due to the 

geometry of the eruptive jet and the position of the vent, which will dictate the particle 

trajectories and in turn the radial velocities recorded by the radar (see Figure III.14). 

It is also interesting to mention that the time it takes for the signal to reach its peak Vr+ value 

may vary. In most cases, the onset is sudden (i.e. peak value reached in <1 s), which suggests 

that the ballistics are instantaneously released (e.g. Figure III.12a). More rarely, the peak 

value is reached within a few seconds, suggesting that ballistics' emission may be progressive 

(e.g. Figure III.12b). The observer must be careful, as once again, this is dependent on the 

geometry of both the sounding conditions (e.g. beam angle) and the eruptive jet (e.g. 

inclination). 

Life spans 

Figure III.15b shows that the life spans of the ballistics’ signal in the gate above the vent are 

staggered between 5 and 17 s. Comparatively, particles ejected instantaneously can stay up to 

11 seconds in the gate above the vent (see simulation in Figure III.14), suggesting that the 

lifespan can be interpreted in terms of height reached by the particle within the gate (and thus 

signal duration in that gate) rather than emission duration. Notice also that when the ballistics 

enter several gates, in almost all cases the signal lasts longer in the gate directly above the 

vent (gate 1) than in those further away (gate 2 and 3). This results from the fact that in the 

gate directly above the vent, the particles ejected nearly vertically remain in that gate during 

both their ascent and descent (see Figure III.14). In turn, this yields a longer life span to the 
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signal in that gate than in those further away, where the particle trajectories tend to cross the 

gates on the bias. 

 

Figure III.15. (a) Peak onset radial velocities, and (b) life spans of the ballistics’ Doppler signature in the 

gates above and up-beam from the vent, picked from the Doppler radargrams as shown in Figure III.13. The 

events are sorted according to the values from gate 1, i.e. the first gate in which the signal appears (which is 

not systematically gate 2607 m depending on the recording campaign and the subsequent sounding 

conditions). Gates 2 and 3 refer respectively to the second and third gates away from gate 1 (i.e. up-beam). 

Event 20040218_18:47 exhibits an onset velocity of +60 m/s, however this is an underestimation because the 

signal exceeds the Doppler spectral range (+59 m/s). Extrapolation of the Doppler spectra suggests an onset 

radial velocity of +80 m/s for that event (Donnadieu et al., 2005).  
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III.4.2.1.2. Characteristics of the ballistics’ signal in the gates below the vent (down-beam)  

Onset velocities 

Figure III.16a shows the distribution of the ballistics' onset radial velocities in the gates down 

the beam away from the vent (i.e. blue outline in Figure III.13), which spread from -12.5 to -

47 m/s. The onset velocities tend to increase (in absolute values) in the gates which are 

progressively further away from the vent. This is due to both the progressive bending of the 

ballistic trajectories (which tend to align with the beam axis, and thus result in higher radial 

velocities), and the acceleration of the particles upon its descent due to gravity (see simulation 

in Figure III.14, gates 2487 and 2367 m, markers A and A). 

 

Life spans 

The life spans of the ballistics entering the gates below the vent are showed in Figure III.16b. 

In the first gate in which the signal is observed (gate 1), these range between 5 and 21 s. Note 

that highest value plotted is in fact 25 s (20090122_23:54), but this value is excluded from the 

given range because the event is likely composed of several pulses, which are hard to 

distinguish one from another. In the gates further away from the vent (e.g. gates 2, 3 and 4) 

the signal lasts less than in gate 1, since fewer particles are able to enter the gate and their 

trajectories tend to cross the gates on the bias (e.g. gate 2367 in Figure III.14, marker A). 

 

Transit speeds 

The distribution of the transit speeds of the ballistics crossing the successive gates down-beam 

from the vent is plotted in Figure III.16c. Apparent transit speeds are calculated by picking the 

onset delay between two successive gates, and dividing it by the range gate's radial depth. The 

figure shows that the transit speeds are high, staggered between 24 and 56 m/s. Note however 

that the obtained values are minimum estimates of the transit speeds, since the gate’s radial 

depth is the minimum distance the ballistics must travel to cross the gate. For instance, the 

transit speed inferred from the onset delay between gates 2487 and 2367 m in the simulation 

(Figure III.14, markers A and A) would be estimated at 20 m/s (i.e. 120 m / 6 sec), when 

it should be in fact of 27.5 m/s (i.e. ~165 m traveled in 6 sec).  

This rapid transit through the gates is characteristic of the Doppler signature of ballistic 

particles. 
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Figure III.16. (a) Onset radial velocities, (b) life spans, and (c) transit speeds of the ballistics’ Doppler 

signature in the gates down the beam, picked from the radargrams as shown in Figure III.13. 
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III.4.2.2. Doppler signature of ash plumes 

The ash plumes are seen on radargrams as long-lived signals, with low negative Doppler 

velocities, that transit slowly through the ranges gates. Let us give a statistical overview of 

these characteristics. 

Maximum negative radial velocities 

Figure III.17a displays the events exhibiting strong ash plumes signals, from which were 

picked the maximum negative radial velocities in the first gate of appearance (as illustrated in 

Figure III.13). The values are staggered between -10 and -30 m/s, but a few events with very 

weak plume signals (not displayed here), exhibit very low radial velocities < |-10| m/s. Notice 

that the highest value (|-33| m/s) is slightly apart from the general trend; this value however 

might be slightly overestimated because the plume signal of this event is difficult to 

distinguish from the ballistics. 

As previously said, the events displayed in this figure are the strongest ash plume signals 

recorded, i.e. those which exhibit the highest backscattered power and consequently the 

strongest ash loading. We interpret the negative velocities presented here as resulting from 

both the drift of the ash plume towards the radar (easterly trade winds), and the sedimentation 

of the particles within the first hundreds of meters from the vent. 

Life spans 

The life spans of ash plume signals in the first three gates of appearance are presented in 

Figure III.17b. The plume signal may be observed in up to 6 gates, but only the first three 

were kept for graph readability. The life span of ash plume signals are long, staggered 

between ~20 and 160 seconds. Notice that the life spans in gate 1 are always shorter than in 

the gates further away from the vent due to the progressive plume expansion. When 

comparing the life spans in gates 2 and 3 however, the same observation does not hold: 

exiting of the plume from the beam (due to variable wind directions) becomes critical, and 

thus the life spans do not have repeatable relationships (e.g. life span in gate 3 longer than in 

gate 2). The sensitivity of the power diminution due to volumetric exiting of the plume from 

the radar beam can be found in section VI.2. 

Transit speeds 

The transit speed of the plume through the beam is more difficult to compute than that of the 

ballistics, mostly because of the signal onset is difficult to pick precisely since it is emergent. 
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We found that the transit speeds computed between gates 2 and 3 was the most relevant, 

because (i) the onset is not merged with the onset of the ballistics’ signal (case of gate 1), and 

(ii) the onset is sharper than in the gates further away (e.g. gate 4 and beyond). Note however, 

that in addition to the ash plume drift by trade winds, the resulting values may be influenced 

by the plume expansion. 

The transit speeds are displayed in Figure III.17c, and show low values ranging between 4 and 

15 m/s. This slow transit is characteristic of the Doppler signature of ash plumes, which 

contrasts with the high transit speed of the ballistics’ Doppler signature (> 25 m/s). In Chapter 

VI, we show that the onset times of the ash plume detection in each range gate can be used to 

infer the three dimensional transport speed of wind‐drifted ash plumes (Donnadieu et al., 

2011). 

 

III.4.2.3. Synoptic summary of the Doppler signature of ballistics and ash plumes 

Based on the analysis of 45 Doppler radargrams recorded in 2004, 2005 and 2009, we were 

able to give a statistical overview of the Doppler signature of both ballistic projections and 

ash plumes. The two show contrasted dynamics with notable discriminative features. Ballistic 

projections imprint on the radargrams as a short-lived signal, characterized by a short life span 

(5-21s), a rapid transit speed through the range gates (24-56 m/s along-beam), and high 

contrasted radial velocities. In the gates above and up-beam from the vent, the Doppler 

signature appears as a diagonal streak, with an impulsive onset at high positive radial 

velocities (+10-80 m/s) that progressively shift towards negative values as the trajectories 

bend and become perpendicular to the beam axis. In the gates below and down-beam from 

vent on the other hand, the signal onsets at high negative radial velocities (-12.5 – -47 m/s), 

and sketches a more horizontal streak as the particles tend to reach a constant angle upon 

falling. Contrastingly, the Doppler signature of ash plumes is a long-lived signal, 

characterized by: a long life-span (20-160 s), low radial velocities (< -30 m/s) with emerging 

onset, and a slow transit through the range gates (4-15 m/s along-beam) as the plume gets 

drifted by trade winds towards the radar. 

The chronology between the ballistics and the ash plume signals however seem to vary. 

Moreover, their respective proportions change from one recording campaign to the other. 

Below, we use these observations to provide an interpretation on the source eruptive 

mechanisms responsible for both phenomena. 
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Figure III.17. Maximum negative radial velocities (a), life-spans (b), and transit velocities (c) of ash plumes. 
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III.4.3. Ballistics and plumes: discussions on source eruptive mechanisms 

The proportion of events comprising ballistics or ash plumes is seen to vary from one 

recording campaign to another. Moreover, when an eruptive event expels both ballistics and 

an ash plume, the chronology of both events is not systematically the same. These 

observations question the source mechanisms responsible for both emission types at Arenal. 

The magma fragmentation processes and the subsequent relative ash / bomb proportions, are 

believed to depend mainly on the magma viscosity and the distribution of bubbles within it 

(Ozerov, 2010). This assessment however, is likely to hold in volcanic settings where magma 

viscosities are relatively low, i.e. where bubbles can migrate buoyantly through the magma 

column. At Arenal however, the magma viscosity is high (in the range 10
5
-10

6
 Pa s, Cigolini 

and Borgia, 1980; Cigolini et al., 1984; Bertolino et al., 2009), and a viscous lava cap 

obstructs the conduit. The latter is believed to drive Vulcanian-type eruptive mechanisms 

(Chapter II), wherein conduit-sealing and cap-breaching would be responsible for the eruptive 

activity. In this context, it is likely that ballistic projections result from coarse fragmentation 

of the cap (e.g. breaching and “uncorking”), whereas ash plumes would result from a finer 

fragmentation of it. In both cases, fragmentation may involve varying proportions of “solid” 

and “fluid” magma (Valade et al., 2012; Cole et al., 2005). Sometimes, fragmentation may 

not necessarily be synchronous with tephra emission, and may result from ejection of 

previously fragmented debris residing atop the lava cap, or in its fractured permeable regions 

(e.g. conduit walls, Sahetapy-Engel et al., 2009). 

Bearing in mind these assumptions, the variable proportion of events comprising ballistics or 

ash plumes during the three recording campaigns (Figure III.10) can be interpreted in terms of 

source conditions/processes. The fact that the 2005 campaign exhibits very few ballistic 

events suggests that the cap was not breached significantly during the eruptive events, perhaps 

because it was significantly fractured and consequently permeable to gas, thus preventing 

from the accumulation of strong overpressures. This is in agreement with the long-lasting and 

interrupted tremor sequences observed (see Chapter II), which require stable, non-destructive, 

opening and close of the fractures cross-cutting the solid cap. It is also in agreement with the 

low overpressures recorded during this campaign (ca. 1.26 · 10
5
 Pa, Fourel and Vergniolle 

unpublished), which prevented intense breaching of the cap. Contrastingly, the 2004 and 2009 

campaigns exhibit more eruptive events with ballistic projections, suggesting that the system 

was probably more pressurized, leading to more intense uncorking of the rigid crust. 
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Variability in the cap thickness may also be a factor influencing the eruptive phenomenology, 

however as of today, we have no means to derive this information. All we can say is that the 

magma composition at Arenal shows remarkable stability (e.g. Szramek et al., 2006), and that 

effusion rates between 1999 to 2004 were at their lowest since Arenal’s reawakening in 1968 

(ca. 0.1 m
3
/s, Wadge et al., 2006). 

 

On the other hand, the fact that ash emission may precede ballistic projections (e.g. Figure 

III.12b), suggests that gas and ash may be expelled from one or several fractures or vents, 

which may exhibit variable mechanical response to overpressure. Similar to a pressure 

cooker’s valve, the pressure underlying the cap may first be released as a high-frequency gas 

jet (more or less ash-laden), until the fracture strength is overcome, leading to a larger 

disruption of the fracture, more intense breaching of the brittle crust, and in turn expulsion of 

coarser particles with ballistic trajectories.  
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III.5. Conclusion 

 

 

Doppler radargrams were constructed by stacking the Doppler spectra through time, and 

using a color scale to account for the backscattered power. The time-velocity distribution of 

the power thus describes the Doppler signature of the recorded target.  

Distinct Doppler signatures are witnessed within the radargrams of eruptive events, with 

distinctive characteristics that betray distinct eruptive dynamics. The first is a short-lived 

signal, characterized by: a short life span (5-21s), a rapid transit speed through the range gates 

(24-56 m/s along-beam), high impulsive radial velocities (+10 – +80 m/s) progressively 

shifting towards negative values in the gates uphill the vent (sketching a characteristic oblique 

streak), and high negative values (-12.5 – -47 m/s) in the gates downhill the vent (sketching a 

more horizontal streak due to constant radial velocities). The second is a long-lived signal, 

contrastingly characterized by: a long life-span (20-160 s), low radial velocities (< -30 m/s) 

with emerging onset, and a slow transit through the range gates (4-15 m/s along-beam). 

These distinct characteristics suggest that the short-lived signal is generated by the rapid 

transit of ballistic blocks through the range gates, while the long-lived signal results from the 

slow drifting of ash plumes by trade winds blowing towards the radar (Valade and 

Donnadieu, 2011; Donnadieu et al., 2011). 
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IV.1. Introduction 

 

In order to understand what the recorded radar signals can actually tell us about the 

underlying pyroclastic emission dynamics, it is useful to simulate such emissions and 

reconstruct the synthetic radar signals from these. The modeling approach is thus twofold: one 

must (i) develop the numerical models which simulate the pyroclastic emission dynamics 

using the proper set of physical equations, and (ii) construct the synthetic signal which would 

be recorded by the radar, using the appropriate electromagnetic scattering equations. At this 

stage, because we (arbitrarily) define the source input parameters to our model, the modeling 

is termed forward modeling. 

 

As it has been shown in the previous chapter (Chapter III, Valade and Donnadieu, 2011), the 

Doppler radargrams of several eruptive events witness the emission of ballistics and ash 

plumes, which simultaneously transit through the radar beam. In the following chapter, we 

describe how both phenomena are modeled and how synthetic radargrams are generated. For 

the modeling of both the ballistics and the ash plume, the physical equations driving the 

particle motion are first described, after what parametric tests are presented to show how the 

main input parameters to these equations influence the resulting radar signal. 

 

The equations driving respectively the ballistic- and ash plume-particles are entirely 

independent. Nevertheless, they are implemented in a unique Matlab code, and can be run 

simultaneously via a graphical user interface named eject3D (Figure IV.1). This software 

enables the user to easily and intuitively select the source input parameters of the driving 

equations. It also gives the possibility to select various types of graphical outputs, such as 

Doppler radargrams, particle trajectories through time and space, plot of the gate onset 

timings, etc… Further details may be found in appendix C.  
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Figure IV.1. Snapshot of the graphical use interface controlling inputs and outputs to eject3D. Note that this 

interface enables the simulation of both ballistic projections and ash clouds.  

 

 

IV.1. Ballistic projection modeling 

 

A 2D model simulating ballistic projections and the resulting radar echoes in a given gate was 

initially developed by Dubosclard et al. (2004), and later recoded in Matlab by Gouhier and 

Donnadieu (2010). We have built upon that and improved the model, in particular to simulate 

the projections in 3D. Let us describe hereafter the equations involved, the improvements 

made to the original code, and the model sensitivity to the main input parameters. 
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IV.1.1. Driving equations 

Spherical particles of diameter (D) are launched instantaneously in a 2D plane, with an initial 

speed (Vp0) which is related to the initial gas velocity (Vg0) following Steinberg and Babenko 

(1978): 

0 0( )p gV D V k D   IV.1 

where 4 3 150m d gk g C   , g being the gravity, ρm and ρg the ejecta and gas densities, 

and Cd the drag coefficient (Chouet et al., 1974). The moving particle of mass (m) is then 

subject to two opposing forces, the drag force (FD) and the gravitational force (g), from which 

the equations of motion can be written as: 
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where (FDx) and (FDz) are the components of the drag force, and (g) is the acceleration due to 

gravity. The expression of the drag force (FD) is given by Chow (1979) as: 

21
( )

2
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where (ρg) is the gas density (1.22 kg/m
3
), (A) the cross-sectional area of the particle, (CD) the 

particle drag coefficient, and (Vg), (Vp) the gas and particle velocities respectively. The gas 

velocity (Vg) is known to decrease exponentially (Blackburn et al., 1976; Patrick et al., 2007) 

with the distance to the vent (r), which can be expressed as: 

( )

0( ) r

g gV r V e    IV.4 

where (γ) is the gas velocity decay rate. Being poorly known, (γ) was set to 0.013 as inferred 

from the best fit of height vs. velocity measurements carried out on eruptions at Stromboli 

using a FLIR camera (Patrick et al., 2007). The drag coefficient (CD), on the other hand, 

depends on the Reynolds number (Re), which is defined as: 

p

D
Re V
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where  (η) is the gas viscosity (1.49 · 10
-5

 Pa s). The Reynolds number is used to derive the 

drag coefficient, the relationship between the two being given by experimental curves from 

Goldstein (1938). Note that these curves are suitable for spherical particles with subsonic 

speed, i.e. with Mach number < 0.5 (~175 m/s for air at T = 25°C and P = 1 atm). The effects 
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of higher particle speeds, or different particle shapes on the drag coefficient are addressed by 

Mastin (1991). 

The system (equation IV.2) is then integrated numerically at each time step with a Runge-

Kutta method (see Chow (1979) for detailed equations), in order to collect the particles' 

position (x, y) and velocity components (ux, uy). From there the algorithm locates its position 

in the radar beam (i.e. which range gate), computes its radial velocity (i.e. velocity component 

along the antenna beam direction) using trigonometrical relations, and calculates the power it 

backscatters to the radar using the Mie scattering theory (Mie, 1908) applied to the 

VOLDORAD case by Gouhier and Donnadieu (2008). Ultimately, synthetic Doppler spectra 

are constructed at each time step and in each gate, by (1) building classes from the radial 

velocities of the particles, and (2) summing the power backscattered by particles of each 

velocity class (Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2010).  

 

IV.1.2. Improvements made to the algorithm 

A number of improvements have been made to the original code described above. The entire 

architecture of the code has been recast (Figure IV.2), in order to (i) account for the 

improvements described hereafter, (ii) gain in computational time, and (iii) enable 

compatibility with the plume model (section IV.2), so that both ballistic particles and plume 

particles may be animated simultaneously in 3D via eject3D (see Appendix C). We hereafter 

point out the most relevant improvements made to the original code. 
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Figure IV.2. Architecture of eject3D, highlighting in red the section which specifically manages the 

simulation of ballistic projections. 

 

IV.1.2.1. From 2D to 3D trajectories 

The computational time of the model increases with both (i) the number of ejection angles 

demanded, and (ii) the number of particle diameters demanded, as each particle diameter is 

launched at each ejection angle. The running time can consequently increase dramatically if 

the user selects a polydisperse particle size distribution with a high number of ejection angles. 

For this reason, incorporating more complex equations dealing with 3D particle trajectories 

was not possible, as it would have resulted in tremendously high computational time. Instead, 

we compute particle trajectories in a 2D plane as described previsouly, and use rotation 

matrices to duplicate this plane into a number of others, thus reproducing trajectories in 3D 

(Figure IV.3). 
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Figure IV.3. Rotation of particles contained in a vertical plane (blue dots), into a number of other planes 

which rotate around the jet axis (red dots). The origin of the coordinate system is the vent, i.e. the point from 

which particles are launched (green circle). 
 

The rotation matrix around the z-axis in three-dimensions is written as follows: 

cos sin 0

( ) sin cos 0

0 0 1

zR
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where θ is the rotation angle in radian, operating counter-clockwise when the rotation axis is 

pointing towards the observer and the coordinate system is right-handed (see arrows 

indicating the rotation in Figure IV.3). If the particles' coordinates {Xp, Yp, Zp} are initially 

stored in the matrix P defined as: 

Xp

P Yp

Zp
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then the particle coordinates after rotation {Xpr, Ypr, Zpr} are computed from the product 

between matrices P and Rz, such as Pr = P · Rz, where Pr is the resulting matrix defined as: 

r

r r

r

Xp

P Yp

Zp
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Eject3D gives the possibility to define both the distribution of the angles in the vertical plane, 

as well as the distribution of the rotation angles in the horizontal plane (i.e. blue dots and red 

dots respectively in Figure IV.3). In doing so, the user may generate a wide range of eruptive 

jet geometry, including orientated jets (Figure IV.4). Note however that with this method, 
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unless the jet axis is vertical, the cross-section of the eruptive jet will not be circular (rotations 

are done with respect to the vertical axis z).  

 

Figure IV.4. Asymmetrical eruptive jet constructed using rotation matrix. 

 

The rotation operation described above is performed at each time step of the model run (i.e. 

step II.2 in Figure IV.2), immediately after the new particle coordinates in the initial vertical 

plane have been calculated via Runge Kutta. Once the rotation has been performed, the 

complete set of particles must be located in the 3D beam, and the radial velocity of each 

particle with respect to the radar must be derived. The methodology to perform these 

operations is detailed in section IV.2.1 of this chapter, which is dedicated to the description of 

the 3D-plume model. 

 

Note that the particle rotation described above, incorporated into the newly developed eject3D 

code, significantly increases the number of particles accounted in the eruptive jet while 

decreasing significantly the computational time required (with respect to the original code). 

 

IV.1.2.2. Ejection Angle Distribution (EAD) 

Eject3D gives the possibility to choose the way the ejection angles within the eruptive jet are 

distributed, in both the vertical (xoy) and horizontal (yox) planes. In both cases, a minimum 

angle (αmin), an aperture angle (αap), and a number of angles (αnb) within this aperture must be 

defined (Figure IV.5). The distribution of angles within the chosen aperture may be either 

uniform or Gaussian (independently in both the horizontal and vertical planes). 
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Figure IV.5. Definition of the ejection angles in the horizontal and vertical planes, using a minimum angle 

(αmin), an aperture angle (αap), a number of angles (αnb), and a distribution of angles (αdistrib, Gaussian or 

uniform). 

Figure IV.6 shows an eruptive jet with angles in the vertical (xoy) plane distributed following 

uniform (a) and Gaussian (b)distributions, and rotated uniformly in the horizontal (yox) plane. 

 

Figure IV.6. Simulated eruptive jets, with respectively linear (a) and Gaussian (b) distributions of ejection 

angles in the vertical (xoy) plane (middle panel). In both cases, the distribution is then rotated 180° around 

the (vertical) jet axis to simulate 3D dynamics.  
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IV.1.2.3. Particle Size Distribution (PSD) 

Recall that a Doppler spectrum expresses the power backscattered to the radar (which depends 

on the number and size of the particles inside the range gate), as a function of the along-beam 

(radial) velocity of the ejecta. One can see that the shape of the Doppler spectrum, and by 

extension the shape of the Doppler radargram, is critically dependent on the particle size 

distribution (PSD) of the ejecta. 

Various PSDs of volcanic ejecta have been considered in past studies: exponential (Ripepe et 

al., 1993), lognormal (Sheridan, 1971; Chouet et al., 1974; McGetchin et al., 1974; Self et al., 

1974), Rosin Rammler (Kittleman, 1964; Spieler et al., 2003), Weibull (Nakamura, 1984; 

Marzano et al., 2006a, 2006b), polymodal (Sheridan et al., 1987; Riley et al., 2003) and 

sequential fragmentation/transport (SFT) (Wohletz et al., 1989). However, a consensus on 

which PSD best characterizes Strombolian activity still lacks. Following Gouhier and 

Donnadieu (2008), we use a scaled Weibull function (equation IV.9), which enables the 

overall shape to be varied from exponential to Gaussian by means of three factors: shape (k), 

shift (Λ), and scale (Nmax). The scaled Weibull distribution (Sw) is defined as: 

max max
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where ( , , )wf D k   is a probability function of particles of diameter (D), expressed as: 
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where (k) defines the shape of the particle distribution: k = 1 for exponential, k = 3 for 

Gaussian, and 1 < k < 3 for log-normal. The shift factor (Λ) on the other hand, depends on 

both the mode (µ) and shape factor (k) of the distribution: 

1

1 kk

k
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Figure IV.7 shows the influence of these three factors on the shape of the particle distribution. 
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Figure IV.7. Factors defining the Weibull function, which in turn controls the shape of the particle size 

distribution. Notice in particular the shape factor (k), which enables to have distributions ranging from 

exponential (k = 1) to Gaussian distributions (k = 3), with intermediate lognormal distributions (1 < k < 3). 

For each diameter in the PSD, the model launches one particle only, in each ejection angle of 

the initial vertical plane (i.e. Figure IV.6 - middle panel). The backscattered power attributed 

to this particle however, corresponds to the power backscattered by the n particles having this 

diameter in this ejection direction (i.e. ordinate value at a given diameter from the PSD). 

Henceforth, the particle size distribution defined above (e.g. Figure IV.7) is not the eruptive 

jet’s PSD, but rather the PSD launched at each ejection angle. In turn, the eruptive jet’s total 

PSD can be computed by multiplying the ejection angle PSD by the number of angles 

requested in the vertical and horizontal planes (i.e. αnb in the red and blue plane respectively). 

 

IV.1.2.4. Fine particles ballistic trajectories: gas velocity cutoff 

A modification has to be made to the original code for it to reproduce ballistic trajectories 

even for small particles (diameter <5 cm). Indeed, we noticed that upon falling, particles 

tended to have their trajectories deviate away from the vent, a behavior which worsened as the 

size of the considered particles became smaller (Figure IV.8a). The reason for this is that the 

gas velocity driving the particles depends on the distance between the particle and the vent 

(equation IV.4). Consequently, as the particle fell back to the ground the gas velocity would 

tend to increase again (eventually prevailing over the gravity force), and thus modify its 

trajectory. To overcome this issue, we “cut” the gas velocity (i.e. set it to 0 m/s) once the 

particle has finished its ascent (i.e. height variation between two time steps is lower than a 

threshold value of 0.1 m, Figure IV.8b). In doing so, we assume that the eruptive event results 

from a single gas pulse. 
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Note that although in reality the trajectory of fine particles deviate much from true ballistic 

trajectories (because of their low inertia and entrainment by thermal convection for instance), 

it is convenient that fines behave ballistically in our simple model to facilitate the 

interpretation of radar signals. 

 

Figure IV.8. Particles 5 mm in diameter are thrown with an initial gas velocity of 100 m/s. The thickened 

trajectories in the top plots are those monitored in the bottom plots. (a) Throughout the entire computational 

time, the gas velocities vary with the distance to the vent (equation IV.4). Upon falling, particles exhibit non 

ballistic trajectories (top) due to gas velocity that increases (bottom), and thus prevails over gravity. (b) Once 

the particles have finished their ascent (i.e. altitude variation dZ < 0.1 m between two successive time steps), 

gas velocities are set to 0 m/s (blue trajectories in top plot). In that way, the trajectories of very small particles 

have a ballistic trajectory. 

 

IV.1.2.5. Building radargrams from ballistic simulations 

The initial code enabled the computation of synthetic Doppler spectra, one range gate at a 

time. In eject3D, by stacking Doppler spectra next to one another and by using a color scale 

for the echo power amplitude, we reconstruct synthetic Doppler radargrams to visualize the 

temporal evolution of the spectra in the different range gates (see section III.1 for details). The 
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user may select the gates to compute (e.g. select the gate number, or ask the program to plot 

only those with signal) without increasing the code’s running time. 

The new code also enables the user to plot radargrams displaying the true particle velocity 

rather than the radial velocity. 

 

IV.1.3. Parametric tests of the ballistic model input parameters 

A number of parametric tests have been carried out to understand which factors control, for 

the most part, the Doppler signature read on Doppler radargrams. We do not intend to present 

them all exhaustively, but rather to focus on those which demand particular insights. 

In the following section, we assess the contribution of the eruptive jet's geometry (jet 

inclination, ejection angle distribution) and the ejecta particle size distribution (PSD) on the 

Doppler signature of radargrams, and we test the relationship between particle size and initial 

gas velocity on the maximum height reached by the ejecta. Note that all the tests described 

below are performed in 2D only. Indeed, converting the jet in 3D does not affect the 

radargram shape (i.e. time-velocity distribution). This results from the fact that the 

radargram’s extreme radial velocities values (outlining the radargram shape) are obtained 

when the particles travel in the planes holding both the radar and the particles. The only 

change a 3D jet will make with respect to a 2D jet is to increase the number of particles 

travelling in various directions within the beam, consequently changing the power distribution 

within the radargram (rendered by colors variations) but not the radargram’s shape. 

IV.1.3.1. Model sensitivity to jet axis inclination 

Figure IV.9 shows the influence of the eruptive jet’s inclination on the radargrams of the 

different range gates. We see that the inclination of the jet axis (e.g. away or towards the 

radar, Figure IV.9 a and c) directly controls the shape of the radargrams in the gates crossed 

by the ballistics. All the gates lying up the beam from the vent exhibit radargrams having high 

positive onset velocities which progressively decrease towards negative velocities, sketching 

characteristic oblique signals. Contrastingly, the gates down the beam from the vent exhibit 

more horizontal signals with negative velocities only. (Note that a detailed step by step 

tracking of particles’ speed, trajectory, and subsequent radargram signal is provided in Figure 

III.14). 
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Figure IV.9. Illustration of the model's sensitivity to the jet axis inclination and its consequences on the 

Doppler signature. Particles of diameter 0.1 m are uniformly released in a cone of 45° aperture, with an 

initial gas velocity of 100 m/s (i.e. initial particle speed of 52.6 m/s using equation IV.1, entering gate 2607 m 

at 50 m/s). The jet axis inclination is measured from the horizontal, and is varied as follows: a) away from the 

radar (67.5°), b) vertically (90°), and c) towards the radar (112.5°). The radargrams of the gates in which 

particles enter (i.e. non-shadowed gates) are displayed to the right. 
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In turn, it is possible to retrieve information on the inclination of the eruptive jet (i.e. towards 

or away from the radar) solely from the observation of the shape of Doppler radargrams. 

Indeed, when a majority of gates exhibit radargrams shaped as oblique streaks then the jet 

axis is inclined away from the radar, whereas when a majority exhibit horizontal negative 

streaks then it is inclined towards it (Figure IV.10b and 10a respectively). In the intermediate 

case of a nearly vertical jet axis, more particles will tend to enter the gates down-beam than 

up-beam from the vent, due to the beam inclination.  

 

Figure IV.10. Recorded events during which the eruptive jet was likely inclined (a) towards, and (b) away 

from the radar. 

 

Another important outcome to mention is that the maximum radial velocity value of the 

radargrams (i.e. V+max) appears to be strongly dependent on the inclination of the jet, and thus 

not necessarily representative of the real ejection velocity. In particular, we see that at 

constant particle size (0.1 m) and source gas velocity (100 m/s), gate 2607 m located directly 

above the vent displays maximum positive radial velocities of +50, +35, and +20 m/s 

depending on the jet axis inclination (respectively away from the radar, vertical, and towards 

the radar), when the real particle speed is in fact of ~50 m/s upon entering the gate. If the jet is 

symmetric however and with a large aperture, then V+max represents the real particle speed. 
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IV.1.3.2. Model sensitivity to Ejection Angle Distribution (EAD) 

In the previous paragraph, particles were thrown uniformly inside the ejection cone. Here we 

assess the influence of the ejection angle distribution (EAD), by comparing jets with ejection 

angles following respectively uniform- and Gaussian-type distributions (Figure IV.11). 

 

Figure IV.11 shows that the shapes of the radargrams are identical, whichever the ejection 

angle distribution. This results from the fact that maximum radial velocities are the same in 

each case, since the most tangent trajectories to the beam axis (i.e. those at the borders of the 

ejection cone) are the same. The power distributions within the radargrams, however, are not 

similar, and are clearly dependent on the ejection angle distribution: uniform EAD gives a 

more uniform time-velocity power distribution (Figure IV.11a), whereas Gaussian EAD gives 

a strongly non-uniform power distribution (Figure IV.11b). The radargram in gate 2607 m for 

instance, shows a band of very high power at its center, while its borders exhibit very low 

power. This directly witnesses the variable particle concentration within the jet, as the number 

of ejection angles decreases from the center to the borders. The increasing density of ejection 

angles from the side to the vertical is also clearly imaged in the radargrams of the gates up the 

beam (i.e. 2727 m): the highest echo power are associated with the lowest radial velocities 

because most ejecta have ascending trajectories very oblique to the beam. Notice that if the 

spacing between the ejection angles becomes too loose, the distribution of the particle radial 

velocities also become scarce, which may lead to signal discontinuity at the borders of the 

radargram (e.g. isolated streaks in Figure IV.11b resulting from the eccentric ejection angles 

at 60° and 120°). Note that the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution may be 

adjusted in eject3D in order to control the spacing of the ejection angles from the center to the 

sides of the jet. In turn, this will have an effect on the power transition within the radargram, 

since it directly influences the radial velocity of the particles and their number (e.g. the 

isolated streaks in Figure IV.11b can be suppressed with a more uniform EAD).  
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Figure IV.11. Illustration of the model's sensitivity to the ejection angle distribution (EAD), and its 

consequences on the Doppler signature. Particles of diameter 0.1 m are released with an initial gas velocity of 

100 m/s. The ejection cone has an aperture of 60°, in which the ejection angles are distributed following a 

uniform-type distribution (linear) (a), and a Gaussian-type distribution (b). 
 

The power distributions within the modeled radargrams however, poorly resemble those in the 

recorded radargrams (e.g. Figure III.4). Indeed, the high-power band in gate 2607 m (Figure 

IV.11b) is not curved like the overall shape of the radargram but clearly linear, indicating a 

constant decrease rate of the radial velocity (the same observation holds in gate 2727 m). 
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Moreover, the power distribution in gate 2607 m is closely related to the power distribution in 

the bordering gates 2727 and 2487 m: from t = 6 to 10 s for instance, the highest powers are 

associated to the highest radial velocities in gate 2607 m, whereas they are associated to the 

lowest velocities in gate 2727 m. This results from the fact that particles with vertical 

trajectories will imprint on radargrams as linear oblique streaks, which can enter successively 

gate 2607 m, 2727 m, and 2607 m again upon falling. Figure IV.12 illustrates this with a 

simulation in which two particles are ejected vertically: the smallest particle is ejected higher 

up and can enter gate 2727 m before falling back into gate 2607 m. Notice that both generate 

linear streaks in the synthetic radargram, thus reinforcing the idea that narrow streaks in 

observed radargrams are attributed to individual blocks (Figure IV.12b, see also section 

III.3.5.4, Figure III.9). 

 

Figure IV.12. (a) Vertical ejection of three particles of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15 m in diameter respectively, 

launched with an initial gas velocity of 100 m/s. All three are launched from the same vent position (red dot), 

with the colored vertical lines showing their ascent/descent trajectory. Notice how the smallest particle (blue, 

0.05 m) enters successively gates 2607 m, 2727 m and 2607 m again upon falling. (b) The resulting synthetic 

radargram consists of linear oblique streaks, complementary between gate 2607 and 2727 m (much like the 

radargrams in Figure IV.11). (c) Linear streak observed in a radargram of an eruptive event at Arenal in 

2005, which can confidently be attributed to an individual block.  
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IV.1.3.3. Model sensitivity to Particle Size Distribution (PSD) 

Figure IV.13 shows the Doppler signature acquired for two distinct particle size distributions 

(PSD), respectively monodisperse and polydisperse. In the first case, particles have a single 

diameter of 10 cm, while in the second case particles range between 5 mm and 50 cm 

following a lognormal distribution (k = 2, mode = 10 cm, 20 distinct diameters). In both 

cases, the initial gas velocity is set to 100 m/s, and the ejection angles are uniformly 

distributed within an ejection cone 60° wide. As expected, the Doppler radargrams vary 

greatly whether the PSD is mono- or polydisperse: when PSD is polydisperse, both the radial 

velocities (in particular the positive velocities) and the backscattered power are higher than 

with monodisperse PSD.  

The higher radial velocities are explained by the fact that smaller particles are ejected, which 

consequently travel faster for a given initial gas velocity. Note that this issue is particularly 

strong in the given example, since the smallest particles of the polydisperse distribution are 20 

times smaller than those in the monodisperse distribution. The higher backscattered power on 

the other hand, results from a higher number of particles ejected when PSD is polydisperse: at 

each ejection angle, a particle of each diameter is thrown and its trajectory is computed. The 

resulting total backscattered power on a radargram pixel is the sum of the power 

backscattered by all particles having the same radial velocity at a given instant. Thus the pixel 

power value includes at least the power backscattered by particles with the same diameter and 

the same ejection angle (since they have the same trajectory and radial velocity all the time), 

but may also include occasionally the echo power from particles with a different diameter 

and/or ejection angle having by chance the same radial velocity at the considered instant. The 

computational time is consequently increased considerably (from seconds to minutes). For 

this reason, we assume the particle size distribution as monodisperse in the first inversion 

procedures carried in Chapter V. This choice is not entirely absurd because the primary 

objective is to match the velocity distribution of the radargrams rather than their power 

distribution. Furthermore, the shape of the recorded radargrams resulting from ballistic 

projections are likely to be predominantly controlled by a narrow PSD (likely centered around 

a coarse particle mode), as small particles (with high velocities) backscatter much less power 

than coarse particles.  
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Figure IV.13. Illustration of the model's sensitivity to the particle size distribution (PSD), and its 

consequences on the Doppler signature. Particles are launched with an initial gas velocity of 100 m/s, within 

an ejection cone 60° wide, in which the ejection angles are distributed uniformly. The particle size distribution 

is: (a) monodisperse with a unique particle diameter of 10 cm, and (b) polydisperse, with a lognormal 

distribution of the diameters ranging between 0.005 m and 0.5 m (mode = 0.11 m). 
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IV.1.3.4. Particle rise with varying diameter and initial gas velocity 

The maximum altitude reached by a particle depends on both its diameter, and the initial gas 

velocity. Figure IV.14 illustrates the maximum rise altitude of a particle ejected vertically, for 

diameters ranging between 0.005 – 0.5 m, and initial gas velocities varying between 50 and 

250 m/s. Notice that for diameters below 0.1 m, the relationship changes drastically: the rise 

altitude strongly diminishes as the considered particle gets smaller. This attests of the 

importance of the drag forces acting on the particles, which affects particularly the small 

particles. The right hand plot in Figure IV.14 shows that if the drag forces are inactive (drag 

coefficient Cd forced to 0), this non-linear effect observed for small particles is lost and the 

height reached is significantly greater (although it has no physical meaning).  

 

Figure IV.14. Relationship between the maximum altitudes reached by a particle ejected vertically above the 

vent, and the particle diameter and initial gas velocity. In the left-hand plot the drag forces are kept active (i.e. 

drag coefficient determined at each time step depending on the Reynolds number), while in the right-hand 

plot the drag forces are forced to be inactive. The thickened lines correspond to the values annotated next to 

the color bar. 

 

Interestingly, the above observations help us understand the modeled trajectories / radargrams 

presented in Figure IV.13b, and gives us further insights into the observed radargams. Indeed, 

we can see that the smallest particles (diameter 0.005 m) exhibit unexpected trajectories, as 

these do not travel as high nor as far as the diameter immediately above (0.03 m): this is due 

to the effect of the drag force, which particularly affects the 0.01 m particle (see the 100 m/s 

curve in Figure IV.14-left). Moreover, we see that this peculiar behavior imprints on the 

radargram in gate 2487 m as an isolated blue streak (i.e. low power because of the very small 

diameter). Unlike the overall signal, this streak exhibits radial velocities which tend to 

decrease towards 0 m/s with time. Interestingly, it is a feature that is also observed in the 

radargrams of several eruptive events (Figure IV.15a). This should consequently be 
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interpreted as small particles which are expelled ballistically, but which, upon falling back to 

the ground, tend to decelerate rather accelerate (like it is expected for heavier particles, see 

simulation in Figure III.14). Consequently, the radial velocities of the small ballistic particles 

will tend to decrease towards Vr = 0 m/s (Figure IV.15a, pink arrow), rather than increase 

towards higher negative values like coarser  particles would (Figure IV.15b, pink arrow).  

 

Figure IV.15. Radargrams showing different Doppler signatures of the ballistic particles entering the gates 

down-beam from the vent. Event (a) exhibits velocities which tend to decrease towards 0 m/s, whereas event 

(b) exhibits a much narrower signal which tends to increase towards higher negative radial velocities. This 

suggests that the ballistic particles in (a) are small (hence light, with low/decelerating speed upon falling), 

whereas in (b) particles are likely coarser (hence heavier, with high/accelerating speed upon falling). 
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IV.2. Ash plume modeling 

 

 

Because eruptions at Arenal are short-lived (order of a few seconds, as suggested by 

ephemeral high positive velocities), and because the resulting plume may rise during tens of 

seconds, we consider the eruption plumes as non-sustained, finite volume releases. To better 

interpret the radar signal recorded by such unrooted plumes, we have modeled the migration 

of a cloud of particles, rising and expanding in three dimensions through the radar beam.  

 

IV.2.1. Driving equations 

The cloud’s shape, rise rate and expansion rate are those defined for steady buoyant plumes 

(e.g. thermals). For axisymmetric thermals with circular cross-section, rising by buoyancy 

only through a static atmosphere, the height evolution with time z(t) was defined by 

Yamamoto et al., 2008 (based on the work of Morton et al., 1956) as:  
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where (g0') defines the source buoyancy, (V0) the volume of the thermal at the source, (ε) the 

entrainment constant, and (m) a factor characterizing the thermal's shape. Values for these 

constants are based on both field measurements and laboratory experiments of previous 

studies: g0' ≈ 5 m/s
2
 (Yamamoto et al., 2008), ε = 0.25 (defined for discrete thermals, Scorer, 

1957; Turner, 1979), and m = 3 (defined for an oblate spheroid, Turner, 1979). The 

dependence of the horizontal radius (r) of the thermal with height on the other hand, is given 

by Morton et al. (1956) as follows:  

r z  IV.12 

Figure IV.16a shows the dependence of the plume's altitude with time, and Figure IV.16b 

shows the evolution of the plume radius and volume with time. 
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Figure IV.16. (a) Evolution of the modeled ash cloud center's height with time; the release altitude is located 

850 m above the radar (reference altitude). Note that the linear dependence of the altitude with (t
1/2

) (equation 

IV.11). (b) Evolution of the plume's radius and volume with time. The plume initial's radius is set to 10 m, 

and the entrainment constant set to 0.25 (typical value for a discrete thermal, Turner, 1979). 

 

The particles in the model are initially (t = 0 s) distributed in a spheroid of radius (R0), with a 

decreasing concentration of particles from the center to the borders (Figure IV.17). The spatial 

coordinates of each particle {xp, yp, zp} are drawn randomly from a normal distribution with 

mean μ = 0 (i.e. spheroid center) and standard deviation σ = 1/3, such as ~99.7% of the 

particles are contained inside the spheroid of radius R0 (i.e. three standard deviations).  

 

Figure IV.17. Particle distribution within the modeled ash cloud. In the given example, 1000 particles are 

distributed following a normal distribution (standard deviation σ = 1/3) around the center of the spheroid, 10 

m in radius. 

 

As the particle cloud rises above the vent (equation IV.11) its radius increases (equation 

IV.12), which is rendered by the spreading of each particle away from the spheroid center. 

Importantly, the particles keep their initial normal distribution within the expanding spheroid, 

no convection, turbulence, nor sedimentation processes are introduced in the algorithm. 
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In addition to the vertical rise of the cloud, a horizontal displacement component was 

implemented (affecting the plume center), in order to simulate the wind effect on the 

propagation of the plume, with varying wind speeds (Ws) and varying wind directions (Wa, 

azimuth angle measured relative to the beam axis).  

At each time step, the particles are located within the beam to evaluate which gate they are in. 

To do so, we convert the Cartesian coordinates of the particle {xp, yp, zp} to spherical 

coordinates {rp, θp, φp} and search in which range it is located, such as rp  rlim, θp  θlim and 

φp   φlim (where {rlim, θlim, φlim} define the gate’s volume in spherical coordinates, as 

illustrated in Figure IV.18). 

 

Figure IV.18.  Locating the particles in the three-dimensional radar beam is done using spherical 

coordinates, with the radar as the origin of the coordinate system.   

 

Once the particles are located, we determine the number of particles contained in each gate, 

and compute the backscattered power using the Rayleigh scattering equations, the particle size 

being small enough to ovoid the time consuming use of Mie scattering equations. The radial 

velocity of each particle on the other hand, is defined as the radial distance Δrp travelled by 

the particle between two successive time steps. 

The synthetic Doppler spectra are finally reconstructed at each time step and in each gate, by 

sorting the radial velocities of the particles into bins, and summing the power backscattered 

by all the particles in each bin. Ultimately, we reconstructed synthetic radargrams by plotting 

the Doppler spectra evolution through time. The overall architecture of the algorithm 

simulating the plume’s evolution is illustrated below (Figure IV.19). 
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Figure IV.19. Architecture of eject3D, highlighting in blue the section which specifically manages the 

simulation of ash plumes. 

 

Note that this simple model was not intended to reproduce the complexity of ash plume 

internal dynamics, but rather to test different parametric conditions for the transit of a 

spheroid plume having realistic size and speed, in order to better interpret the recorded radar 

signals. 

 

IV.2.2. Rise dynamics of modeled and observed plume 

Video analysis of an ash plume emitted at Arenal on February 19, 2004 at 23:57:37 UTC 

(Doloire, 2006; Donnadieu et al., 2008) (Figure IV.20) indicates that momentum affects the 

initial stages of the plume rise (0-12 s), after what buoyancy controls the rise speed which 

becomes relatively constant (~7 m/s). We overlay the rise curves of both the observed and 

modeled plumes, in order to show that the dynamics of the modeled plume is similar to 

natural cases (Figure IV.20). Notice however that the rise speed of the observed plume 

appears much higher than that of the modeled plume (i.e. steeper curve), which results from 

the fact that cross-winds were blowing the plume towards the radar. As a consequence 
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apparent rise rate retrieved from the plume top seen on the video exaggerates the real rise rate 

of the plume due exclusively to buoyancy. 

 

Figure IV.20. Comparison of the rise rates between a modeled plume (source radius = 20 m, entrainment 

coefficient = 0.25), and a real plume recorded on February 19, 2004 at 23:57:37 UTC (Donnadieu et al., 

2008; video data processing by Doloire, 2006). The motion of the eruptive plume was recorded with a video 

camera operating in the visible, from which the plume top altitude variation with time was collected and fitted 

with a polynomial function.  
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IV.2.3. Parametric tests 

The following section intends to assess the model sensitivity to various parameters used in the 

driving equations described above. In particular, we test the effect of the source radius (R0) 

(and in turn the source volume, V0), the source buoyancy (g0'), and the entrainment coefficient 

(ε), all expressed in equation IV.11. We also describe the influence of the wind speed (Ws) 

and azimuth (Wa) on the Doppler signature of synthetic radargrams. 

IV.2.3.1. Model sensitivity to source radius 

Figure IV.21 shows how the source radius (R0) affects the plume rise and the subsequent 

synthetic radar signal. The higher the radius value is, the higher the source volume (V0) will 

be, which will in turn result in higher rise rates. With a 1 m source radius (Figure IV.21a), the 

plume rises only ~50 m above the vent in 100 seconds, with a maximum rise speed of ~4.9 

m/s. With such low rise rates, the plume's ascent is overcome by cross-winds, and its 

trajectory becomes nearly horizontal. Consequently, its transit through the beam imprints on 

the radargram as narrow horizontal bands, having radial velocities Vr close to the 

implemented wind velocity Ws = 5 m/s (i.e. Vr ≈ Ws · cos(Wa), with Wa = wind azimuth angle 

measured relative to the beam axis = 0°). With a 10 m source radius on the other hand (Figure 

IV.21b), the cloud rises much higher (~280 m above the vent) and much faster (maximum rise 

speed = 28 m/s). Because the plume expansion is related to its height, the plume diameter has 

increased up to ~200 m at the end of the 100-second computational time. Such plume 

expansion results in a wider range of radial velocities expressed on the radargrams. In the gate 

immediately above the vent (2607 m), these neighbor positive values, and begin to draw a 

curveted shape, while radargrams of gates downwind image the plume horizontal motion by a 

constant velocity band over ca. 1 min. With source radii >10 m, the onset radial velocities 

become clearly positive, and the overall shape clearly curveted. Although the shape resembles 

the oblique streaks earlier identified as resulting from ballistic projections, the distinct life 

spans between those of “ballistic-origin”, and those of “plume-origin”, prevents from any 

confusion: the former last 17 s at the very most (Figure III.15b), while the latter last 40 s at 

the very least. Furthermore, the transit speeds and radial velocities are not comparable. Radial 

velocities in radargrams of ballistic-origin may reach up to 60 m/s (Figure III.15a), when 

those of plume-origin hardly reach 10 m/s (notice the different Vr axis limits in the synthetic 

plume radargrams and ballistic radargrams, e.g. Figure IV.21 and Figure IV.9 respectively). 
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Figure IV.21. Model sensitivity to source radius (R0). Only the first three gates in which the signal appears 

are represented on the radargrams. 
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Figure IV.22. Model sensitivity to source buoyancy (g'0). Only the first three gates in which the signal appears are shown 

on the radargrams. 
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IV.2.3.2. Model sensitivity to source buoyancy  

The buoyancy depends on the density difference between the plume and the atmosphere. 

Measurements made by Yamamoto et al. (2008) on a thermal buoyant plume at Santiaguito 

volcano (Guatemala), suggested the source buoyancy (g0') to be in the order of ~5 m/s
2
. 

Branan et al. (2008) on the other hand, estimated the source buoyancy from initial values of 

the gas puff density (0.65 kg/m
3
) and the atmospheric density (1.25 kg/m

3
), and also obtained 

a value of ~5 m/s
2
. 

Figure IV.22 shows the influence of this parameter on the plume's ascent and on the resulting 

radar signal. As predicted from Equation IV.11, the source buoyancy value is proportional to 

the rise rate of the ash cloud: for g0' = 1 m/s
2
 (Figure IV.22a), the maximum height reached in 

100 s is ~190 m (plume center above vent), hence nearly 100 m less than with g0' = 5 m/s
2
 

(Figure IV.22b). These different rise rates result in slightly different radial velocities 

expressed on the radargrams of the first gate, with maxima respectively of -2 and 0 m/s.  

 

IV.2.3.1. Model sensitivity to entrainment coefficient 

The air entrainment coefficient (ε) controls the rate of air influx into the plume Woods (1988). 

In the review by Sparks et al. (1997), the entrainment coefficient value for a jet is given as 

approximately 0.06, while that for steady buoyant plumes is 0.09, and 0.25 for discrete 

thermals. Yamamoto et al. (2008) determined the entrainment constant to have the value ε = 

0.22, for a plume at Santiaguito volcano described as propagating as a buoyant thermal. At 

Stromboli on the other hand, thermal video analysis carried by Patrick (2007) found mean air 

entrainment coefficients of 0.06–0.12 for gas thrust regimes, and 0.22 (±0.03) for buoyant 

regimes. We test in Figure IV.23 how the plume behaves for the two extreme values given by 

Sparks et al. (1997), i.e. for a jet- and thermal-type plume. 
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Figure IV.23. Model sensitivity to entrainment coefficient (ε). 
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Figure IV.23a shows a run with an entrainment coefficient set to 0.06, i.e. a value given for 

jets in the literature. It results with a plume having a very high rise rate: the maximum rise 

velocity is about 80 m/s (i.e. distance travelled by the plume center during the first two time 

steps), and the maximum altitude reached by the cloud (i.e. its center above the vent) is nearly 

825 m in 100 s. With an entrainment constant of 0.25 on the other hand (Figure IV.23b), i.e. a 

value assigned to discrete thermals, the rise rate is much lower: maximum rise velocity = 28 

m/s, and maximum rise height = 281 m. 

The entrainment coefficient controls the rate of air influx, and should in turn control the 

plume dimension: a low coefficient should result in a small plume, and vice versa. Note 

however that this relationship is not valid in our model, because the plume's radius strictly 

depends on the plume's altitude (equation IV.12). This is an obvious shortcoming in the 

presented model, whose equations are suited for thermal plumes (Yamamoto et al., 2008). 

 

We've seen that the source radius, the source buoyancy, and the entrainment coefficient all 

affect the rise rate. To have a comparative view of their affect, we've plotted the maximum 

height reached by the plume center during a 100-second run (Figure IV.24). The results show 

that with a fixed source radius, the altitude is predominantly controlled by the entrainment 

coefficient rather than the source buoyancy. 

 

Figure IV.24. Height reached by the plume center above the vent in 100 seconds, with varying source radius, 

source buoyancy (left), and entrainment coefficient (right), using equations for thermal buoyant plumes 

(Yamamoto et al., 2008). 
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IV.2.3.2. Model sensitivity to wind speed and azimuth 

Figure IV.25 and Figure IV.26 respectively illustrate how the wind speed (Ws) and azimuth 

(Wa) affect the plume's trajectory, and the ensuing consequences for the radar signal. It is 

important to remind that the wind solely influences the plume center’s trajectory in the 

horizontal plane: the particles expand from the center but are not directly influenced by the 

wind, meaning that at all times the plume conserves it original spheroid-shape. The rise rates 

are consequently identical whichever the wind speed (lower left plots in Figure IV.25a and b). 

The trajectories however differ strongly, and result in different radar signals: low wind speed 

(e.g. 1 m/s, Figure IV.25b) allows the plume to rise quasi vertically, and thus enter few gates 

(e.g. two) but remain over long periods within each (> 100 s). 

Similar observations can be made with varying wind azimuths (Figure IV.26): the rise rates 

do not change, but the number of gates the plume enters, and the time it remains within each 

does. With wind azimuth parallel to the radar beam axis (i.e. Wa = 0°), the particles enter 5 

gates and may stay up to 60 seconds in each. With wind azimuth 30° away from the beam 

axis on the other hand, the plume enters only 3 gates, with similar residence time (~60-70 s). 

A study of the influence the plume exit has on the diminution of the backscattered powers is 

carried in Chapter VI. 
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Figure IV.25. Model sensitivity to wind speed (Ws). 
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Figure IV.26. Model sensitivity to wind azimuth (Wa). 
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IV.3. Conclusion 

 

IV.3.1.  Successful reproduction of recorded radargrams 

Radar recordings of mild eruptions at Arenal (Costa Rica) show the signature of two distinct 

phenomena occurring simultaneously, evidenced on Doppler radargrams by distinct Doppler 

signatures (see Chapter III). In this chapter, we have described the physical models used to 

simulate the 3D transit of both ballistic particles and ash cloud particles through the radar 

beam, and we have shown how synthetic radargrams resulting from these simulations can be 

reconstructed. For this purpose, a user-friendly software entitled eject3D has been designed, 

which enables the user to easily select the inputs and outputs to the model (see appendix C for 

details). Figure IV.27 shows the result of a simulation runned by eject3D, in which both the 

ash cloud and the ballistic particles are ejected simultaneously. 

Modeling of particles thrown with ballistic trajectories through the radar beam successfully 

reproduced the main characteristics of the short-lived part of the signal described in see 

Chapter III. In particular, the shapes (i.e. time-velocity distribution), durations, and transit 

times within the gates were reproduced with reasonable match. Most notably, the 

characteristic curveted shape of the radargram directly above the vent (i.e. with radial 

velocities progressively drifting from positive values towards negative ones), can be 

interpreted as resulting from the progressive bending of the ballistic trajectories through the 

radar beam. 

On the other hand, modeling of a cloud of particles behaving as a thermal drifted by trade 

winds has successfully reproduced most characteristics of the long-lived signal in the 

observed radargrams. Despite the fact that sedimentation, convection, and internal turbulences 

were not considered, the long life spans, emergent power onsets, slow transit times through 

the gates, and low negative radial velocities (resulting from the opposing effects between 

buoyancy and wind drift towards the radar) were adequately reproduced. 
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Figure IV.27. (a) Synthetic Doppler radargrams resulting from the simultaneous 3D transit of (b) ballistic particles and 

(c) ash plume particles. The particle size distribution of the ballistics, ejected at each ejection angle, is shown in (d). 

Various graphical outputs may be generated by eject3D, such as the onset timing of the ash plume in each range gate (e), 

which can be used for hazard mitigation (see Chapter VI). 
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IV.3.2. Improvements for future forward models 

IV.3.2.1. Future improvements for modeling of ballistics 

Several improvements could be made to the algorithm driving the particles. We list a few 

below, without any sense of prioritization among the suggestions: 

- have particles ejected during a certain time lapse rather than in a single pulse and have 

source gas velocities vary over the duration of the emission (e.g. Scharff et al., in press 

for numerical simulations, Clarke et al., 2009 for analogue experiments), 

- account for more evolved definition of the drag coefficient, such as reduced drag near 

the vent (e.g. Mastin et al., 1991), 

- use more realistic particle shapes, and account for the subsequent aerodynamical 

properties (e.g. Mele et al., 2011), 

- implement the effect of cross-wind (at the moment particles above a user-defined 

diameter can be displaced latteraly to simulate the wind (like in the ash plume model), 

however this does not account for the air resistence).  

IV.3.2.2. Future improvements for modeling of ash plumes 

The plume model developed in this study, is a very simple model which was not intended to 

reproduce the complexity of ash plumes dynamics (gas-thrust region, convection, turbulence, 

sedimentation, drag …), but rather to test the radar signals obtained by the transit of a simple 

finite-volume spheroidal plume having realistic size and speed. Nevertheless, it is obvious 

that much is to be learned on the internal dynamics of the ash plumes, if more complex 

algorithms were to be implemented in eject3D, or if radar data were coupled to more 

sophisticated tephra dispersal models for mutual validation and improved interpretations. 

Several Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion (VATD), such as PUFF (Searcy et al., 1998), 

HYSPLIT (Draxler and Hess, 1998), CANERM (D'Amours et al., 1998), NAME (Jones et 

al., 2007), or MEDIA (Piedelievre et al., 1990), have been developed to forecast the dispersal 

of ash clouds. However, these operate on large scales and ignore the small-scale processes in 

the eruption plume itself, which are more interesting to us. ATHAM (Active Tracer High 

Resolution Atmospheric Model, Oberhuber, 1998) is likely to be a model better suited for our 

purposes, because it simulates the processes in the volcanic eruption column in great detail. 

Implementing the radar backscattering equations within this type of algorithm is likely to be 

very promising (e.g. Marzano et al., 2010b).   
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IV.3.2.3. Improvements in the model simulating radar signal  

The radar aperture angle (9°) refers to the beamwidth where the received/transmitted signal 

power is equal to -3 dB of the main power lobe. From a physical point of view however, the 

radiation pattern is progressive, meaning that the beam borders are not sharp but rather consist 

of zones of varying electromagnetic intensity. In turn, this means that particles located on the 

beam borders will backscatter less power than those located near the beam center where the 

transmitted power is maximum. This is an improvement that should be taken into account in 

future versions of eject3D. 
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V.1. Introduction 

 

In the preceding chapter, we have described physical models simulating both ballistic 

pyroclastic projections, and ash plume rise. From there, synthetic radargrams have been 

reconstructed, and have shown that the observed radargrams did comprise the signature of 

ballistics, and/or ash plume transiting through the radar beam. These models however, require 

the user to select input parameters (hence the term forward modeling), which will produce 

synthetic data that match more or less the observed data. Inverse modeling will come in 

handy to search for the best input parameter values, i.e. those that will best reproduce the 

observed data. Inverse modeling will require: (i) an exploration algorithm that will search the 

parameter space (e.g. Monte Carlo procedure), (ii) an optimization algorithm used to sample 

the parameter space and explore it “intelligently” (e.g. near-neighborhood algorithm), and (iii) 

a misfit function (or objective function) that will measure the discrepancy between the 

observed and modeled data (e.g. least square function). 

We present hereafter the methodology developed, and discuss the preliminary results from the 

inversion of the Doppler signature of both the ballistics and the ash plume, recorded during 

the eruptive event of February 19, 2004 at 20:00:30 UTC. 
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V.2. Inverse modeling methodology 

 

 

V.2.1. Inversion model algorithms 

The inversion model is made of an exploration algorithm that searches the parameter space, 

and an optimization algorithm that drives the exploration algorithm. Both are presented 

below. 

  

V.2.1.1. Exploration algorithm: the Monte Carlo approach 

The inversion procedure is meant to explore the parameter space (i.e. the range of values the 

input parameters may take), and search the combination of parameters which minimizes the 

misfit function (hence the discrepancy between observed and modeled data). Two types of 

exploration algorithms exit: those gradient based, and those Monte Carlo based (Figure V.1). 

The first uses the derivative of the misfit function to reach its minimum (Gill et al., 1981; 

Press et al., 1992). These algorithms will converge efficiently towards the minimum only if 

the misfit function is simple (e.g. smooth gradient changes, with few local minima). In the 

case of geophysical inverse problems however, the data/model relationship is often highly 

nonlinear, and thus the data misfit function is more complex (e.g. abrupt gradient changes, 

narrow valleys and multiple minima, often non-differentiable). Consequently, the gradient-

based method will either fail to converge, or fall into local minima. Henceforth, for 

geophysical inversions, direct search methods (i.e. direct sampling of the parameter space) 

like Monte Carlo are often preferred. 

The Monte Carlo approach can be expressed as a method which “makes use of repeated 

trials, or sampling, generated with the use of random numbers, named after the famous 

French city associated with casinos” (Sambridge and Mosegaard, 2002). In other words, the 

Monte Carlo procedure will search the parameter space by sampling it pseudo randomly (the 

sampling will be guided by an optimization algorithm), evaluating by repeated trial the misfit 

function at given points in the parameter space. 
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Figure V.1. Minimization of the misfit function D = f(X,Y): search of the minimum misfit value (red star) by 

iterative trials (red dots). a) Simple function for which a gradient-based search may be applied. b) Complex 

function for which a direct search by Monte Carlo is preferred, by pseudo random sampling of the parameter 

space (X, Y).  

 

V.2.1.2. Optimization algorithm: the neighborhood algorithm 

Optimization algorithms are used to guide the exploration in the parameter space, by seeking 

only parts of it. Several methods exist, including simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, 

neighborhood algorithm, and several others (see Sambridge and Mosegaard (2002) for a 

review). We used a neighborhood algorithm (nasearch), originally developed by Sambridge 

(1999a), and later applied to INSAR inverse modeling by Fukushima (2005) and Augier 

(2011). The method uses the spatial properties of Voronoi cells to guide the sampling of the 

parameter space: when a sampled point gives satisfying results (i.e. low misfit), the algorithm 

will enhance the search in the neighboring region by subdividing it into smaller cells (Figure 

V.2). Iteratively, the algorithm will converge towards the misfit minimum. 

 

Figure V.2. Iterative sampling of the parameter space using the neighborhood algorithm (modified after 

Sambridge, 1999a). The thickened region in (a) represents a Voronoi cell. As the algorithm proceeds from (a 

to c), the Voronoi cells become more concentrated in certain regions of the parameter space, where the misfit 

value is low.  
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V.2.1.3. NAsearch code 

The NAsearch code (Neighborhood Algorithm) is a Matlab code developed by Fukushima et 

al. (2005), based on the method presented by Sambridge (1999a), which uses the Monte Carlo 

and neighborhood algorithms described earlier. The code was later improved by Augier 

(2011), and was used to constrain source geometries responsible for ground deformation 

monitored by INSAR. 

The code enables the user to specify search parameters, such as the number of Voronoi cells 

to be resampled at each iteration, the maximum number of iterations wanted to end the search, 

or the convergence criteria value. For more details on the code, refer to Augier (2011). 

 

V.2.2. Misfit function: quantification of discrepancy between radargrams 

The misfit function (or objective function) is a measure of the discrepancy between the 

observed and modeled data (Sambridge and Mosegaard, 2002). The misfit function we used 

is a least-square function, which computes the discrepancy (d) as the sum of differences 

between the synthetic radargram pixels, and the observed radargram pixels: 

 
2

modobs

V V

time gate V

d p p
  

   
  

    V.1 

where pV
obs

 and pV
mod

 are the pixels' echo power values (respectively in the observed 

radargram and modeled radargram), at the velocity value V, in a given gate at a given time. As 

we are dealing with several thousands of pixels, equation (V.1) is rewritten in matrix form (to 

gain in computational time) as follows: 

   mod mod

T

obs obsd P P P P     V.2 

where Pobs and Pmod are vectors containing the power values of the pixels in the observed and 

modeled radargrams respectively. 

Note that the radargram may be subsampled (see following section), so that the discrepancy is 

not measured on all pixels but on chosen ones. The values in Pobs and Pmod will change 

consequently. 

V.2.3. Radargram conditioning for inversion 

Before computing the discrepancy (d), a number of operations must be performed on the 

radargrams. 
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V.2.3.1. Radargram filtering 

Even though eject3D enables the possibility to model simultaneously ballistics and ash 

plumes, the inversions we carry out try to match only one of the two signals at a time. Indeed, 

it would be too time consuming to match both, because (i) the forward model would take 

much longer to compute (i.e. > 100 seconds-long radargrams), and (ii) the inversion 

procedure would have a larger amount of parameters to inverse (i.e. plume and ballistic input 

parameters). 

The observed (raw) radargram is thus filtered in order to isolate the part of the signal in which 

we are interested (short-lived or long-lived part, depending on whether we are modeling the 

ballistic or the plume). To do so, each pixel of the non-wanted part of the signal is replaced by 

the mean power noise value +/- the standard noise deviation (Figure V.3). 

 

Figure V.3. Filtering of the raw radargram to isolate the part of the signal that is to be matched by the 

inversion procedure. (a) shows the raw radargam having both the signature of the ballistics and the ash 

plume (i.e. short-lived and long-lived signal), (b) shows the radargram after filtering of the ash plume 

signature (i.e. long-lived signal). 

 

V.2.3.2. Radargram resampling 

Radargrams need to be resampled before data can be used in the inversion procedure. The 

resampling method consists of two major steps: the first resamples the time vector in order to 

get a constant time step (identical to the one in the synthetic radargrams computed), the 
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second subsamples the signal in order to get more sampling points where radargrams have 

useful signal. Let us describe hereafter both steps. 

 

V.2.3.2.1. Constant time step 

Raw radar data suffer from non-constant sampling rate because of the limited accuracy of the 

clock of the PC recording the data (Figure V.4). However for synthetic radargrams to be 

quantitatively compared with observed radargrams (i.e. misfit), the time vectors must be 

identical. A linear interpolation is performed with the function interp2 of the Matlab toolbox, 

in order to interpolate the raw time vector into a vector with the same values as the synthetic 

radargrams (0.1 s time step). 

 

Figure V.4. Unsteady sampling rate from raw radar data (a), and representativeness of each time step in 

percent (b). The examined time period is that of the eruptive event recorded at Arenal on 2004-02-19 at 20:00 

UTC (Figure V.3). 

 

V.2.3.2.2. Quad tree decompositions 

The objective of this operation is to increase the proportion of sampled points where there is 

eruptive signal, in order to optimize the value of the calculated discrepancy. To do so, a 

quadtree decomposition of the observed radargram image is performed (Finkel and Bentley, 

1974). The idea is to subdivide the radargram into square blocks, and to collect the mean 

power value of the pixels contained in the block (Figure V.5). The sizes of the created blocks 

depend on the power variance of the pixels inside them: if there is homogeneity among the 

values then large blocks are defined, and conversely small blocks are defined when there is 

large variance among the pixels (e.g. at the boundary of eruptive signal). The mean power 

value of each block, positioned at the block center, are the values used for the computation of 

the discrepancy (d) between the observed and modeled radargrams (equation V.2). This 
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implies that the coordinates of the blocks defined on the observed radargram are stored, and 

that these will be used to compute the mean values of the same blocks on the modeled 

radargram.  

The function qtdecomp in the Matlab toolbox is used to perform the quadtree decomposition. 

The user may force the minimum and maximum size of the blocs, as well as the power 

variance threshold value, which dictates whether the block is subdivided or not. 

 

Figure V.5. Quad tree decomposition of the radargram, performed to increase the number of sampled points 

where there is eruptive signal. The radargram is decomposed into blocks of varying size (top), and the mean 

power value of the pixels in the bloc is collected (bottom) and used to compute the misfit (i.e. vector Pobs in 

equation V.2). 

 

V.2.3.3. Radargram binarization and normalization 

In a first step, we were only interested in matching the time-velocity distribution of the signal, 

not the absolute power values. The observed and modeled radargrams consequently needed to 

have their power values normalized for the misfit to have a meaning. 

Various power normalizations have been tested. Most notably, normalization of the power 

values between 0 and 1, or binarization of the power (i.e. values 0 or 1 rather than ranging 

from 0 to 1). In the latter case, we fix a noise power threshold and force all the values above 

to 1, and all values below to 0. This operation can be performed directly on the sub-sampled 
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points collected from the quadtree decomposition (Figure V.6), or on the each pixel of the 

radargram. 

 

 

Figure V.6.  Binarization of the observed and modeled radargrams (gate 2727 m). (a) Observed radargram: 

the subsampled points whose power values are above a noise threshold of 3.5 dB are set to 1, those below are 

set to 0. (b) Modeled radargram: no particle has entered the gate, all points have 0 values. 

 

V.2.3.4. Radargram onset shift 

The signal onset in the modeled radargrams, i.e. delay between the time at which particles are 

launched, and the time at which they first enter the beam, may vary depending on the input 

parameters in the forward model (e.g. vent coordinates, initial gas velocity …). The signal 

onset in the observed radargrams however is fixed, yet arbitrarily since we have no precise 

constraint on the timing at which the particles are actually launched from the vent. 

Consequently, the onset delay cannot be used as a constraint in the inversion procedure, and 

must thus be corrected for. Henceforth before the misfit is computed, the onset delay of the 

modeled radargram is set identical to the one of the observed radargram. 
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To do so, the onset timing of the modeled radargrams is located (whichever the range gate), 

and is then shifted to match the one of the observed radargram (the shift affects all range 

gates), Figure V.7. 

 

Figure V.7. Shifting of the modeled radagram signal onset (bottom), to match the one of the observed 

radargram (top). 

 

V.2.4. Inversion model efficiency 

The most efficient way to test the inversion model's efficiency is to inverse synthetic data, 

since the input parameters used to build it are known precisely. If the inversion converges 

towards the correct values, then the inversion model can be considered as robust, and can thus 

be applied to real data to infer source eruptive parameters. 

Figure V.8 shows an inversion performed on a synthetic radargram, which attempted to 

recover the following input parameters: initial gas velocity (Vg0), particle diameter, and 

ejection angle distribution. The synthetic radargram (Figure V.8a) was constructed with the 

following input values: Vg0 = 100 m/s, particle diameter = 0.1 m, minimum ejection angle = 

60°, ejection aperture angle = 60°. The inversion model successfully recovered these values 

(Vg0 = 99.9 m/s, particle diameter = 0.099 m, minimum ejection angle = 62°, ejection aperture 

angle = 58°), consequently reproducing a very similar radargram (Figure V.8b). Note that the 
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number of angles distributed within the jet aperture angle was imposed during the inversion 

procedure, and set to be equal to the value of the aperture angle. This explains why the best-fit 

model uses 58 ejection angles while the reference model only uses 30 (Figure V.8, bottom 

panels), resulting in a best-fit radargram with more power than the reference one (i.e. darker 

color).  

 

Figure V.8. Illustration of how inversion of synthetic Doppler radargram can test the inversion model’s 

efficiency. The best-fit radargram (b) fits closely to the reference synthetic radargram (a), and the input 

parameter values searched by the inverse procedure are found with <0.1 % error. 
 

Figure V.9 illustrates the minimization of the misfit value throughout the inversion iterative 

procedure, indicating that the models improve as the inversion progresses. The convergence 

towards the correct input values is presented in Figure V.10, where the misfit value is shown 

by the color code (light blue = high misfit, dark blue = low misfit). Notice that local minima 

are found during the inversion (e.g. aperture angle ≈ 120°, investigated until iteration n° 25 

approximately), but that the inversion model successfully avoids “falling” into them. 
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Figure V.9. Minimization of the misfit value throughout the iterative inversion procedure. The black line 

traces the mean value obtained at each iteration, and the red bars the standard deviation. 

 

 

Figure V.10. Convergence towards the best input parameter values as the inversion procedure progresses. At 

each iteration, a certain number of models are computed, testing a number of values for each input 

parameters (materialized by the markers). Note that the points apart from the main trends are models which 

probe the parameter space, independently from the Voronoi cell resampling. The color code of each marker is 

related to the misfit value: the darker the color is, the lower this value is. In turn, dark blue markers indicate 

that the model tested by the inversion is close to the reference model. The red star indicates the best model 

found (i.e. with the lowest misfit value). 

 

The fact that the inversion procedure successfully matched the reference radargram, 

recovering its input parameters within 97 % accuracy, indicates that it is efficient and robust. 

In turn, it can confidently be applied to radargrams of recorded eruptive events in order to 

infer eruptive parameters, such as the eruptive jet geometry, particle sizes, source gas 

velocities, etc. 
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V.3. Inversion of a case eruptive event 

 

The inversion methodology described above has been tested on a representative case eruptive 

event, recorded at Arenal on February 19, 2004, at 20:00:30 UTC. Note that this event is the 

same that has been used to show that the ash plume and the ballistics may be discriminated, 

based on their distinctive Doppler signatures (Figure III.4, Valade and Donnadieu, 2011).  

As said previously, we inverse the ballistics’ signature and the plume’s signature separately in 

order to gain in computational time (see section V.2.3.1). The inversion of the ballistics’ 

signature however, clearly is the most challenging of the two, as both the Doppler signature 

and the model to reproduce it are more complex. We consequently make a much more 

significant point on it. 

 

V.3.1. Inversion of ballistics’ Doppler signature 

Because simplicity often ensures robustness and explicitness, the first inversions to be carried 

out were performed with a ballistic model operating in 2D, with monodisperse particles 

launched following a linear distribution of angles within the jet aperture. This however, 

considerably restricted the number of particles within the beam, which in turn meant that the 

absolute backscattered power (in dBmW) could not be matched (power was consequently 

either normalized or binarized, thus in arbitrary units). Hence at this stage, we were mostly 

interested in matching the time-velocity distribution of the signal (or in other words shape of 

the radargram), neglecting the absolute power distribution within the radargram itself. Two 

inversion results are presented, the first with normalization of the power, the second with 

binarization of it (section V.3.1.1.1). We later introduced polydisperse particle size 

distributions which were ejected in 3D, in order to assess how these improvements could help 

match the radargram shapes. One inversion run incorporating these changes is presented 

(section V.3.1.1.2). Only recently, we intended to match the backscattered power absolute 

values (in dBmW), in addition to the shape of the radargram. This however is still work in 

progress, for which we show only preliminary results (section V.3.1.2). 
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V.3.1.1. Matching the time-velocity distribution 

V.3.1.1.1. Projections in 2D, with monodisperse particles 

Normalized radargrams 

Figure V.11 shows the result from an inversion in which the powers were normalized between 

0 and 1. The reference radargram was subsampled to optimize the ratio of points where 

eruptive signal is recorded (minimum bloc side in pixels = 2, maximum bloc size = 8, Figure 

V.11a). The resulting sampled points, are those used to compute the misfit value. In order to 

visualize how the best-fit model reproduces the reference radargram’s time-velocity 

distribution, the locations of the subsampled points are shown in the best-fit radargram by 

empty circles (Figure V.11b). This enables us to notice that the best-fit model: (i) successfully 

reproduces signal in the gates were signal is indeed observed (i.e. gates 2247 to 2727 m), (ii) 

successfully matches the successive onset timings and onset velocities in these gates. The 

eruptive jet appears slightly inclined towards radar (Figure V.11c), which was expected since 

a majority of gates with eruptive signal are down-beam from the vent. The best particle 

diameter found by the inversion is of 0.17 m, launched with an initial gas velocity (Vg0) of 131 

m/s (Figure V.11d). 

The results however exhibit two shortcomings: (i) the modeled radargrams are not as wide as 

the reference radargrams (in terms of velocity range, particularly in gate 2727 m), and (ii) the 

durations are not properly matched (particularly in gate 2247 m). Several elements may be 

responsible for these imperfections: the normalization of the power (which may introduce 

threshold issues), the fixed coordinates of the vent (which may restrict the signal in the gates 

up-beam), and the subsampling (which may under-sample the eruptive signal itself). These 

elements were modified in the inversion run presented hereafter. 
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Figure V.11. Results from an inversion with normalized power values. (a) radargram subsampling (gate 2607 

m); (b) best-fit radargrams on which are overlaid the locations of the subsampled points (empty circles); (c) 

2D trajectories from best-fit model; (d) convergence of the parameters throughout the inversion procedure.   
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Binarized radargrams 

Figure V.12 shows the results from an inversion in which no quadtree subsampling was 

performed on the radargrams, but where the pixels’ power value were binarized (i.e. 0 or 1), 

and the vent coordinates were left free. The results are similar and consistent with the ones 

presented above: the eruptive jet is slightly oriented towards the radar, and the onset timing 

and onset velocities in the gates are well reproduced. The vent coordinates found by the 

inversion procedure come close to the fixed values used previously, although slightly shifted 

towards gate 2727 m (X = 2484 m instead of 2450 m, Y = 864 m instead of 860 m). Notice 

that this shift enables the signal in gate 2727 m to be slightly better matched than in the 

previous inversion (Figure V.11), in terms of both onset timing and velocity 

representativeness (although this latter point still remains poorly reproduced for the lowest 

velocities in that gate). As for the lifespans of the signals in the gates downhill (2247 – 2487 

m), these are still underestimated by about 30%, a shortcoming likely related to the fact that 

the modeled emission pulse is instantaneous, and that the particle size distribution is 

monodisperse.  

Moreover, notice that the particle diameter found by the inversion is much larger than the 

previous estimate (Figure V.11), i.e. D = 0.47 m instead of 0.17 m, and the initial gas velocity 

is accordingly higher, i.e. 171 m/s instead of 131 m/s. This highlights the fact that similar 

matches of the signal’s time-velocity distribution are possible with various couples of particle 

diameter / gas velocity. Figure V.13 plots the various values obtained over a number of 

inversions carried out, and shows the nearly linear relationship between the two parameters. 

This calls for the need of another parameter to constrain our inversion: the absolute 

backscattered power (in dBmW), which will constrain the size of the particles. This is 

discussed in section V.3.1.2. In the meantime however, improvements are still possible to 

enhance the match of the radargrams’ shapes (i.e. the time-velocity distribution of the signal). 

Indeed, we have seen in the previous chapter that the particle size distribution could influence 

both the shape of the radargrams and the power distribution within these. Moreover, we have 

mentioned that computing eruptive jets in 3D rather than in 2D also affects the power 

distribution. Consequently, we have launched inversion runs in which the forward model 

could eject polydisperse particles in 3D, to see if we could better match the observed 

radargrams. The results from one of these inversions are presented below. 
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Figure V.12. Results from an inversion with binarized power values. (a) observed and modeled radargrams; 

(b) 2D trajectories from best-fit model; (c) convergence of the parameters throughout the inversion procedure. 
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Figure V.13. Relationship found between particle diameter and initial gas velocity for the inversions 

performed with the ballistic model operating in 2D, and with monodisperse particle size distribution. 

 

V.3.1.1.2. Projections in 3D, with polydisperse particles 

Figure V.14 shows the results of an inversion in which polydisperse particles were ejected in 

3D. The diameter range was fixed from 5 mm to 50 cm, with 10 diameters taken uniformly 

within this range. (Note however that at this stage, because we were still interested in 

matching the shape of the radargram rather than its absolute power values, the displayed 

powers are in arbitrary units and do not reflect the true backscattered powers which would be 

obtained from such diameter range). The inversion procedure then searched for the best 

distribution of angles in 3D (i.e. αmin, αap, and αnb in both the horizontal and vertical planes, 

see Figure IV.5 in Chapter IV), and for the best initial gas velocity value (Vg0).  

Figure V.14a shows that the modeled signal (in blue) tends to match the durations of the 

observed signal (in red) better than what was achieved with the previous 2D monodisperse 

inversion runs (Figure V.12 and Figure V.13). This is due to the increased number of particle 

sizes used, which implies a wider range of particle motion and subsequent radial velocity / 

residence time in the gates. Moreover, we notice that because of the increased number of 

particles transiting within the 3D beam, the relative power distribution within the radargram 

exhibits more realistic transition than in the previous 2D runs. Importantly, the ejection cone 

is orientated towards the radar, which is in agreement with the previous inversion results.  

Notice however that the radargrams (i) exhibit isolated streaks departing from the overall 

signal shape, and (ii) exhibit slightly overestimated onset radial velocities in gate 2607 m 

located directly above the vent: this results from the fact that the particle size range is fixed, 

and include in particular fine particles (5 mm) whose ballistic trajectories denote from the rest 

of the particles (see section IV.1.3.3 for further details).  
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These results are encouraging, as they show that ballistic projections in 3D with polydispersed 

particles can be used in the inversion procedure, and can improve certain aspects in the match 

of the radargrams (i.e. velocity range, duration, and power distribution within the radargrams 

in particular). Henceforth at this stage, the inversions are able to give insights into the eruptive 

jet geometry by matching the shape of the radargram, but are still unable to give precise 

constraints on the particle loading (i.e. exact sizes and number) since the absolute 

backscattered power is not matched. In the following section, we present some of the 

preliminary results obtained in that aim.  

 

Figure V.14. Inversion run with polydisperse particles ejected in 3D. (a) Residue plot: blue dots are the 

modeleled data, red dots are the observed radargram; units are in pixels. (b) Synthetic best-fit radargram. 

 

V.3.1.2. Matching the true backscattered power 

In order to match the true backscattered power, the recorded radargram must be converted 

from arbitrary units (dB) to absolute units (dBmW), using VOLDORAD’s conversion 

constant (Cconv). This constant is obtained from laboratory measurements, where a frequency 
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generator transmits an electromagnetic signal of known power (in mW) into the radar 

receiver. The power which is retrieved by the radar at the output of the whole acquisition line 

is then compared to the injected power. The conversion constant is then derived from the ratio 

of injected power to the power at the output of the acquisition line. For the recording 

campaign at Arenal in 2004 and 2005, the constant was found to be Cconv = 3.67 · 10
-22

. 

Each pixel of the radargram is first converted from dB unit to decimal units (Pdecim=10
(PdB/10)

), 

afterwhat the value is multiplied by the conversion constant (Cconv = 3.67 · 10
-22

) to obtain a 

value in mW. This value is finally set back to decibel units (dBmW) for visualization 

purposes (PdBmW = 10·log10[PmW]). The resulting radargram is shown in Figure V.15 (where 

only gate 2607 m is displayed). The mean noise value in the radargram (ca. -130 dBmW), was 

then used as the “noise” value in the modeled radargrams, i.e. the pixels which do not have 

power values (because no particle have the considered radial velocity at the considered time).  

 

Figure V.15. Radargram of gate 2607 m with power values expressed in dBmW, using the radar conversion 

constant Cconv. Axis units refer to the pixels counted from the top left corner of the radargram.  

We hereafter present the results from an inversion run, which attempted to match both the 

time-velocity distribution of the power (i.e. shape of the radargram), and absolute power 

values (expressed in dBmW). The following parameters were searched for during the 

inversion procedure: the 4 parameters controlling the ejection angle distribution in 3D (i.e. 

αmin, αap, and αnb in both the horizontal and vertical planes, see Figure IV.5), the 3 parameters 

controlling the particle size distribution (i.e. Weibull’s scale factor k, shift factor Λ, and scale 

factor Nmax, see Figure IV.7), and the initial gas velocity (Vg0). The particle size range was 

fixed to between 0.01 and 0.5 m, with 10 diameters to be chosen within this range. 
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Figure V.16. Inversion run which attempted to match both the shape of the radargram, and the absolute 

values (dBmW) within it. 

 

The inversion succeeded in matching the absolute power values, since the modeled radargram 

(Figure V.16a) exhibits the same power range as the reference radargram (Figure V.15). 

However, both the ejection angle distribution and the particle size distribution of the best-fit 

model are rather unexpected. Indeed, the particle size distribution (Figure V.16b) shows a 

maximum value of 1, i.e. the lowest value the Nmax parameter could take (with a shape factor 

k = 2.87, i.e. nearly Gaussian). The ejection angle distribution on the other hand, was found to 

converge towards a 2D trajectory (Figure V.16c), i.e. selecting αnb_h = 1 (number of angles in 

the horizontal plane), the lowest value this parameter could take. It thus appears as if the 

inversion procedure converged towards the model which would eject the minimum number of 

particles possible (to match the power), while reproducing the best it could the shape of 

radargram. This suggests that in the present state, the forward model causes the particles to 

backscatter too much power than it should. 

Unfortunately we have not yet found a solution to this problem, which is still the subject of 

ongoing work. The perspectives however are very promising, as inverting the full information 
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a Doppler radargram holds (i.e. power and velocity distribution through time) can give 

powerful constraints on the particle size distribution (i.e. shape, amplitude and range) and the 

subsequent ejected mass load (in kilograms if a mean particle density is defined) notably. 

 

V.3.1.3. Summary of what has been learned from inverse modeling of ballistics’ 

Doppler signature 

At this stage, the inversion runs which have been performed on the case eruptive event 

recorded on February 19, 2004 (20:00:30 UTC) allow us to provide confident constraints on 

the geometry of the eruptive jet, which appears slightly inclined towards the radar (ca. 10 ° 

from the vertical). Particles are likely to have reached about 245 m above the vent, and nearly 

500 m to the West of it (entering up to 3 range gates down-beam from the vent, i.e. gates 2247 

to 2487 m). The eruptive vent was likely positioned about 2484 m above the radar and 864 m 

away from it, hence below gate 2607 m and slightly towards gate 2727 m. The particle size 

distribution and subsequent gas velocities on the other hand are still loosely constrained: the 

particle size mode is likely in the range 0.1 – 0.5 m (consistent with the expected size of bloc 

at Arenal, see section III.3.5.4), and the source gas velocities in the range 130 – 170 m/s, 

which infers ejection velocities at the vent in the range of 65 – 85 m/s (from equation IV.1). 

More stringent constrains on the particle size distribution (i.e. precise shape, amplitude, and 

range) will be possible with the inversion of the absolute backscattered power, which is 

subject of ongoing work. 
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V.3.2. Inversion of the plume’s Doppler signature 

Because the studied event (19 February 2004, 20:00:30 UTC) exhibits the signal of both the 

ballistics and the ash plume, we have also intended to invert the plume’s Doppler signature. 

However, because the plume model developed in section IV.2 is very simple (i.e. no 

sedimentation nor internal turbulences involved), the potential outcomes and instructions from 

the inversion of the plume’s Doppler signature are lesser than for that of the ballistics’ 

signature. Still, we present hereafter some preliminary results. 

 

Figure V.17 shows the result of an inversion which attempted to match the duration of the 

signal in each range gate by inverting the source radius (R0) of the plume, as well as the wind 

speed (Ws) and azimuth (Wa). The plume entrainment coefficient (ε) was set to 0.25 and its 

shape factor (m) to 3, which are defined for spheroidal discrete thermals (Turner, 1979). The 

power values from the radargrams were normalized between 0-1, and the radargrams were 

subsampled with a quadtree filter. The best-fit model reproduces fairly well the signal onset 

and life span of the observed radargrams in each range gate (Figure V.17a). The slight 

underestimations may likely result from the fact that the modeled plume is released 

instantaneously, whereas the real plume emission may have lasted a few seconds. The 

velocity range however is not well reproduced: the synthetic radargrams appear as very 

narrow streaks whereas the observed radargrams exhibit a wider range of velocities staggered 

between 0 m/s and -15 m/s (see Figure III.4 in Chapter III for details). As pointed out in 

section IV.2, this is due to the simplicity of the forward model, which does not account for 

internal turbulences, sedimentation, etc… Figure V.17b shows that the wind speed is a very 

discriminative parameter, as only a very narrow range of values gives low misfit values. 

Contrastingly, the plume azimuth and the source radius are less discriminative, as it appears 

that several combinations of values can render similar misfit values (this explains why the 

inversion does not converge towards a unique parameter value like it should be the case, e.g. 

Figure V.10). It is likely however that this could be improved, especially with ad hoc 

radargram subsampling and power normalizations. 
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Figure V.17. Inversion run attempting to reproduce the plume Doppler signature of the eruptive event 

recorded on February 19, 2004 (a). The source radius, wind speed and wind azimuth are searched for by the 

inversion procedure (b). The plume entrainment coefficient and shape factor are set to 0.25 and 3 respectively 

(i.e. values defined for spheroidal discrete thermals, Turner, 1979).  

 

Although both the inversion parameterization and the plume model could be improved, the 

results even at this stage are insightful. In particular, it appears that the spatio-temporal 

characteristics of the ash plume’s Doppler signature (i.e. onset timing and gates of 

appearance) are strongly controlled by the wind speed. Moreover, the results suggest that the 
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ash plumes emitted during such transient events at Arenal can adequately be simulated as 

buoyant thermals, powered by buoyancy and drifted by trade winds. The emission duration is 

likely to last a few seconds, as the simulated plume (instantaneous release) generates signals 

whose life-spans underestimate the observed ones. The radial velocities on the other hand are 

not well reproduced, suggesting that an expanding plume drifted by winds cannot account for 

the full range of velocities observed (-15 – 0 m/s). We suspect that sedimentation of particles 

is likely to be the main factor responsible for this range of velocities, and should consequently 

be implemented into the plume model in the future. 

 

Lastly, the ability to constrain the wind speed with high precision (+/– 5% error) at the actual 

plume height is particularly valuable, especially for the estimation of SO2 fluxes from DOAS 

instruments for which uncertainties on the plume velocity constitute the main source of error 

in gas flux estimates (e.g. Gerlach et al., 1997; McGonigle et al., 2005). 
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V.4. Conclusion 

 

Inverse modeling using a Monte Carlo procedure with a near-neighborhood search algorithm 

was used to find the synthetic Doppler radargrams which best matched the observed ones. 

Using a representative eruptive event recorded at Arenal on February 19, 2004 (20:00:30 

UTC), we intended to inverse independently the Doppler signature of the ballistic particles 

and the ash plume to gain insights into the eruptive characteristics.  

 

At this stage, we are able to reproduce the shape of the radargrams resulting from the transit 

of the ballistics within the radar beam. In doing so, we give confident constraints on the 

eruptive jet geometry, which appeared slightly inclined to the West (~10° from the vertical), 

~30-35° in aperture, ejecting particles up to ~245 m above the vent and up to ~500 m to the 

West. Moreover, we are able to constrain the position of the vent with respect to the radar. 

The particle size distribution and associated gas velocities however are loosely constrained, 

between 0.1 – 0.5 m for the mean particle size and between 130 – 170 m/s for the initial gas 

velocities, which would infer ejection velocities at the vent in the range of 65 – 85 m/s. 

Additional constraints will be possible with the inversion of the absolute backscattered power 

(in dBmW), which is still the subject of ongoing work. In particular, this will allow the 

possibility to define a precise particle size distribution (i.e. shape, amplitude and range, see 

section IV.1.2.3), and in turn give a precise estimate of the ejected mass load (provided a 

mean particle density is defined). 

Inversion of the ash plume Doppler signature on the other hand showed that the wind speed 

controlled for the most part the onset and lifespan of the signal, and could be confidently 

estimated to ~7 m/s. The Doppler velocities however are not well reproduced, most likely 

because sedimentation of the particles are not taken into account in the plume model.  

 

Future work will aim towards the ability to carry out the “appraisal” of the inversion 

procedure (Sambridge, 1999b), which gives a probabilistic view of the inverted parameter 

values.
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VI.1. Introduction 

 

In the first section of the manuscript, we have investigated the source conditions of 

pyroclastic emissions by cross-analysis of seismic and radar data (Chapter II). In the second 

section, we have focused on the dynamics of the emissions, by simulating their projection and 

reconstructing their synthetic radar signals (Chapter III to Chapter V). In this last section, we 

progress higher up (figuratively speaking), to consider the monitoring of the emissions, from 

the vent to their dispersal downwind.  

The chapter is threefold. The first part shows how determination of the 3D transport vector of 

wind-drifted ash plumes can be made, using both the transit times through the range gates and 

simple geometric shapes to simulate the plume path (results published in Geophysical 

Research Letters as Donnadieu, Valade & Moune, 2011). The second part discusses some 

results from two years of monitoring of VOLDORAD 2B on the flanks of Mt. Etna, and the 

challenges which arise to provide real-time notifications on tephra emissions (Natural 

Hazards, Donnadieu et al., in prep). The third and last part, highlights how the integration of 

ground-based and satellite-based sensors (e.g. Doppler radar, infrared cameras, and MSG’s 

SEVIRI sensor) can complement each other to provide a powerful observational suite of tools, 

capable of tracking the eruptive event at different spatial resolutions. We particularly 

emphasize on the interaction between the Doppler radar and the ground-based infrared 

cameras (stored in the same shelter at Mt. Etna), and thus provide supplementary material to 

the recently published Gouhier et al., 2011 (Bulletin of Volcanology). 
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VI.2. Ash plume transport speed retrieval 

 

We have previously shown that inverse modeling of Doppler radargrams enables us to 

retrieve information on the dynamics of tephra emission. In particular, inversion of the ash 

plume signature observed in Doppler radargrams can tell us about the wind speed at the time 

of the eruptive event, as well as the most likely plume trajectory through the radar beam. 

Nevertheless, this inversion process is long and consequently not well suited for situations of 

volcanic crisis, which require rapid response and near real-time observations to share with the 

authorities. 

In the following section, we show how determination of the 3D transport vector of wind-

drifted ash plumes can be made, using both the transit times through the range gates and 

simple geometric shapes to simulate the plume path. The method, results, and potential 

applications are published in Geophysical Research Letters by Donnadieu, Valade, & Moune, 

2011), appendix F. My main contribution to this publication has been the simulation of the 

ash plume transit path using simple geometrical shapes, and the determination of the 

intersection volumes between this presumed path and the radar beam.  

This enabled us to: (i) assess how a plume exiting the beam influences the radar signals, and 

(ii) constrain the plume trajectory. The method is detailed below, after we recall how the 3D 

transport vector was retrieved (i.e. Donnadieu et al., 2011), and what the potential 

applications this may have for volcano monitoring. 

Geophysical Research Letters 

Three dimensional transport speed of wind‐drifted ash plumes using ground‐based 

radar 

Franck Donnadieu, Sébastien Valade, Séverine Moune 

Received 21 July 2011; revised 31 August 2011; accepted 31 August 2011; published 27 September 2011. 

 

VI.2.1. Simulation of ash plume transit path 

When an ash plume gets drifted towards the radar, it enters successive range gates probed by 

the radar and echoes from backscattering particles are recorded. The power echoes within 

these gates typically decrease in amplitude with the distance from the emission source (Figure 

VI.1). In order to evaluate the contribution that plume exiting the beam may have on this 
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power decrease, we have computed the intersection volumes between the range gates and 

various geometrical shapes which simulated the plume transit path.  

 

Figure VI.1. (a) Power amplitude (dB Log scale, arbitrary units) recorded as the wind-advected ash plume 

crosses 6 successive beam volumes probed by the radar (Arenal, 11/02/2005, 17:23’20 UTC). (b) Onset times 

of ash plume detection in each range gate (120 m radial resolution). The slope of the linear data fit gives the 

along-beam component of the ash plume transport speed (14.3 m/s, R
2
=0.99). From Donnadieu et al. (2011). 

Because of the wide variety of shapes and orientations which needed to be tested to simulate 

the plume transit, we used a software capable of manipulating objects and computing 

intersection volumes in 3D. Blender is a free, open-source, 3D computer graphics software, 

commonly used for creating animated films. We found it well suited for our purposes for 

several reasons: (i) it allows the user to generate complex shapes and handles them fairly 

easily, (ii) it contains built-in functions which enable the creation of new objects resulting 

from the intersection of several others, and (iii) it enables the use of external scripts (Python 

programming language), allowing personalized mathematical operations to be carried on 

objects. In particular, we have implemented a script to compute the volume of the intersection 

objects, which result from the intersection between the conical radar beam (and more 

specifically the individual range gates), and the various geometric shapes simulating the 

plume path. Below, we summarize the main steps of the methodology. 
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1) Create the radar beam and its range gates with realistic sizes and inclination 

 

Figure VI.2. Radar beam geometry created with Blender. The radar beam dimensions and inclination 

are set to be realistic (e.g. beam aperture = 9°, beam inclination = 25°, gate depth = 120 m). 

The sounding geometry is first created, with a radar beam set to have realistic dimensions (9° 

aperture) and inclination (25°). Within this conical beam the range gates are individualized, 

and set to have the appropriate size (i.e. 120 m slant-wise) and the appropriate distance from 

the radar (e.g. 2607 m for the gate considered above the vent). 

2) Create various geometrical shapes to simulate the plume transit path 

 

Figure VI.3. Plume transit paths simulated with various geometrical shapes. (These are positioned to the 

left of the beam for visualization purposes, but are in fact meant to intersect the beam). 

Various shapes have been created to simulate the plume transit path. These range from simple 

cylinders, to more complex, bended funnel shapes. These were then positioned and orientated 

to intersect the radar beam in a variety of ways.   
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3) Generate intersection volumes between transit path and range gates 

   

   

Figure VI.4. Simulated plume path and radar beam viewed in both cross section (a) and aerial view (b), 

and the resulting intersection volumes with each range gate (c, d). 

Once the shape simulating the plume transit path has been created and positioned, the 

intersection volumes between the path shape and the radar beam were generated (bottom right 

plot), using a built-in function of Blender.  

4) Compute intersection volume 

The computation of the intersection volumes in each gate (e.g. lower left plot in Figure VI.4) 

was done using a Python-coded script, called from Blender’s interface. The script sums the 

signed volumes of tetrahedrons, which are formed by the triangular mesh’s faces and the 

space origin. The volumes are signed depending on the orientation of the face normal. In 

doing so, the actual object’s volume may be obtained.  

We’ve tested the accuracy of the method, by comparing the intersection volume of two cones, 

which was computed both analytically (Beyer et al., 1987) and with this method. The result 

obtained with this method was found with 99.2% accuracy, proving its efficiency for our 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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purposes. Note that because the radar sounding conditions created with Blender are set with 

realistic units, the created volumes also have realistic units (in m
3
). 

 

5) Compare intersection volumes with observed power amplitudes  

By assuming comparable particle concentrations and sizes among the range gates, and 

compensating for the effect of distance on the radar signal amplitude, the relative variations of 

the intersection volumes between the beam range gates and the plume are equivalent to 

relative variations in echo power. Values are thus normalized to the intersection volume of the 

2487 m range gate, having the maximum amplitude (most filled), and compared to the 

normalized radar power amplitudes of the successive range gates downwind. Since our 

objective is to simulate the plume path once it is bent over, the beam filling by the plume in 

the range gates above the vent and upwind (i.e. 2607 m and 2727 m) is not considered.  

In Figure VI.5, all the tested simulations are plotted (black curves, comprising a wide variety 

of transit shapes and orientations, see Figure VI.3), and compared to the observed radar power 

amplitudes (red curve, values from Figure VI.1). The evaluation of the simulation quality is 

done by a least-square between the simulation curve and the data curve. The resulting value is 

a measure of the discrepancy between the two curves: the best simulation (i.e. smallest 

discrepancy) is represented by the green curve, the worst by the blue. 

 

Figure VI.5. Normalized peak echo power from radar range gates crossed by the plume (distance corrected). 

Red curve is the radar data which recorded an ash plume at Arenal on February 11 2005, at 17:23 UTC 

(Figure VI.1). Black curves are the various simulations, comprising various plume path shapes, azimuth and 

elevation angles. The simulation quality (i.e. discrepancy between the simulation curve and the radar data) is 

evaluated using a least-square value: the blue shows the worst simulation, and the green shows the best. A 

section of the best-fit is shown as an inset (cylindrical shape, azimuth angle = 0°, inclination angle  = 15°).  
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The best simulation uses a cylindrical plume path, with an azimuth angle  = 0° and an 

inclination angle  = 15°. The diameter of the cylinder (400 m) was chosen in agreement with 

common values observed for ash plumes at Arenal, and the cylinder’s lowest point was set 

just below the intersection between gates 2607 m and 2487 m. The good agreement between 

the simulation and the data suggests that the decrease in power amplitude within the first few 

hundred meters from the vent is dominantly controlled by the progressive exit of drifted ash 

from the probed volumes, rather than by particle fallout. However since a cylindrical shape 

does not reproduce plume bending, the modeled plume exits the beam without intersecting the 

farthest range gates (2007 m). Nevertheless, because the plume and beam intersection 

volumes decrease dramatically downwind with increasing values of  and , the plume 

azimuth and upraise angles can be well constrained. In turn, these are used to obtain the three-

dimensional transport speed of the ash cloud, as discussed below (see also Donnadieu et al., 

2011, appendix F). 

Although more sophisticated shapes (accounting for more realistic plume bending, or plume 

shape in gates up the vent for example) could provide better matches, simulations using 

cylindrical shapes are more widely applicable for monitoring purposes because they are 

quicker to fit.  

In the future, such simulations could be implemented into an inversion procedure to test 

automatically a wide range of plume path geometries and orientations, and find the best match 

to the data. Also, it would be possible to compare the plots of radial displacements versus gate 

onset timing, from both the observed data (e.g. Figure VI.1b) and modeled data (e.g. Figure 

IV.27e from eject3D). This latter point could be easily done as the inversion procedure are 

already in operation with eject3D (nasearch inversion algorithm, see section V.2.1.3). 
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VI.2.2. Three dimensional transport speed of wind-drifted ash plumes 

The simulation of the ash plume transit path described above, enabled the constrain of the 

azimuth and inclination angles of the plume path ( and  respectively, Figure VI.6)

 

Figure VI.6. Schematic view of the ash plume path’s azimuth () and inclination () angles, seen in lateral 

view (top) and aerial view (bottom). From Donnadieu et al., 2011.

 

These angles, along with the plume transit time t in the successive range gates (interval 

between signal onsets), may then be used to obtain the three-dimensional transport speed of 

the ash cloud uash. As discussed by Donnadieu et al. (2011), uash.may be formulated as: 





cos)cos(

1

2 





t

c
uash  VI.1 

where c/2 is the range gate radial resolution,  the beam elevation angle (27°),  and  the 

ash cloud elevation and azimuth angles respectively (Figure VI.6).  

The first term c/2Δt in equation (VI.1) represents the radial (along-beam) speed component 

of the drifted ash. Its average value can be obtained from the slope of the radial displacements 

versus the power onset times in the successive range gates (Figure VI.1b). Indeed, the 

displacements with time commonly follow a linear trend, indicating of a constant transport 

velocity (which suggests that buoyancy and wind entrainment take over momentum within a 

few seconds, ca. <10 s). For the event considered here, we determine an along-beam speed 

component of 14.3 m/s. 
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Finally, using the above equation with = 0°,  = 15° (determined from plume path 

simulations, Figure VI.5), and c/2Δt = 14.3 m/s (Figure VI.1b), the three dimensional 

transport speed of the considered event (Figure VI.1) may be estimated to 19.2 m/s. 

 

VI.2.3. Potential applications 

Determination of the transport speed of volcanic ash plume may be very useful in several 

aspects. Below, we emphasize two potential applications we consider the most noteworthy.  

VI.2.3.1. Implications for gas flux measurements 

Ground-based measurements of volcanic SO2 fluxes by remote spectroscopy have received an 

increasing attention from the volcanological community in the recent years. The reason for 

this is that SO2 fluxes are important indicators of volcanic activity, which can also be used to 

determine fluxes of other volcanic gas species (Gerlach et al., 1997). Miniature UV 

spectrometers (e.g. DOAS, FLYSPEC, Galle et al., 2002; Horton et al., 2006) in particular, 

have recently been used to remotely sense SO2 emissions. The measures however, require 

precise knowledge of the plume velocities to accurately calculate gas emission rates. 

Unfortunately, wind speed at plume altitude can differ significantly from that measured on the 

ground (e.g. Archer and Jacobsson, 2003), and can in turn introduce large errors in the gas 

estimates (potentially >100 %; McGonigle et al., 2005). The determination of the plume 

velocity thus appears of prime interest. Using the method described above, the lateral 

transport speed of ash plumes can now be determined, and could help to reduce errors on gas 

fluxes down to a few percents. Moreover, estimation of the plume ash-loading might also help 

to quantify the errors on gas measurements due to the UV absorption by ash (e.g. Andres and 

Schmidt, 2001).  

VI.2.3.2. Implications for mass flux measurements 

Estimation of the eruptive mass flux ejected into the atmosphere is another important outcome 

made possible with the described methodology. This type of information is of crucial need for 

the Volcanic Ash Transport Models (VATD) used by the Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers 

(VAAC), to forecast the ash propagation downwind and assess the potential hazards to human 

health and aviation safety (Zehner, 2010). The procedure to retrieve the mass flux would be 

twofold: (i) convert the power time series into mass curves (using the inversion algorithms 
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from Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008), and (ii), knowing the plume’s transport speed and 

transit time through the beam, integrate the mass curve through time to obtain the mass flux. 

 

 

VI.3. Automated tephra emission alerts at Mt. Etna 

The following section discusses the recent installation of VOLDORAD 2B on the flanks of 

Mt. Etna, and the challenges which arise to provide real-time notifications on tephra 

emissions. Some elements of the discussion provided below are part of a publication in 

preparation for Natural Hazards Earth Sci. Syst., by F. Donnadieu and coauthors, entitled “A 

new ground-based Doppler radar system to monitor the volcanic activity of Etna”. 

 

VI.3.1. VOLDORAD monitoring Etna’s activity: challenges 

Following the first successful recording campaigns in 1998 with the radar prototype 

VOLDORAD 1 (Dubosclard et al., 1999, 2004) and in 2001 with the compacted radar 

VOLDORAD 2 (Donnadieu et al., 2003, 2005), a duplicate of the latter has been ordered by 

the INGV (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia) through a research contract, in 

order to monitor permanently the volcano’s explosive activity. We have installed this 

surveillance radar (VOLDORAD 2B) in July 2009 in a shelter located at La Montagnola, 

approximately 3 km South from Etna’s summit craters, at an altitude of 2610 m above seal 

level. From this location the radar sounds a conical beam 9°-wide, pointing N342°E and 

looking at an upward angle of 14° (Figure VI.7). Data are acquired at 0.23 s
-1

, in 11 range 

gates of 150 m-deep each, so that the field of view is a 1.65 km-deep sector above the summit 

craters (Donnadieu et al., 2009). The data are transferred in real-time by WIFI transmission to 

the operational center in Catania (Sicily), from where it is shared by FTP with the OPGC 

(Observatoire Physique du Globe de Clermont-Ferrand, France), and exploited jointly in the 

frame of a collaborative research agreement (Figure VI.8). See the VOLDORAD website for 

more details and real-time data (http://wwwobs.univ-bpclermont.fr/SO/televolc/voldorad/). 
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Figure VI.7. VOLDORAD 2B, installed in a shelter located La Montagnola (2610 m a.s.l). The radar 9°-

aperture beam, probes a 1.65 km deep sector above the summit craters (3330 m a.s.l). 

At present, despite adverse conditions at 2610 m a.s.l. on the volcano, continuous acquisition 

of data is ensured by: (i) a tension regulator with batteries to prevents shortcomings of short 

electricity interruptions, (ii) an automatic restart of the radar system (PC, two units of the 

radar, data acquisition software, and radar power), (iii) a heating system inside the shelter, (iv) 

a radome for protection of the antenna, (v) an anti-icing system of the northern panel of the 

shelter hosting the window for video observations and the radar antenna. 

This provides an exceptional opportunity to use VOLDORAD within an operational 

monitoring network, destined for the real-time surveillance and activity alert of one of 

Europe’s most active volcano. It also represents a great challenge for hazard mitigation issues, 

due to both the highly populated nearby areas (e.g. Catania’s metropolitan area, ~750 000 

inhabitants), and the intense regional air traffic (e.g. Scollo et al., 2009). In turn, this calls for 

an efficient set of parameters, capable of providing unambiguous notifications when tephra 

emissions occur.  

 

Figure VI.8. Operational diagram illustrating the successive steps the radar data goes through. The radar 

antenna (without its radome here), located on Etna’s southern flank (La Montagnola), transmits an 

electromagnetic wave and receives the echoes backscattered by the particles in the beam. The radar then 

amplifies, filters, and digitizes the received signal, which appears in real-time as Doppler spectra on the 

control PC in the shelter. Data are stored on a server in the shelter. From there the data is transmitted by 

WIFI to INGV’s operational room in Catania (Sicily). At last, they are transferred to the OPGC (Clermont-

Ferrand, France) by FTP, and displayed every 2 min on its website (http://wwwobs.univ-

bpclermont.fr/SO/televolc/voldorad/TRetna.php).  
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A real-time procedure for the radar detection of explosive activity was implemented by INGV 

in the context of the repeated eruptions from the new SE crater. The INGV detection 

procedure is mainly based on (i) a time series constructed from the power values of Doppler 

spectra at 3285m, with decreasing weight at increasing velocities, (ii) a STA/LTA algorithm 

searching for signal deviation from the background noise and indicating the onset time of the 

eruption, and (iii) the delivery of an automatic alert message by email. An automatic alert 

email is also sent upon detection of the end of the eruptive signal, so that data can then be 

quickly processed at OPGC and preliminary reports issued to INGV (cf. reports by Franck  

Donnadieu on VOLDORAD's website). We explore below some possibilities for future 

improvements in the radar detection and monitoring at Etna. 

 

VI.3.2. Tephra emission alerts: requirements 

The parameter (or set of parameters) destined to notify for tephra emissions should meet a 

number of requirements in order to be fully efficient:  

- ability to discriminate eruptive signal from non-eruptive signal (e.g. rain fall), 

- ability to display optimized signal-to-noise ratios, 

- enable optimum spatial coverage (i.e. span all eruptive vents), 

- enable optimum temporal coverage (i.e. acquisition rate, suited for both short events 

and long eruptions), 

- provide a comprehensive display, suited for operational room monitoring screens, 

- be as informative as possible but quickly and easily interpretable, 

- give real-time notifications (i.e. excluding lengthy data processing procedures). 

Fulfilling all of the above requirements is a very challenging task. Below, we succinctly 

describe the variability of eruptive events at Etna (e.g. multiple exit vents, variable 

intensity…), and assess how it can be accounted for to ensure the detection of all of the events 

by the radar. 

 

VI.3.3. Radar data at Etna: implications for monitoring parameters 

Since its installation in the summer of 2009, VOLDORAD 2B has successfully detected 44 

tephra emissions (up until November 28, 2011). These however, show variability in terms of:  

- eruptive vents/craters: leading to eruptive signal in different range gates, 
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- eruptive intensity and duration: leading to variable radar waveforms (in terms of 

impulsivity, duration, number of pulses, amplitudes in power and velocity), 

- atmospheric conditions (trade winds) at the time of the eruption: leading to variable 

amounts of ash in the beam regardless of the real tephra-mass ejected, and to variable 

distribution of ash among the range gates. 

We hereafter discuss and test which data processing seems the most relevant to guarantee the 

detection and alert of all eruptive events. 

VI.3.3.1. Detecting eruptive events emitted from various vents 

Four craters have been active at Etna over the past 2½ years (INGV bulletins): the new pit 

crater on the Southeast Crater’s flank (new SEC), the Bocca Nuova (BN), the Voragine crater 

(VOR), and the Northeast Crater (NEC). Luckily, the radar beam covers the four vents, yet at 

variable radial distances. In turn, this calls for the need to monitor several gates, as ash can be 

expelled from all of the four vents. 

The new Southeast Crater (SEC) is clearly the most active of the three vents, with 17 

paroxysmal events recorded in the year 2011 (counted until November 15). The eruptive 

signal onset is recorded in gates 3135 and 3285 m, and during the peak of activity, the signal 

may enter gates 3435 and 3535 m. The Bocca Nuova (BV) on the other, although less active 

than the new SEC, has proved capable of ejecting strongly loaded ash plumes (e.g. on August 

25, 2010, at 13:09 UTC). The signal onset is usually seen in gate 3735 m, and can overlap in 

gates 3585 or 3885 m (e.g. on December 22 and August 25, 2010, respectively). Finally, 

dilute ash emissions have been reported from the Northeast Crater (NEC) (e.g. November 15, 

2010, at 06:30 UTC), as well as small explosions from the Voragine (VOR) crater (e.g. July 

05, 2010, at 05:02 UTC). Although no radar signal was recorded during the Voragine eruptive 

event, signal was recorded in gate 4485 m during the eruptive event from the NEC. However, 

because of the weak intensity of the eruptive event, and because the crater is quite deep and 

the base of the radar beam is quite high, the recorded signal was very weak. 

In an operational monitoring room, the data coming from the various remote sensing 

instruments need to be displayed in a comprehensive manner on the screens. Typically, it 

would be unrealistic to display the radar data coming from all of the 11 range gates. We 

suggest instead to make three distinct groups of range gates, each monitoring an eruptive vent 

(Figure VI.9).   
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Given the above comments, the following groups could be foreseen: 

- Southeast crater group: gates 3135, 3285 and 3435 m (cyan segment), 

- Bocca Nuova group (and Voragine): gates 3585, 3735, 3885 and 4035 m (magenta), 

- Northeast craters: gates 4185, 4335, 4485 and 4635 m (green). 

 

Figure VI.9. Spatial distribution of the range gates above Etna's summit craters. The colored segments 

highlight the possible gate groups which could be defined to monitor specific eruptive vents: cyan for the new 

Southeast Crater (SEC), magenta for the Bocca Nova (BN) and Voragine (VOR) craters, and green for the 

Northeast crater (NEC). 

 

VI.3.3.2. Detecting weak eruptive events 

As discussed in section I.2.3 (radar parameter acquisition section), processing of the Doppler 

spectra through time enables the acquisition of three types of time series: those related to the 

spectra backscattered power (e.g. P+, P-, Pgate, Ptot), those related to the radial velocity (e.g. 

V+max, V-max), and those which combine both to inform about the kinetic energy (e.g. Ek). The 

questions which now arise are: (i) which of these would be best suited to provide 

unambiguous notifications on tephra emission, (ii) with what temporal resolution (i.e. number 

of incoherent integrations), and (iii) with what spatial resolution (i.e. range gates).  

We hereafter consider a weak eruptive event (short-lived ash plume from the new SE Crater), 

recorded on August 28 (2011) at 15:07 UTC. The signal appears only in gate 3135 m, and has 

a maximum backscattered power which is barely above the background noise, making it 

particularly challenging to detect automatically. Figure VI.10 illustrates for this event, the 

time series of various radar parameters computed with two different acquisition rates (related 

to the number of incoherent integrations): 3 integrations (time step = 0.23 sec, default 

acquisition rate), and 15 integrations (time step = 1.14 sec). As expected, the first observation 

is that increasing the number of incoherent integrations clearly flattens the noise level of all 
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parameters. More importantly, it appears that it does not alter the eruptive signal like a 

running average would: the gray curve in the bottom plot of Figure VI.10b (i.e. non-filtered 

curve computed with 15 incoherents) reveals the eruptive peak better than the black curve in 

the top plot of Figure VI.10b (i.e. running average of a curve computed with 3 incoherents). 

Hence the first lesson to be drawn from Figure VI.10b is that computing the raw data with 15 

incoherent integrations results in an acquisition rate of ca. 1 sec, which seems enough to 

detect even small events lasting a few seconds only. 

Figure VI.10c plots the time series of the total backscattered power in the gate (P3135), which 

is equivalent to the sum of the negative and positive powers (P-3135 + P+3135, respectively 

referring to the left and right hand of the Doppler spectrum). Notice that because the eruptive 

signal is visible only in P-3135 (none in P+3135, Figure VI.10a), its amplitude on the P3135 curve 

(Figure VI.10c) is slightly lower than on the P-3135 curve (Figure VI.10b). Nevertheless, even 

when using P3135 the signal remains detectable, and has the advantage of ensuring its detection 

regardless of which side of the spectrum it appears on. We thus conclude that it is preferable 

to use the newly developed Pgate parameter rather than P+ or P-. 

Figure VI.10d and Figure VI.10e plot the maximum radial velocities collected from the left- 

(V-max) and right-hand (V+max) side of the Doppler spectra, respectively. These are particularly 

noisy when computed with only 3 incoherent integrations, making them hard to use for 

monitoring purposes since weak events will often appear “drowned” into the noise. When 

computed with a higher number of integrations, the signal to noise is significantly improved 

but erratic values still remain (e.g. between 15:20:00 and 15:21:30). In turn, we suggest that 

the maximum velocities collected from the automated spectra processing are not well suited 

for the real-time detection of tephra emissions.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure VI.10 (on next page). Detection of a weak eruptive signal recorded on August 28 (2011) at Mt. Etna, 

using a variety of radar parameters computed in gate 3135 m: power related parameters (left hand column 

plots: a, b and c, in dB units), velocity related parameters (middle column plots: d and e, in m/s), and kinetic 

energy proxy (right hand column plots: f, g, and h, in arbitrary units). Gray curves refer to the non-filtered 

data, while the black curves refer to the data filtered with a running average (window = 5). The dashed 

vertical red line marks the onset of the eruptive event.   
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Finally, Figure VI.10f to Figure VI.10h display time series of kinetic indexes, which use both 

the power and velocity information of Doppler spectra to inform on the kinetic energy of the 

pyroclasts crossing the radar beam. Basically, the kinetic index
4
 is obtained by summing the 

product of the power and velocity value at each spectral line, until the Vmax spectral line is 

reached (e.g. from the central spectral line to V+max if we consider Ek+). As a consequence, 

Ek+, Ek- and Ek will suffer from similar shortcomings as those for V+max and V-max described 

previously (i.e. erratic peaks, resulting from abnormal Vmax values collected). Notice for 

instance the Ek-3135 peak at 15:20:10 in Figure VI.10g: it exhibits a value higher than the 

eruptive signal itself (at 15:17:21), but because it is isolated (i.e. composed of a unique value) 

it is very unlikely that it is eruptive signal. This is confirmed when looking at the Doppler 

spectrum recorded at this precise moment: Figure VI.11 shows that due to both the level of 

noise computed in the spectra (from the lowest average of 8 consecutive power values of the 

spectrum) and the shape of the spectra itself, V-max is found at an abnormally high negative 

value. This calls for another filter, deleting the isolated values to leave only the eruptive 

signal. Although such filtering has been done in the study of eruptive signals at Arenal 

(Chapter II), it is a supplementary operation which would need to be performed for real-time 

monitoring at Etna. Hence in the present state, the kinetic energy index Ek is not ready to be 

used in an operational setting. Further work should focus on improving the algorithms which 

calculate the mean noise value, as it strongly controls the Vmax value computed, and in turn 

the Ek value. 

 

Figure VI.11. Doppler spectrum recorded in gate 3135 m at 15:20:10.11 on August 28, 2011. The abnormal 

V-max value collected will result in an isolated peak of Ek- (Figure VI.10g). 
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We have mentioned in section VI.3.3.1 that the signal from several gates could be merged, in 

order to keep a limited number of curves for the monitoring of the 4 active craters at Etna. 

However when the eruptive event is weak, and when it is recorded in only one gate, we expect 

this merging to lower the signal to noise ratio. Figure VI.12 shows a plot of the power 

recorded in the gates 3135, 3285, and 3435 m, a combination which seems relevant to monitor 

the SE crater’s activity (see Figure VI.9). We can see that although the signal amplitude is 

slightly diminished (~2.25 dB at 15 incoherent integration, with respect to ~5 dB for P-3135 

only in Figure VI.10b), the event remains detectable even if very weak. 

 

Figure VI.12. Power recorded in gates 3135, 3285, and 3435 m. The power is computed by summing the 

spectral power in decimal units (linear scale) over the 3 gates, and finally converted again in dB units (log 

scale).  

The real-time detection algorithms should be trained using long sequences of recorded data 

including a variety of events (in terms of waveform, duration and signal to noise ratios in 

particular), in order to find the best compromise between most successful detections and 

fewest false alarms.  

VI.3.3.3. Emissions not entering the beam 

If trade winds drift the tephra plume in such a way that it does not enter the radar beam, or if 

small ash plumes originate from locations outside the summit craters area, the radar data will 

appear useless to warn about the tephra emission. Although this is likely to be restricted to a 

limited number of weak events, this type of situation highlights the need to integrate the 

various remote sensing instruments available, and bring together their respective activity-alert 

systems to ensure successful emission warnings. For instance, the digital cameras (in 
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particular those positioned at La Montagnola operating in both the visible and thermal spectral 

ranges), could be combined with the radar’s own alert system. In doing so, the strengths of the 

first will support the weaknesses of the second: the cameras’ wide field of view (FOV) will 

make up for the radar’s narrow FOV (see Figure VI.14), and the radar’s all-weather capability 

will make up for the camera’s inability to operate in overcast weather.  

Figure VI.13 shows the data collected during an the eruptive event which originated from the 

new SE crater on April 8, 2010. Unfortunately, the vent is located at the edge of the radar 

beam’s main lobe (see Figure VI.9), and the trade winds drifted the plume eastward so that 

VOLDORAD was only able to record the marginal part of the plume that expanded during the 

first stage of the eruption (hence low power amplitude in subset (a)). Typically, the alert 

coming from the video data (b) could complement that of the radar. To another extent, the 

videos and photographs can be used to evaluate the plume volume fraction entering the radar 

beam (subset (c) is a schematic view of the spatial relationship between the plume and the 

radar beam). 

 

Figure VI.13. Eruptive event originated from the new SEC (Etna), on April 08, 2010. (a) power amplitude 

from gate 3285 m, (b) snapshot from INGV’s monitoring camera taken at 16:28:31 (timing marked by a red 

line in plot a), (c) schematic view of the spatial relationship between the ash plume and the radar beam. 

Obviously, other instruments implemented at Etna like acoustic or seismic sensors can further 

inform on sub-surface or surface activity, even invisible to cameras or radar (e.g. Strombolian 

activity confined inside a crater). Ideally, the monitoring network should include all 

complementary instruments, including those satellite-based. In the following section we focus 

on the coupling between ground- and satellite-based infrared imagery with Doppler radar 

data, as they potentially hold rich complementary information on the dynamics of eruptions.  
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VI.4. Integration of remote sensing techniques to track 

pyroclastic emissions 

 

Basaltic explosive eruptions commonly generate both ash plumes ejected into the atmosphere, 

and effusive lava flows emitted on the ground. This implies a partitioning of the magma flux 

between the two flows, which can be quantified using several sensors, both ground- and 

satellite-based. The recent study carried by Gouhier et al. (2011) at Etna during the January 

2011 eruption, provides a compelling example of such integration of remote sensing 

techniques. In the following section, based on this specific eruption, we show that the use of 

ground-based infrared cameras and Doppler radar, coupled with satellite-based thermal 

sensors (MSG’s SEVIRI sensor), is a powerful observational suite of tools  
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VI.4.1. The January 2011 eruption: phenomenology and instrumentation 

The January 2011 eruption at Etna began on the 11
th

, and was initially characterized by weak 

explosive activity confined to a pit crater on Etna’s South East Crater (INGV report 

n°UFVG2011/05). On January 12, 20:20 UTC, lava began to overflow from the rim of the pit 

crater. Shortly after, a fountaining phase started, feeding an ash plume which drifted eastward. 

The remote sensing network of INGV successfully monitored the evolution of the eruptive 

activity (Calvari et al., 2011). In particular, the radar clearly detected the fountain-fed ash 

plume associated with the main fountaining phase. In the shelter the radar located, are also 

two cameras, operating respectively in the visible and thermal spectral domain (Figure VI.14). 

The thermal images are displayed with a fixed color scale ranging between −20 and 60°C, and 

are stacked in 15 minute-long movie sequences. Analysis of these images enables exceptional 

monitoring of the eruptive activity, such as the frequency of strombolian explosions (Calvari 

et al., 2011). Below, we show how simple Matlab-based algorithms can automatically process 

video sequences, to give for example, the evolution of the lava fountain height with time at 

high temporal resolution. 
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Figure VI.14. Radar antenna and digital cameras located at La Montagnola shelter. The horizontal field of 

view (FOV) of the radar and the thermal camera are indicated on the map (in yellow and green respectively). 

The visible camera’s FOV is not indicated, because it can vary depending on the optical zoom applied 

(Calvari et al., 2011).  

VI.4.2. Automated retrieval of fountain height from thermal cameras 

Figure VI.15a is an image extracted from a video sequence of the INGV thermal camera at La 

Montagnola, recorded during the paroxysm of the lava fountaining episode on January 12, 

2011 (courtesy of M. Coltelli, INGV Catania). The saturated portion of the image, displayed 

in white (> 60 °C), is attributed to the incandescent lava clots of the fountain. Tracking the 

maximum height of this saturated area in each movie frame can thus give a time series of the 

lava fountain height, provided a scale can be established in the image. 

To do so, the video is first opened with Matlab, after what each image is processed in three 

steps: (i) extraction of the area of interest in the image (i.e. excluding the bordering 

information such as the color scale), (ii) conversion of the three-component RGB image into a 

one-component gray scaled image, and (iii) tracking of the pixels above a defined color 

threshold (e.g. color index > 249, where 0 is black and 256 is white). The highest saturated 

pixel in the image was assumed to be representative of the lava fountain height (red line, 

Figure VI.15b). Note however that the height obtained in this way is just an estimate because 

(i) the real top of the lava fountain can be hidden by cooled ash, and (ii) uncertainties may 

arise from the fixed color threshold chosen. Nevertheless, first order height values are 

quantified and relative variations can be analyzed confidently at very high sampling rate 

(unlike manual hand-picking operations which are extremely tedious). The number of 

saturated pixels on the other hand (blackened in Figure VI.15b), was considered as a 

discharge proxy of the lava fountain. Knowing the equivalent size of an image pixel in reality 

(~3 by 3 m), we can convert the height in pixels into a height in meters. Note that no 

correction was applied to account for the perspective distortion (due to the projection of the 
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assumed plane of the jet onto the video image plane), nor for the lens distortion. However 

given the distance (~3 km) and the weak slant angle (~15°), these effects are assumed to be 

small. 

 

Figure VI.15. Image processing of thermal video to track lava fountain height. The raw RGB image (a) is 

converted to grayscale (b), and the highest part of the saturated area is considered as the maximum fountain 

height (red line). The pixels above the defined color threshold were set to black in (b) in order to visualize 

which pixels were found. (thermal videos, courtesy of INGV Catania) 

 

This processing is performed automatically on each movie frame, which in turn gives us time 

series of both the fountain height and the lava discharge proxy (Figure VI.16). 

 

Figure VI.16. Time series of the lava discharge proxy (arbitrary units) and the lava fountain, computed from 

the automated analysis of INGV thermal videos recorded on January 12, 2011. Note that the height curve is 
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saturated between ca. 22:00:05 and 22:45:00, because the fountain height goes beyond the camera’s field of 

view (18.8° vertical, 25° horizontal, Calvari et al., 2011). The pixel size in meters was determined using the 

distance between the western and eastern lip of the South East crater (ca. 100 m = 34 pixels, which yields a 

pixel width of 2.94 m).  

 

This data is an additional piece of information that can be put in perspective with the other 

remote sensing instruments which have monitored the eruptive activity (Figure VI.17, 

completion of the original figure in Gouhier et al., 2011). In turn, we see an interesting 

complementarity between the satellite- and ground-based measurements. 

The satellite thermal sensor (SEVIRI’s 3.9 µm channel, Figure VI.17a) was the first to detect 

a thermal anomaly at 20:00, marking the onset of effusive activity. Around 21:30, this signal 

vanishes, and the ground-based Doppler radar and thermal imagery detect the onset of the 

fountaining phase. The coincidence of the trends is explained by the fact that intense 

fountaining produced a large (relatively) cold tephra plume, which in turn obscured the hot 

spot associated with the active lavas (3.9 µm band hiatus, Figure VI.17a) and caused low 

radiances in the 12 µm band (Figure VI.17b). When the radar power and fountain height 

began to decline shortly after 23:00 (Figure VI.17c and d), the satellite radiances increased on 

again, which is consistent with clearance of the plume to reveal the hot spot associated with 

the active lavas. 
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Figure VI.17. Time series from various remote sensing instruments, tracing the evolution of the eruptive 

activity at Etna, on January 12, 2011. (a) and (b) MSG satellite SEVERI thermal sensors (3.9 µm and 12 µm 

band respectively); (c) radar backscattered power in the 3135 m range gate; (d) lava fountain height obtained 

from thermal video processing (running average in Figure VI.16). Modified after Gouhier et al. (2011). 

 

The above figure illustrates how satellite-based sensors and ground-based sensors can 

complement each other, to provide a complete synopsis of the eruptive event. In the following 

section, we shortly mention what potential benefits could be drawn from the interaction of the 

radar and thermal data. 

 

VI.4.3. Potential insights from coupling of thermal cameras and Doppler 

radar 

The interaction of thermal and radar data is very promising in various aspects. Firstly, because 

thermal cameras image the spatial distribution of the pyroclastic ejecta (in a perpendicular 

plane to the radar beam), they can tell us how and when the ejecta enters the radar beam. In 

particular, this type of correlation enabled us to explain the delay between the radar and 

thermal waveforms, recorded during the eruptive event on August 25, 2010, 13:09 UTC. 

Indeed, Figure VI.18 shows that the peak temperature recorded by the thermal camera 

precedes by approximately 15 seconds the radar power peak. This results from the fact that 

when tephra radiates most of their heat, they have not yet entered the radar beam, and when 

they do, they have cooled sufficiently to radiate only little thermal energy. 
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Figure VI.18. Tephra emission from the Buocca Nuova (Etna), recorded on August 25, 2010, by both 

VOLDORAD 2B and the infrared camera located at La Montagnola (courtesy of INGV Catania). The 

maximum temperature recorded by the camera (snap shots) is collected, and put in perspective with the radar 

power and velocity power curves (data from F. Donnadieu, unpublished).  

 

Another interesting aspect is the mutual feedback possible, on the tephra mass and particle 

size distribution inferred from both techniques. Indeed, because the heat radiated to the 

thermal cameras is mainly conveyed by particles (rather than the gas), it is possible to recover 

the particle size distribution and the mass of the erupted material (e.g. Prata and Bernardo, 

2009 using a filter-wheel infrared camera). The inferred size distribution could in turn be used 

to derive an eruptive mass estimate from the radar data (Gouhier and Donadieu, 2008), and 

thus assess the validity of both techniques.  
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VI.5. Conclusion 

 

Firstly, we have simulated ash plume transit paths using simple geometrical shapes, and 

computed the intersection volumes between these and the radar range gates. The good 

agreement between the intersection volumes and the radar power amplitudes, suggests that the 

decrease in power amplitude within the first few hundred meters from the vent is dominantly 

controlled by the progressive exiting of the plume from the beam. Moreover, the simulations 

give constraints on the plume’s path azimuth and upraise angles. These, coupled with the 

radial speed component of the drifted ash plume, are used to obtain the three-dimensional 

transport speed of the ash cloud. In turn, the method has applications for volcano monitoring, 

and for quantitative assessment of volcanic gas and tephra mass fluxes. 

 

Secondly, we have discussed the challenges and the subsequent requirements the radar 

parameters must fulfill in order to provide unambiguous, real-time notifications on tephra 

emissions at Mt. Etna. Using a weak eruptive event, we assess the ability for various 

parameters to detect the emission. We suggest making three distinct groups of range gates, in 

order to restrict the number of analyzed radar time series, while ensuring the monitoring of all 

the active vents at Etna. The power recorded from each group, and analyzed with 15 

incoherent integrations (i.e. 1.14 s time step), seems like the most adequate parameter to alert 

from tephra emissions. 

 

Lastly, we show how automated analysis of thermal video imagery can provide high 

frequency, time evolution of the lava fountain height and discharge rate. We emphasize on the 

complementarity between the satellite- and ground-based measurements, to provide a 

synopsis of the January 2011 eruption at Mt. Etna. In addition, we highlight the promising 

interaction expected that could be foreseen between the Doppler radar and infrared camera 

data. We particularly emphasize on the feedback that could operate between both techniques, 

to give mutual constraints on the eruptive mass and particle size distribution. 

  





 

 

Conclusion 
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The aim of this study was to investigate the source explosive mechanisms and the 

subsequent pyroclastic emissions dynamics of mildly explosive volcanoes, which expel 

frequent small-scale ash plumes and ballistic projections. Using Arenal (Costa Rica) as a case 

study volcano, we combined seismic and Doppler radar to unravel the eruptive mechanisms 

from depth to surface. The study is composed of three parts, arranged in an order reflecting 

the sequence from the sub-surface source mechanisms, through to the surface emission 

dynamics, and lastly to the operational monitoring of tephra emissions and their dispersal of 

downwind. 

 

 

Source mechanisms of explosive activity at Arenal 

In the first part of the study, we have investigated the relationship between subsurface source 

mechanisms and surface pyroclastic emissions, from the cross-analysis of seismic and radar 

data (Valade et al., 2012). The study shows a non-systematic relationship between the two, 

both geophysical signals exhibiting a large variety of behaviors and features. Notably, no 

clear pattern is found on seismic signals that can be associated to tephra emissions, as these 

are encountered in association with explosion-quake events, during episodes of tremor, and 

even during aseismic intervals. Energy proxies of coeval radar and seismic eruptive signals 

show significant scattering, suggesting that at Arenal the seismic energy is not a good 

indicator of the kinetic energy nor mass loading of pyroclastic emissions. This observation is 

particularly important for volcano observatories, for whom seismic data remain the most 

common tool to inform on the eruptive activity of the monitored volcanoes.  

A conceptual model was proposed to account for the complex interplay between seismic and 

radar signals. It echoes and completes the tremor clarinet-model proposed by Lesage et al. 

(2006), providing a complementary explanation to the explosion quake signals and their 

relationship with tephra emissions. The key idea is that the conduit is topped by a rigid lava 

cap, which is cross-cut by fractures that control the degassing of the shallow system. In turn, 

the seismic signals are controlled by the degassing regime through these fractures: when gas 

release is intermittent, the repetitive pressure pulses act as a source of tremor, whereas when it 

is sudden, the gas release will cause fracture walls to slap one against the other, acting as a 

source mechanisms to the recorded explosion quakes. Because variable amounts of tephra 

may be entrained by the gas, the seismic events may or may not be accompanied by radar 

signals, depending on the tephra load of the emission and the radar detection threshold (ca. 15 
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g/m
3
 for 1 mm particles, Donnadieu et al., 2011). All of these mechanisms however are 

sensitive to small changes of the state of the conduit and plug. In semi open-system volcanoes 

such as Arenal, the shallow system conditions (e.g. the presence of a solidified cap, its 

rheology, heterogeneous fracturing, thickness, debris residing above it, and subsequent 

permeability to gas) are constantly evolving, which is likely to account for some of the 

variability observed between both the seismic and radar signals. 

Further understanding of these complex systems is limited by our capacity to measure enough 

parameters to adequately constrain conduit models, and to consider their time-dependent and 

inter-dependent evolution. In particular, volcanoes undergoing recurrent explosive activity 

such as Arenal, must be considered as unstable dynamic systems, very sensitive to boundary 

conditions which can trigger transitions from one state of stability to another (Schick, 1988). 

Furthermore, the parameters and processes characterizing these boundary conditions, notably 

at the conduit upper-end (rheology and gas-permeability of cap), lower-end (magma/gas 

influx), and lateral-margins (outgassing and shear), are likely to be non-linear, time-dependent 

and with complex feedback mechanisms. In particular, variations in the physical properties of 

the shallow plug-cap structure are governed by parameters which are all interdependent and 

difficult to model: degassing of magma triggers crystallisation and pore pressure evolution, 

which in turn controls its viscosity, its fracture network evolution, and its cycles of 

destruction/generation etc... Further geophysical studies, involving continuous radar 

measurements over a long period, accompanied by acoustic sensors and proximal broad-band 

seismic stations, should allow us to better analyze the variability of the geophysical signals on 

longer time scales. Such studies may help to further constrain the complex processes and 

feedbacks operating in the shallow system of Arenal, and to better understand the mechanism 

and evolution of its persistent activity. 

 

 

Dynamics of pyroclastic emissions at Arenal 

The second part of this manuscript was devoted to the study of the dynamics of pyroclastic 

emissions at Arenal, using exclusively Doppler radar data. The section was threefold. 

Firstly, we developed a new method to visualize at once all the information the radar data 

holds, namely the evolution of the velocity and mass load of the ejecta through time and 

space. The method simply consists in the juxtaposition through time of the Doppler spectra, 
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using a color code to display the power variations. The resulting image, entitled Doppler 

radargrams, enables the possibility to visualize the evolution of the shape of the Doppler 

spectra through time and within all the range gates, informing on the dynamics of the ejecta 

crossing the beam. In turn, the time-velocity distribution of the power, or Doppler signature, 

revealed two distinct dynamics recorded simultaneously during several eruptive events. The 

discriminative characteristics of each show that they result from two distinct phenomena 

occurring simultaneously: the rapid transit of ballistic particles projections, and the slower 

transit of a wind drifted ash plume (Valade and Donnadieu, 2011). The first imprints as a 

short lived-signal (5-21 s), which may enters up to 5-6 range gates in a few seconds. In each 

gate, the signal exhibits high and contrasted velocities: in the gates above the vent and up-

beam, the ballistic particles imprint on radargrams as oblique streaks, with high impulsive 

positive radial velocities (+10 – +80 m/s) that progressively shift towards negative values (in 

5-17 s); in the gates below and down-beam from the vent however, the ballistics sketch a 

signal which exhibits high negative values (onset velocities -12.5 – -47 m/s) which usually 

span a narrow velocity range (i.e. short-lived horizontal streak). Contrastingly, the ash plume 

Doppler signature is a long-lived signal (20-160 s) which transits slowly in the gates down-

wind from the vent (4-15 m/s along-beam), and exhibit low negative radial velocities (< |-30| 

m/s). The ability to remotely discriminate ballistics and ash plumes expelled simultaneously 

opens a way to better constrain the eruption mechanisms and source parameters. In particular, 

we were able to constrain the mass fraction of both the ballistics and the ash plume for a 

representative eruptive event. The mass of centimeter- to decimeter-sized ballistics was 

confidently estimated at 0.5–7 tons, whereas mass of the infra-centimeter particles of the ash 

plume was loosely constrained at 5.8 · 10
2
 tons (assuming an average diameter of 2 mm above 

the vent). 

Secondly, we carried out forward numerical modeling of both ballistics particles and wind-

drifted ash plume crossing the radar range gates, and simulated the resulting Doppler 

radargrams using the Mie scattering theory (Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008). The aim of this 

section was to reproduce the observed Doppler signature and assess which factors controlled 

it, with the final aim of understanding what the recorded radar signals can actually tell us 

about the underlying emission dynamics. Both models operate in 3D, and can be run 

simultaneously via a graphical Matlab interface (eject3D). The ballistic model is an 

improvement of the 2D model developed by Dubosclard et al. (2004) and Gouhier and 

Donnadieu (2010). It succeeded in reproducing the main characteristics of the ballistic 
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Doppler signature, in particular the short life span, the transit times through the range gates, as 

well as the radial velocities and overall shape of the signal. An important outcome to mention 

is that the maximum radial velocity retrieved by the radar (i.e. V+max) is strongly dependent on 

the inclination of the jet, and thus not necessarily representative of the real ejection velocity. 

In particular, for a vertical jet of 45° aperture entering a beam having 25° of inclination, V+max 

underestimates by ca. 30% the true vertical speed of the particles. On the other hand, 

modeling of a cloud of particles behaving as a buoyant thermal (Yamamoto et al., 2008) 

drifted by cross winds successfully reproduced the main characteristics of the plume Doppler 

signature. Although sedimentation, convection, and internal turbulences were not considered, 

the long life spans, slow transit times through the gates, emergent power onset, and low 

negative radial velocities (resulting from the combined effects of buoyancy and wind drift 

towards the radar) were adequately reproduced. This emphasizes the strong influence of the 

wind direction and speed on the Doppler signature and the importance to take these into 

account in the interpretation of radar signals. 

Lastly, we applied inversion algorithms to search for the input model parameters which would 

best match the observed radargrams. A Monte Carlo near-neighborhood search algorithm 

(Sambridge, 1999a) was used (Nasearch, Fukushima et al., 2005; Augier, 2010). Algorithms 

were developed to condition the radargrams for the inversion (e.g. quadtree subsampling), and 

a misfit function was designed to measure the discrepancy between the observed and modeled 

data (least-square). The method was then tested on a representative eruptive event, for which 

we carried out inversions of the Doppler signature of both the ballistics and the ash plume 

independently. Concerning the ballistics' signal, the results successfully reproduced for the 

most part the shape of the Doppler radargram, providing constrains on: (i) the geometry of the 

eruptive jet (inclined ~10° from the vertical towards the radar, ~30-35° in aperture, ejecting 

particles up to ~245 m above the vent and ~500 m to the West); (ii) the position of the vent 

with respect to the radar (~2484 m above and ~864 m away from the radar); as well as the 

particle size distribution and subsequent gas velocities (0.1-0.5 m and 130-170 m/s 

respectively, inferring ejection velocities at the vent in the range of 65-85 m/s). In order to 

further constrain the particle size distribution, inversion of the absolute power values is 

required, which is still the subject on ongoing research. Inversion of the ash plume Doppler 

signature on the other hand gives us confident constrains on the wind speed drifting the ash 

plume, which was estimated to 7 m/s, coherent with the findings of Donnadieu et al. (2011).  
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Monitoring of pyroclastic emissions 

Because Doppler radars are also powerful tool for real-time all-weather monitoring of 

volcanic activity and early warning (high acquisition rate), we addressed issues relative to the 

operational monitoring of ash plumes in the last section. We firstly simulated ash plume 

transit path using simple geometrical shapes, to assess the influence on the radar power time 

series of the volumetric emptying of the beam by an ash plume. The intersection volumes 

between the simulated path and the range gates were used as proxies to the radar power 

amplitude. The good agreement between the intersection volumes and the radar power 

amplitudes, suggested that the decrease in power amplitude within the first few hundred 

meters from the vent is dominantly controlled by the progressive exiting of the plume from 

the beam. Such simulations gave constraints on the plume path azimuth and upraise angles, 

which in turn can be coupled with the radial speed component of the drifted ash plume to 

obtain the three-dimensional transport speed of the ash cloud (Donnadieu, Valade and Moune, 

2011).  

Finally, we discussed the issues relative to the real time monitoring of tephra emission at 

Etna. Indeed, in July 2009 we installed a Doppler radar on the southern flank of the volcano to 

monitor continuously its eruptive activity (Donnadieu et al., 2009). Taking into consideration 

the several events recorded in the past 2 ½ years (e.g. OPGC-INGV reports by F. Donnadieu), 

we gave suggestions for the set of radar parameters which could be implemented to provide 

unambiguous, real-time notifications on tephra emission. In particular, because several vents 

are active at varying radial distances from the radar, we have suggested to make three distinct 

groups of range gates. This should restrict the number of analyzed radar time series, while 

ensuring the monitoring of all the active vents at Etna. Lastly, parametric tests performed on a 

weak ash emission suggested that the backscattered power is likely to be the most adequate 

parameter to alert from tephra emissions when computed with 15 incoherent integrations (i.e. 

1.14 s time step). 
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Appendix A.  Seismo_Radar_Correlation software 

 

Seismo_Radar_Correlation is a software designed to carry out correlations between seismic 

and Doppler radar signals recorded in volcanic settings. It provides several tools that allow to 

select, filter, zoom and pick on sections of both records, either simultaneously or separately. 

The software is also able to calculate time-frequency representations of the seismic data, as 

well as several parameters from the radar time series (signal amplitude, duration, total power, 

sampling frequency). It enables the possibility to display Doppler radargrams and seismic 

spectrograms on the same output figure. The program is written using Matlab 8.0, its 

Graphical User Interfaces and Signal Processing Toolbox. Note that the seismic data 

processing part of Seismo_Radar_Correlation uses the same functions as 

Seismo_Volcanalysis, a software specifically developed for the analysis of seismic volcanic 

signals (Lesage, 2009). 

 

Figure A. Snapshot of Seismo_Radar_Correlation software. 

Seismic file types supported include .sac and .suds. Radar files supported are .dat files 

generated with the CALPV code (CALculation of Power and Velocity).   
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Appendix B.  Radargram Builder software 

 

RadargramBuilder is a Matlab-coded program designed to easily generate Doppler 

radargrams, pick, plot, and extract a number of key parameters. The software comes with a 

package of functions, each of which manage separate parts of program. The program is 

launched when running the function named gui_radargramLauncher.m (gui stands for 

“graphical user interface”), which opens an interface to upload radargram source files (Figure 

B) and compute the radargrams. 

 

Figure B. Cascade of pop-up menus in RadargramBuilder software, designed to construct Doppler 

radargrams and extract a number of features from these. 

The files which need to be uploaded are .dat files, generated with a Borland Pascal algorithm 

that reads the raw radar files (i.e. .srt or .spe files). The algorithm is called 

“CALPV_radargram”, and is a modified version of the original CALPV code (CALculation 

of Power and Velocity), originally designed to build Doppler spectra and compute spectral 

parameter. The output files are structured as follows: each line is a time-step, each column a 

velocity-step (64 per gate), and each cell at the specified line / column holds the backscattered 

power value at the corresponding time / velocity. The first column holds the time values 
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(seconds from midnight), the following 64 hold the power values of the 64 velocity-steps of 

the first gate to compute, and so on until reaching the last gate. The output files are named 

according to the time range which is computed: “yyyymmdd_HHMMhhmm_rdgrm” (i.e. 

year, month, day, starting hour and minute, ending hour and minutes). 

Once the wanted radargram file is selected, the user may clic on “Compute”, and the 

radargram will be automatically generated with default values. A pop-up menu will 

simultaneously open, enabling the user to perform a number of operations on the radargram 

using a cascade of sub-menus (Figure B). In particular, the user may change the radargram 

settings (time period, color scale/map, …), pick on certain elements of interest and export in 

Excel file (e.g. onset velocities, durations, …), filter the radargram, (e.g. mean noise), plot 2D 

Doppler spectra at times of interest, plot 3D radargrams, export the radargram as an image in 

a variety of formats, export the radargram in matrix format, etc…  
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Appendix C.  Eject3D software 

 

Eject3D is a Matlab-coded program designed to simulate the projection of ballistic particles 

and small scale ash clouds in 3D, and construct the resulting synthetic radar signal as they 

transit through the radar beam. The program comes with a toolbox which includes a number 

of functions, each managing a specific part of the program (see Figure IV.2 and IV.19 in 

Chapter IV to see its architecture). The various input and output parameters can be easily and 

intuitively defined via user-friendly interface (Figure C, a), which is opened by running the 

function named gui_eject3D.m (gui stands for “graphical user interface”). 

The user may define parameters controlling the simulation timing (e.g. duration, time step), 

the sounding conditions (e.g. vent position with respect to the radar, wind speed / azimuth, 

radar beam angle, gate depth / number, …), as well a variety of parameters controlling the 

motion of both the ballistics and ash plumes (see driving equations in sections IV.1.1 and 

IV.2.1 respectively for details). A very handy feature of this interface, is that it automatically 

enables/disables the context menu items which appear respectively necessary/unnecessary, 

depending on the selected options and parameters. For instance, if the user wishes to simulate 

ballistic particles only (by ticking “ballistics” in the white box entitled “DYNAMICS”), all the 

context menu items which are used to select the input parameters to the plume model are 

disabled.  

Once the program is launched, the particle motion within the beam can be plotted in real time 

(Figure C, b), along with the number of particles entering each gate through time. The 

interface also enables the possibility to plot a variety of outputs, such as Doppler radargrams 

(displaying either radial velocities or real particle velocities), plots of the gate onset timings, 

maximum radial velocities, particle altitude with time, etc…  
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Figure C. Eject3D software, designed to simulate the 3D motion of ballistics and ash clouds, and construct 

the resulting synthetic radar signal as they transit through the beam. (a) graphical user interface, (b) particle 

motion plotted in real time (red and gray particles refer respectively to ballistic and ash plume particles).   

(b) 

(a) 
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Appendix D. Valade et al., 2012 

 

 

Valade, S., F. Donnadieu, P. Lesage, M. M. Mora, A. J. L. Harris, and G. Alvarado (2012), 

Explosion mechanisms at Arenal volcano, Costa Rica: an interpretation from integration 

of seismic and Doppler radar data, J. Geophys. Res., doi:10.1029/2011JB008623. 
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An interpretation from integration of seismic and Doppler
radar data
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[1] We execute an integrated analysis of broadband seismic and Doppler radar data to gain
insights into the subsurface mechanisms that drive repetitive, mildly explosive activity of
Arenal volcano (Costa Rica). We find large variability of both seismic and radar
waveforms, and nonsystematic relationships between the two. Seismic recordings
display long-lasting tremor sequences and numerous explosion quakes. Radar
measurements show that tephra emissions are poorly correlated, in both time and
energy, to the seismic activity. Tephra emissions were found in association with
explosion quakes but also during episodes of tremor and seismic quiescence. Moreover,
the exit velocity, mass loading, and kinetic energy of the emissions show no clear
relationship with the coeval seismic amplitude and frequency content. We propose a
conceptual source model whereby degasing is controlled by opening and closing of
fractures that crosscut a rigid cap atop the conduit. When the fracture’s strength is
overcome by the gas pressure building up below, it suddenly opens and high-velocity
gas escapes, producing high-frequency elastic waves typical of explosion quakes.
Gas release also occurs in relation to periodic opening and closure of the fractures to
produce repetitive pressure pulses, this being the source of tremor. In both cases,
varying quantities of fragmented material may be carried by the gas, which can be
detected by the radar if their concentration is high enough. Moreover, the highly
variable, constantly changing state of lava cap (e.g., thickness, fracture network and gas
permeability) results in nonrepeatable source conditions and explains the complex
relationship between tephra emissions and associated seismic signals.

Citation: Valade, S., F. Donnadieu, P. Lesage, M. M. Mora, A. Harris, and G. E. Alvarado (2012), Explosion mechanisms at
Arenal volcano, Costa Rica: An interpretation from integration of seismic and Doppler radar data, J. Geophys. Res., 117, B01309,
doi:10.1029/2011JB008623.

1. Introduction

[2] Arenal, a small stratovolcano (1,710 m asl) located in
northern Costa Rica, has experienced near continuous effu-
sive and explosive activity since its reactivation in 1968
[Minakami et al., 1969; Cigolini and Borgia, 1980]. Since
1975, the activity has been concentrated in crater C, from

which blocky basaltic-andesitic lavas continuously effuse
[Cigolini et al., 1984; Murillo and Ruiz, 2004]. In addition,
pyroclastic flows and numerous small ash plumes (ascending
≤1–3 km above the crater) are emitted recurrently [Cole et al.,
2005]. The frequency of ash emissions in the 1980s and 1990s
was nearly one event every 30 min [Williams-Jones et al.,
2001], but this frequency has been progressively decreasing
so that only a few per day were recorded during the time of our
recording campaign in 2005. Arenal’s lava discharge rate also
fell from�2 m3/s in the 1980s to between 0.1 and 0.2 m3/s in
2004 [Wadge et al., 2006], and a rigid degassed plug capping
the conduit has developed [Cole et al., 2005].
[3] A number of geophysical studies have been carried at

Arenal in order to constrain its shallow structure and the
mechanisms operating within it. Studies using seismic data
have constrained the shallow velocity structure of the edifice
[Mora et al., 2006], as well as the source mechanism of both
tremor [Benoit and McNutt, 1997; Lesage et al., 2006] and
long period signals [Davi et al., 2010]. Hagerty et al. [2000]
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cross-correlated seismic and acoustic data, and achieved a
detailed analysis of the waveforms to give further constraints
on the generation of these signals. Williams-Jones et al.
[2001] cross-correlated seismic data with both SO2 fluxes
(from COSPEC data) and Earth tides to investigate the link
between degassing, seismicity, and the influence of cyclic
drivers. No study, however, has been able to cross-correlate
quantitative information regarding both the pyroclastic
emissions and subsurface processes that drive the explosions.
[4] We here quantify the exit velocity, mass-loading

and kinetic energy proxies of pyroclastic emissions using
ground-based Doppler radar (VOLDORAD), which we
cross-correlate with broadband seismic data. We use these
data to constrain a conceptual model which accounts for the
complex interplay between tremor, explosion earthquakes
and tephra emissions recorded in this study.

2. Background: Seismic Activity at Arenal

[5] Arenal exhibits intense and varied seismic activity,
including tremor, explosion quakes, long-period (LP) events,
rockfall events, and (rarer) volcano-tectonic events. Tremor
is the most common signal, it being recorded several hours
per day on average. Two types of tremor are commonly
distinguished depending on the way the energy is distributed
across the spectrum [McNutt, 2002]: when the energy is
evenly distributed with no dominant peak (generally con-
fined to the 1–6 Hz band at Arenal), it is referred to as
“spasmodic tremor”; if the spectrum contains several regu-
larly spaced peaks, composed of a fundamental frequency
and its overtones, it is termed “harmonic tremor.” The fun-
damental frequency at Arenal is generally in the range 0.9–
2 Hz [Hagerty et al., 2000;Mora, 2003], and the frequencies
of overtones are integer multiples of it. Tremor at Arenal
shows striking characteristics, such as [Lesage et al., 2006]:
frequency gliding episodes (whereby the fundamental and
corresponding harmonic frequencies fluctuate in time while
maintaining their regular spacing [Benoit and McNutt, 1997;
Garcés et al., 1998; Hagerty et al., 2000]), frequency jumps
(with either positive or negative increments), progressive
transitions from spasmodic to harmonic tremor (with variable
quantities of harmonic overtones), and coexistence of mul-
tiple frequency systems (with distinct spectral peaks and
independent gliding). Several source models have been pro-
posed to explain tremor at many volcanoes worldwide; at
Arenal the clarinet model defined by Lesage et al. [2006]
appears to be well-adapted to describe the complex behav-
ior of the tremor. In particular, harmonic and spasmodic
tremor are thought to have the same source mechanism, i.e.,
intermittent flow of gas through fractures in the cap atop the
conduit. Frequency gliding is attributed to pressure fluctua-
tions in the magmatic conduits [Neuberg, 2000; Lesage et al.,
2006], which depends on the mechanical state of the plug,
and also potentially affects its permeability to gas flow. The
coexistence of different frequency systems, each evolving
independently, may be the expression of different resonators,
i.e., different conduits in the shallow feeding system.
[6] Long-period (LP) transients and explosion quakes are

regularly superimposed on the nearly continuous tremor, and
are both characterized by spindle-shaped envelopes and
narrow band-width (1–3 Hz) frequencies [Chouet, 1996;

Hagerty et al., 2000]. The coda may in some cases evolve
into harmonic tremor [Barquero et al., 1992; Benoit and
McNutt, 1997; Hagerty et al., 2000]. Both LP and explo-
sion quake signals are thought to have the same source
mechanism, but with differing source depths. Following
Mori et al. [1989], explosion quakes should occur at shallow
levels within the conduit, allowing the propagation of an
acoustic air wave which couples with the ground as a high
frequency seismic phase and arrives shortly after the P wave
onset. LP events, on the other hand, should occur at greater
depths in the conduit, preventing the propagation of an
acoustic air wave. Because there is probably no fundamental
difference in their mechanisms, we follow Lesage et al.
[2006] and consider both LP events and explosion quakes
as part of the same type of event, defined as “explosion
quakes.” Note that this term will refer to this particular
seismic signal, regardless of whether it is accompanied by
tephra emission or not. On the contrary, the term “eruptive
event” will refer to tephra emission, regardless of the pres-
ence and type of associated seismic signal.
[7] High frequency events are also frequently observed

and show a progressive onset followed by a progressive
decay, generally lasting 50–180 s. Energy is well staggered
between 5 and 35 Hz with no dominant frequency and a
sharp onset in the 5–15 Hz band. At Arenal, radar signals are
always recorded ahead of these seismic signals. Johnson and
Lees [2000] described similar events at Karymsky volcano,
and suggested that they may result from energetic gas jetting
when the vent is unobstructed by debris.
[8] Volcano-tectonic events are less frequent at Arenal as

the open state of the vent prevents the accumulation of high
stresses. The rarity of such events also suggests the absence
of a shallow magma storage body [Mora, 2003].

3. Data Acquisition and Processing

[9] VOLDORAD 2 (Volcano Doppler Radar) is a ground-
based, pulsed, Doppler radar specifically designed for
active remote sensing of volcanic pyroclastic emissions
[Dubosclard et al., 1999, 2004; Donnadieu et al., 2003,
2005, 2011; Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008, 2010; Valade
and Donnadieu, 2011]. It was set up at an altitude of
about 690 m asl, around 2.3 km west, and downwind, of
active crater C (Figure 1a), from where we recorded
activity for several hours per day between February 10 and
22, 2005. The antenna pointed along an azimuth toward
the crater, and then lowered until ground echoes appeared
in the Doppler spectra, indicating that the base of the
beam was aligned with Arenal’s summit. At Arenal, there
is no deep crater, but rather an irregular dome-like surface.
This ensures that the beam skims the eruptive vent. The
radar should thus capture all ash emissions, provided the
particle concentration is above the detection threshold
(ca. 15 g/m3 for 1 mm particles, Donnadieu et al. [2011]).
The radar beam is divided into successive sampling volumes,
termed range gates, whose radial resolution depend on the
pulse duration (t), and whose location and azimuthal reso-
lution depend on the beam aperture (conical 9° beam width)
and the distance from the radar. During the recording cam-
paign, data were recorded in range gates with radial resolu-
tions of 120 m (t = 0.8 ms), and with slant distances ranging
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between 2007 and 2847 m (i.e., between gates G2007 and
G2847). Two range gates were located above the active crater
area: gates G2607 and G2727 (Figure 1a). Volcanic ejecta
crossing the beam scatter the electromagnetic signal repeat-
edly transmitted by the radar (sampling rate 100 ms�1), part
of which is scattered back to the radar and can be recorded.
Real-time processing of this signal gives information on
(1) the backscattered power (which is a complex function
of the number and size of the ejecta, and so is a proxy for
the mass loading of the pyroclastic emissions), and (2) the
radial velocity of the ejecta (i.e., the component of the exit
velocity projected along the beam axis). These data are
displayed for each range gate as Doppler spectra, repre-
senting the backscattered power (P in dB) versus the radial
velocity (V in m/s). Processing of the Doppler spectra
gives, for each range gate, two sets of parameters: positive
parameters, which refer to signal backscattered by particles
with a radial component of motion away from the radar,
and negative parameters, which refer to particles with a
radial motion toward the radar.

[10] For each range gate, the following parameters were
defined and calculated: backscattered powers (P+, P�, and
P = P+ + P�), and maxima of radial velocities (V+max,
V�max) [Dubosclard et al., 2004]. We also implemented a
proxy for the kinetic energy Ek of the tephra emission
following:

Ek ¼
ZVþmax

V�max

P Vð Þ ⋅ V 2
� �

:dV ð1Þ

in which V is the radial velocity of particles and P(V) is the
power backscattered by all particles with radial velocity V.
[11] Seismic observations were carried out 1.8 km west of

the active crater using a permanent 30-s GURALP CMG-
6TD broadband seismometer (Figure 1b). The vertical
component was generally used, because tremor and explo-
sion quakes are mainly composed of Rayleigh waves [Mora
et al., 2006, Zobin et al., 2009], which are polarized in the
vertical plane.

Figure 1. (a) Radar beam geometry during the recording campaign. (b) Location map of the broadband
seismometer and Doppler radar. At the time of the recording campaign in February 2005, the estimated
altitude of crater C is 1710 m above sea level (asl) [Wadge et al., 2006].
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[12] Detailed analyses of radar and seismic data were
carried out using MATLAB-based software [Mora et al.,
2009], we specifically designed for the purpose of this
study. This software enables the display of the different data
types on a graphical interface and the application of high
resolution time-frequency methods [Lesage, 2009] to extract
the main features from the different geophysical data sets
collected. During the 11-day-long field campaign, a total of
132 eruptive events were recorded by the radar, from which
we defined a subset of 68 events comprising medium- and

large-amplitude radar events, and/or the events having a
good seismo-radar temporal correlation.

4. Results

[13] We herein consider the correlation between radar and
seismic records on two distinct time-scales: (1) over the time
scale of seconds to minutes, to analyze the coeval seismic
and radar signals during individual pyroclastic emissions,
and (2) at the time scale of several hours, to understand how

Figure 2. (a) Spectrograms of the seismic signal recorded on February 12, 2005 from 18:00 to 24:00 UTC.
Each line corresponds to 1 hour. Vertical dashed lines indicate radar eruptive events. (b) Enlargement of
the sequence enclosed by the box in Figure 2a, which presents (from top to bottom) the seismic trace
(vertical component), the corresponding Fourier spectrogram, and the power backscattered to the radar
in gates G2607 (red) and G2487 (blue).
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Figure 3. Four representative seismic events and the associated radar signal: (a and b) explosion quakes,
(c) harmonic tremor, and (d) no seismic signal at emission onset, post-onset, high-frequency signal only.
Figures 3a–3d display the seismic record (plot i); the seismic spectrogram (plot ii); the Doppler radargrams
(time-velocity distribution of backscattered radar signal) in gates G2727 (plot iii), G2607 (plot iv), and G2487

(plot v); and the corresponding time series of backscattered power in gates G2727 (green), G2607 (red), and
G2487 (blue) (plot vi).
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subsurface and surface activity may interact on longer time
scales.

4.1. Short-Term Correlation Between Seismic
and Radar Observations

[14] Spectrograms were computed from the seismic data,
and radar signals recorded during emissions were traced
over it to visualize how surface and sub-surface activity were
related on short time scales (Figure 2). Figure 2a shows
spectrograms from six consecutive hours of seismic data
recorded on the 12 February 2005, with eruptive events
detected by the radar being indicated by vertical dashed
lines. Figure 2a illustrates the variety of seismic activity
discussed in section 2, with sequences of both harmonic and
spasmodic tremor, multiple frequency systems that glide
independently, numerous explosion quakes, and periods of
quiescence all being apparent. Surprisingly, the surface
tephra emissions are poorly correlated with this seismic
activity. Indeed, tephra emissions detected by the radar are
not always associated with distinct seismic events, and
emissions can be found associated with explosion quakes
(e.g., 23:28:48 UTC), in the middle of tremor sequences
(e.g., 21:31:29 UTC), and during periods of very weak
seismic activity (e.g., 21:56:23 UTC). This observation
applies throughout the entire record in which, of the 68
radar events subset, �44% of the signals are associated
with explosion quakes, �43% occur during episodes of
tremor, and �13% occur during periods when only back-
ground seismic noise is recorded. Figure 2b shows a
magnification of the sequence identified by the box in
Figure 2a, and highlights that the strongest ash emissions
(i.e., the events giving the highest backscattered power,
such as that occurring at 21:31:29 UTC) do not occur
when they are most expected (i.e., during high amplitude
explosion quakes, at 21:37:30 UTC, for example). Hence,
it seems that there is no simple relationship between
tephra emission and coeval seismic events. Pyroclast
emissions do not have a unique repetitive seismic signa-
ture and, more importantly, emissions cannot always be
identified by the seismic signals alone, even for emissions
with high mass loadings.

[15] The radar signals and associated seismic records
show a large variability in their respective characteristics.
Radar signals show variable backscattered power (varying
by more than 30 dB), particle velocities, and Doppler sig-
natures (i.e., time-velocity distribution of the power), which
respectively reflect the diversity of the emissions’ mass
loading, impulsivity and dynamics. Figures 3a–3d display,
for several eruptive events, the seismic trace (plot i); its
spectrogram (plot ii); (iii-v) the Doppler radargrams (time-
velocity distribution of backscattered power) for gates G2727

(plot iii), G2607 (plot iv), and G2487 (plot v); and the radar
backscattered power time series for the same gates (plot vi).
Figures 3a and 3b are explosion quakes with similar seismic
amplitudes, durations and spectral contents. However, the
corresponding radar signals are quite different in terms of
both backscattered power and radial velocity. While the
event given in Figure 3a has a maximum backscattered
power that is +7 dB above the noise level and has no positive
velocities, the event of Figure 3b has a higher backscattered
power (+17 dB), and radial velocities that exceed 20 m/s.
Moreover, the radargrams exhibit distinctive Doppler sig-
natures. Figure 3b shows distinctive diagonal streaks during
the first few tens of seconds following the eruptive event
onset, which is not the case for the event in Figure 3a. These
streaks are short-lived (�10 s), are spread across a large
velocity range (reaching more than +20 m/s and �20 m/s in
gates G2727 and G2607, respectively), and seem to superim-
pose a longer–lived signal (tens of seconds) with low nega-
tive radial velocities (less than �10 m/s). Valade and
Donnadieu [2011] have modeled these short-lived diagonal
streaks and show that they result from ballistic blocks
crossing the range gates. The longer-lived signal (observed
in Figures 3a–3d) instead results from the slow transit of the
ash plume through the beam. Hence, although the two events
in Figures 3a and 3b have similar seismic signals, the dif-
ferences in the radar signals reveal two emissions with very
different properties, in terms of mass loading, duration,
impulsivity and eruptive dynamics. An interpretative sketch
of the dynamics of these two events in terms of spatial
motion within the range gates, is given in Figure 4. In the
case of the event in Figure 3c, a strong radar signal

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of pyroclastic emission dynamics, interpreted in terms of spatial motion
in the radar range gates. (a) Weakly loaded ash plume drifts in trade winds toward the radar, resulting in
Doppler radargrams which exhibit low negative velocities and low backscattered power (e.g., Figure 3a,
plots iii–v). (b) Strongly loaded ash plume accompanied by ballistic projections. In this case (e.g.,
Figure 3b), the resulting radargrams contain an additional signal to the plume signature described pre-
viously; the ballistics causing diagonal streaks which exhibit high positive velocities (mostly in gate
2727 m) that progressively shift toward negative velocities.
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(maximum recorded power �+17 dB, similar to the event in
Figure 3b) occurs without perturbing the harmonic tremor.
The event of Figure 3d produces an even stronger signal
(with a maximum recorded power of +22 dB). This event is
not preceded by any seismic signal, but is followed by a high
frequency emergent seismic waveform which begins a few
seconds after the radar signal onset. The seismic signal could
be interpreted as a rockfall signal, however we doubt that the
associated radar signal results from a rockfall-generated
cloud. Indeed, the radar signal onset is very impulsive (i.e.,
sharp P2607 increase) and exhibits strong backscattered
power (+22 dB), suggesting that a highly concentrated ash
plume rapidly entered the beam. In the case of rockfall-
originated clouds, we expect much less backscattered
power due to both (1) the fine granulometry of the elutri-
ated material and (2) the low particle concentration (com-
pared to ash plumes resulting from an explosive event).
Moreover, the radar signal begins before the seismic signal,
which is not consistent with a cloud of rockfall-origin.
During the recording campaign of 2005, rockfalls were
concentrated in a ravine perpendicular to the radar beam
axis. This location would increase the time needed for the
cloud to rise from its source and drift into the beam. Hence
we conclude that this was a highly loaded ash plume,
emitted without an associated seismic signal (unlike events
in Figures 3a and 3b). All of these observations show that
the mass loading (i.e., backscattered power), exit velocities,
and dynamics of the tephra emissions at Arenal are highly
variable, and do not show apparent correlation with the
coeval seismic signal amplitudes or spectral contents.

[16] It is worth noting that both paired and pulsed emis-
sions are commonly observed. Paired eruptions refer to
eruptions less than 3 min apart and represent 22% of all the
recorded radar events. In most cases, the second event’s
power amplitude is similar to, or lower than, that of the first
(e.g., Figure 2b, 21:46 UTC); only in some rare cases is it
higher (e.g., Figure 2b, 21:29 UTC). Pulsed emissions, on
the other hand, refer to eruptive events which comprise
several pulses, spaced by a few seconds only, as evidenced
by the successive streaks in Figure 3b (plot iv). From a
seismic point of view, these double-features are rarely
recorded, highlighting once again the complex relationship
linking the pyroclastic emissions and the coeval seismic
signals at Arenal.
[17] Seismic and radar energy proxies were computed for

all pyroclastic emissions associated with explosion quake
seismic signals. The maximum seismic amplitude (vertical
component, As) was considered as a suitable proxy for the
intensity of the sub-surface process. The use of seismic
amplitudes (i.e., velocity trace amplitude) rather than seismic
energies (i.e., time-integration of the squared velocity) was
preferred because many explosion quakes occurred during
background tremor (e.g., Figure 3c), which makes the
estimation of the explosion energy problematic. For the
radar signal, we computed the kinetic energy, as defined
in section 3, for the two gates above the active crater (i.e.,
Ek 2607 and Ek 2727), and define their sum as the kinetic
energy (Ek) of the pyroclastic emissions. Figure 5 displays
the maximum seismic amplitude versus the maximum
kinetic energy for these events. The data points show a pos-
itive trend, which is particularly apparent in the cluster of
points in the upper left corner of the plot (i.e., those having As

between 105 and 106, and Ek between 103 and 104, in arbi-
trary units). The events of this cluster share an emergent
onset, a relatively weak power amplitude (<12 dB), and low
radial velocities (<16 m/s). Despite this weak positive trend,
Figure 5 shows a wide scatter of data points indicating that
the ratio between subsurface seismic energy and surface
kinetic energy is highly variable. For example, although the
events in Figure 3a and 3b (respectively indexed 100 and 104
in Figure 5) have similar seismic amplitudes, they have
considerably different kinetic energy values. Whatever the
type of energy proxies used for the seismic and radar signals
(signal amplitudes, time-integrated energies, various fre-
quency bands, etc.), they all show similarly poor correlation.
This suggests poor scaling between the seismic energy and
the energy of the subsequent emission. Similar observations
were reported by Johnson et al. [2005] at Tungurahua.
Nevertheless, pyroclastic emissions may be the result of long
pressurization processes, which can only be revealed by
examining data records on longer time-scales, as reported
next.

4.2. Long-Term Correlation Between Seismic
and Radar Observations

[18] The time-averaged amplitude of the seismic trace,
termed RSAM (Real-time Seismic Amplitude Measurement
[Endo and Murray, 1991]), has proved capable of revealing
long-term cyclic patterns [e.g., Denlinger and Hoblitt,
1999]. The cumulative squared amplitude of the seismic
trace, or cumulative RSEM (Real-Time Seismic Energy

Figure 5. Maximum seismic amplitude As (vertical veloc-
ity component) versus radar peak amplitude of the kinetic
energy proxy Ek, for all the tephra emissions associated with
explosion quake events. Values of As and Ek are in arbitrary
units. Events indexed 100 and 104 refer to the events dis-
played in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively.
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Measurement [De la Cruz-Reyna and Reyes-Dávila, 2001]),
enables a better visualization of the seismic energy release
rate through time. RSAM, RSEM and Ek time series were
thus computed and plotted together to search for relation-
ships between the seismic activity and the tephra emis-
sions on time scales of several hours. Figure 6a and 6b
show 10 h of continuous seismic and radar recordings on
the 16 February 2005. The RSAM plot displays successive
transients with sharp onsets followed by slow decays,
which mostly relate to tremor amplitude fluctuations.
When an explosion quake triggers a tremor sequence, the
RSAM shows a high peak marking the transient onset.

The cumulative RSEM curve, on the other hand, shows
a gradual increase, punctuated by sudden increments
(or steps) when strong explosion quakes are recorded.
Similarly, the Ek curve shows successive peaks (or steps in
the cumulative Ek curve), indicating the occurrence of
pyroclastic emissions with strong kinetic energies. Com-
parison of Figures 6a and 6b shows poor correlation between
the seismic and radar signals: neither the fluctuations (i.e.,
amplitude oscillations in the RSAM and Ek curves), nor
the sudden energy releases (i.e., the steps in the RSEM and
Ek cumulative curves), show correlation in time or amplitude.
This was observed throughout the entire recording period,

Figure 6. (a) RSAM and cumulative RSEM recorded on the 16 February 2005 and (b) radar kinetic
energy (Ek) with its cumulative curve. The kinetic energy curve (Ek) is filtered with a running average,
and the recorded eruptive events are indicated by black dots. The peaks which are not topped by black dots
are noneruptive peaks (e.g., rain, noise, etc.). For visualization purposes the Ek ordinate axis was clipped at
Ek = 5 � 103, truncating the major radar event at 15:23 UTC (Ek = 3.74 � 104, in arbitrary units).

Figure 7. Relationship between the repose interval separating successive tephra emissions and their
(a) maximum radial velocities and (b) maximum backscattered power. Values are taken from the main
gate G2607.
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indicating that there is no simple relationship between the
energy of tephra emissions and the energy of seismic vibra-
tions, even on daily time scales.
[19] Classically, exit velocities of volcanic ejecta are

thought to be related to overpressures in the volcanic conduit
prior to the explosion [Wilson, 1980]. If pressure builds-up
progressively beneath a cap which obstructs degassing, and
if this pressure is released during eruptive events, then the
longer the repose intervals between successive eruptions, the
longer the period of pressurization and, thus, exit velocities
should be higher. Note that this statement holds only if we
assume that passive degassing is minor compared to the
degassing during an explosion. We consequently investi-
gated whether the measured exit velocities were proportional
to the repose interval separating successive emissions.
Figure 7a plots the maximum positive radial velocity recor-
ded in gate G2607 as a function of repose time, and shows a
wide scatter, indicating no correlation between repose time
and exit velocity. This suggests that overpressures do not
increase steadily during repose intervals, probably because
of the fractured nature of the lava cap which allows gas to
escape between eruptive events. Figure 7b displays the
maximum power recorded in gate G2607 as a function of
repose time. Again no correlation is observed, which indi-
cates that ejecta mass loadings do not appear to be controlled
by the duration of repose.
[20] In summary, analysis of simultaneous seismic and

radar recordings show complex, nonrepeatable relationships,
on both short and long time scales. Tephra emissions are not
systematically associated with a specific type of seismic
signal (Figure 2), and show variable properties (i.e., mass
loading, exit velocity, dynamics) that do not correlate with
seismic amplitude or spectral content (Figure 3). When
considering the emissions associated with explosion quakes,
poor scaling is found between the kinetic energy of the
emission and the amplitude of the seismic signal (Figure 5).
Even on daily time scales, we find that the energy of the
emissions do not correlate with fluctuations in the seismic
amplitude and energy (Figure 6).

5. Existing Models for Arenal-Type Eruptive
Activity and Associated Geophysical Signals

[21] Several models have been proposed to account for the
style of repeated, mildly explosive eruptive activity and
associated geophysical signals at persistently active volca-
noes such as Arenal. The physical processes involved in
each model depend mainly on the magma viscosity. The
bubble-bursting model is widely accepted at volcanoes with
low-viscosity magmas. Laboratory experiments [Jaupart
and Vergniolle, 1988; Ozerov, 2010] model the phenome-
non as bubbles rising up the conduit to burst intermittently at
the surface. This mechanism, however, requires low vis-
cosity magma (103 and 105 Pa/s [Ozerov, 2010]) if the slugs
that generate the explosion are to ascend buoyantly through
the magma column and burst at the free surface. At Arenal
these conditions are not fulfilled: average viscosities of lavas
close to the crater range between 105 and 106 Pa/s [Cigolini
and Borgia, 1980; Cigolini et al., 1984; Bertolino et al.,
2009], and the vent is capped by a degassed, cooled plug
of lava [Cole et al., 2005].

[22] The pressure build-up model is often invoked to
explain repeated, discrete, short-lived explosions character-
istic of the Vulcanian activity. These are attributed to the
steady build-up of pressure below a plug obstructing the
conduit, which is suddenly released when the plug’s resis-
tance threshold is overcome [Stix et al., 1997; Melnik and
Sparks, 2002; Yokoo et al., 2009]. This sudden failure and
decompression causes both brittle failure of the plug and
rupture of numerous small gas bubbles trapped in the vis-
cous melt, both of which generate fine ash. At Arenal, pet-
rological observations show that a rigid degassed cap has
progressively developed and muzzled the summit vent [Cole
et al., 2005]. Cole et al. [2005] studied tephra clast
morphologies and reported a dominance of blocky textured
clasts over fluidal ones, thus arguing for fragmentation of
rigid degassed magma with only a minor molten component,
typical of Vulcanian-type explosions. The presence of such a
degassed body could act as a plug, which blocks the vent
and impedes the release of gas.
[23] The idea that such plugs can possess a network of

fractures has led several authors to believe that the small
pathways represented by the fractures can control the
degassing periodicity and, in turn, the associated geophysi-
cal signals [Hellweg, 2000; Johnson and Lees, 2000; Lesage
et al., 2006]. The soda-bottle model was proposed by
Hellweg [2000] as a possible source model for Lascar’s
harmonic tremor and cyclic degassing behavior. Following
Soltzberg et al. [1997], Hellweg [2000] described how a
small opening in a soda bottle may generate cycles of pres-
sure drop beneath the cap, which triggers bubble nucleation
and ascent. Johnson et al. [1998] and Johnson and Lees
[2000], on the other hand, proposed a mechanism analo-
gous to a pressure-cooker for Karymsky, in which the plug
atop the conduit acts as a valve. In this case, harmonic
tremor is the result of rhythmic gas release through the
valve, producing source pulses that are sufficiently regular to
generate harmonics. More recently, Lesage et al. [2006]
proposed a process similar to that of a clarinet to explain
Arenal’s tremor. This model is close to the pressure-cooker
idea of Johnson and Lees [2000] in the sense that both
suggest that gas periodically escapes through fractures in a
solid plug. The clarinet model, however, includes a stabili-
zation mechanism for the pressure pulses. As fractures open
intermittently, pressure waves are emitted in the conduit,
which allow a standing pressure wave to be maintained.
This, in turn, controls the pressure state below the plug and
consequently the fracture oscillations. This feedback is
thought to be an efficient way to produce pressure transients
with a stable repeating period, responsible for the harmonic
tremor [Rust et al., 2008]. Lack of period stability, however
(if rubble chokes the fractures for instance), would result in
spasmodic tremor. If the repeat frequency slowly varies with
time, the spectral peaks will also vary, and appear as fre-
quency gliding episodes. Nevertheless, if the clarinet-model
is an adequate model for the source of tremor at Arenal, it
does not explain the source mechanisms of the explosion
quakes.
[24] Stick-slip movement of the uppermost part of the

conduit has been proposed as a possible conduit model for
several volcanoes with high-viscosity magmas, such as
Soufriere Hills (Montserrat) and Santiaguito (Guatemala).
Denlinger and Hoblitt [1999] first suggested that the cyclic
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eruptive behavior at Soufriere Hills might be controlled
by boundary conditions along the upper part of the conduit,
where stick–slip boundary conditions would generate peri-
odic conduit flow. Field evidence (at Santiaguito, Guatemala
[Bluth and Rose, 2004]) and numerical modeling [Gonnermann
and Manga, 2003] have suggested that nonexplosive frag-
mentation of magma near conduit walls (where strong shear-
stress is expected) could generate fine ash during slip events
and result in repetitive ash plumes during stick-slip cycles,

a hypothesis which was supported by a ring-shaped vent
structure and ash emission patterns observed at Santiaguito
[Bluth and Rose, 2004; Sahetapy-Engel et al., 2008;
Sahetapy-Engel and Harris, 2009]. Santiaguito, in particular,
is very similar to Arenal in terms of eruptive style, intensity
and frequency. Both volcanoes show repeated low energy
explosions (several per day), sending ash-plumes up to ≤1–
4 km, occasionally generating small pyroclastic flows, with
a viscous lava cap plugging a conduit from which lava
flows continuously extrude. However, at Arenal the char-
acteristic vent structure and emission pattern reported for
Santiaguito have not been observed. Furthermore, the con-
stantly evolving crater morphology and the multiplicity of
the feeding conduits at Arenal suggest that the persistence
of such annular stick-slip zones is unlikely. However, we
cannot exclude the possibility that shear-induced fragmen-
tation may occur locally, along limited surfaces of conduit
walls.
[25] In summary, pressure build-up under a viscous

degassed cap, which is crosscut by fractures, seems the most
adequate model to characterize the eruptive periodicity and
associated tremor signal at Arenal. Nevertheless, the mech-
anism explaining the explosion quakes, and the way these
are related to the pyroclastic emissions remains unclear.
Hence for now, no model can fully account for the com-
plexity of Arenal’s activity.

6. Discussion

[26] The joint observation of gas and ash emissions by
seismic and Doppler radar measurements reveals complex
behavior at Arenal. The seismicity displays a great diversity
of event types, which include tremor (both spasmodic and
harmonic, with complex frequency gliding episodes) and
explosion quakes (of variable amplitude, sometimes fol-
lowed by a harmonic tremor coda). The radar measurements
also reveal great variability in the mass loading and exit
velocities of pyroclastic emissions. However, there is poor
correlation with the seismicity, and while some mild explo-
sion quakes observed in the seismic records are not accom-
panied by ash emission, some radar events are not coeval
with a seismic signal. Sometimes ash emissions occur during
harmonic tremor, or are associated with high frequency
(5–35 Hz) seismic events. When pyroclastic emissions and
explosion quakes are concomitant, low correlation is
obtained between the kinetic energy of the emission and the
seismic amplitude. Moreover, no clear relationship can be
observed between repose time and exit velocity of solid
particles or mass loading of the plume. All of these obser-
vations point to a mechanism of gas and ash emission that is
highly variable and probably very sensitive to small pertur-
bations in the system.

6.1. Conceptual Model

[27] To explain these observations, we propose the con-
ceptual model of Figure 8. According to this model, frac-
tures in the solid plug control degassing, which in turn
controls the seismic signal. If gas release is frequent and
intermittent, repetitive pressure pulses will generate low-
frequency tremor signal, whereas if gas release is sudden,
flow induced vibrations will generate high-frequency
explosion quake signals. We hereafter define an explosion as

Figure 8. (a) Cross section of Arenal’s shallow structure
and (b and c) conceptual model of the mechanism of gas
and ash emissions at Arenal. In Figure 8b, pressure builds
up under a viscous degassed cap crosscut by fractures. When
the fracture strength is overcome, the gas is suddenly
released (Figure 8c): Fracture walls slap together, triggering
high-frequency seismic vibrations characteristic of the
explosion quake signals. The turbulent gas may in turn pull
out varying quantities of pyroclast, which can be detected
by the radar if enough is expelled. The expelled tephra
may result from syn-eruptive fragmentation (brittle or fluid
fragmentation), or may result from remobilization of loose
fragmented material residing atop the cap, or within its
permeable fractures.
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the release of a given volume of gas, more or less laden with
solid particles, through a fracture in the solid plug which
becomes suddenly opened to release the gas pressure. We
suggest that the high-frequency components of the associ-
ated seismic signal (i.e., the explosion quake) result mainly
from the interaction between the pressurized turbulent flow
of gas and the rough channel walls. Two mechanisms of
flow-induced vibration can be considered, whereby hydro-
dynamic flow instabilities and oscillations occur at the
channel walls [Rust et al., 2008]. In the first case, the fluid
flow in a thin channel generates roll waves (i.e., waves of
channel thickness variation) in the elastic walls when the
flow speed is higher than

Ucrit roll ≈ b
ffiffiffiffiffirs
rf

r
H

L
; ð2Þ

where b is the shear wave velocity of the walls, rs/rf the rock
to fluid density ratio, and H and L are the thickness and
length of the channel, respectively. If we consider typical
rock property values of b = 1 km/s and rs = 2000 kg/m3,
with a gas density (rf) of 300 kg/m3 (H20 at 500°C and
50 MPa) and, because the fracture is closed at the
beginning of the explosion, H � 0 so that the ratio H/L
is small (�10�5 to 10�3) during the opening of the fracture,
the threshold condition for roll waves to be generated is
easily met. However, the channel must be long enough for
these instabilities to develop.
[28] The second mechanism is the excitation of normal

modes of the conduit walls. Instability occurs when the flow
velocity is higher than

Ucrit wall ≈ fL; ð3Þ

where f is the modal frequency and L the characteristic
length, or width, of the channel. Rust et al. [2008] carried out
laboratory experiments of gas flow between an elastic
membrane and a rigid plate to show that the amplitude of
oscillations increases with increased flow speed (when
U > Ucrit wall). In another experiment where air was forced
to flow through a slit in a block of gelatine, they showed that
at very high flow velocities, the channel walls slap together
producing large and nonperiodic high-frequency elastic
waves. We propose that this process could be considered as
an analog for the explosion quakes at Arenal (Figure 8c). In
the case of strong explosions, the fracture and part of the
plug are destroyed and the conduit remains partly open.
However, for most explosions in 2005 at Arenal, the gas
volume and pressure associated with each explosion was
small, so that the fractures were not, or only slightly, dam-
aged by the gas flow and so that they could close again after
the event.
[29] The turbulent gas flow may entrain varying quan-

tities of pyroclasts, and depending on its mass loading,
may be recorded by the radar. Explosions expelling only
gas will not be detected by the radar (and thus will result
in explosion quakes without a coeval radar signal, e.g.,
Figure 2b, 21:38 UTC). On the other hand, those expelling
ash-laden gas flow will produce a radar echo (i.e., explosion
quakes with coeval radar signal, Figure 2a, 23:29 UTC).
Depending on the fracture strength and the underlying gas
pressure, the pyroclasts will not necessarily be expelled all at
once, and may result in paired eruptions (i.e., eruptions that

are ≤3 min apart, Figure 2b at 21:29 and 21:46 UTC) or
pulsed emissions (i.e., pulses ≤10 s apart, Figure 3b, plot iv).
In most cases, the second event releases less tephra than the
first, ejecting the remaining unevacuated material. The short
time lapse separating each eruptive event (minutes to tens of
minutes, Figure 2) suggests a high capacity for the system to
regenerate overpressure over a very short time scale.
[30] When the gas-flow is intermittent through the frac-

tures of the solid plug, it is believed to act as the source
mechanism of tremor [Lesage et al., 2006; Rust et al., 2008].
It results from the periodic opening and closure of the frac-
ture triggered by pressure oscillations associated with
standing waves in the conduit. The periodic pulses generate
evenly spaced spectral peaks by a Dirac comb effect. This is
consistent with the results of moment tensor inversion of
tremor waveforms which have been interpreted as the
opening and closure of a shallow crack [Davi et al., 2012].
It is also consistent with the repeated large amplitude
oscillations (1–2 s) observed in many radar signals asso-
ciated with ash emissions that suggest staccato pressure
release [Donnadieu et al., 2008], and with recent obser-
vations of correlation between SO2 emission rate and
tremor amplitude at Fuego volcano [Nadeau et al., 2011].
Furthermore, it explains the frequently observed tremor-
like coda of explosions, which occur if the fracture can
still act as a valve and if the residual pressure below the
plug is high enough after the explosion, or if another crack
is opened by the main event. During this kind of post-
explosive tremor, the pressure is progressively released by
the gas escaping through the fracture. Therefore, the gas
flow rate in the upper part of the conduit decreases, the
average wave velocity in the resonating conduit increases
and thus the fundamental frequency and overtones of the
tremor also increases. Simultaneously, the pressure reduction
induces an increase of gas exsolution of the magma that tends
to counterbalance the gas loss. However, the characteristic
time of exsolution and gas transfer inside the conduit is larger
than that of the gas loss through the fracture. As a conse-
quence, the dominant effect is a pressure release during the
first minutes after mild explosions. This process gives an
explanation to the positive frequency gliding observed in the
post-explosion tremor (e.g., Figure 2a, 23:02 UTC). On the
other hand, during tremors that are not associated with
explosion, either constant frequency content, or positive/
negative frequency gliding can be obtained according to the
balance between gas escape through the plug and gas input in
the resonating conduit from exsolution and transfer.

6.2. Model Sensitivity to Evolving Summit Conditions

[31] All the mechanisms considered in the model described
above are quite sensitive to small changes of the state of the
conduit and plug. In open-system volcanoes such as Arenal,
shallow system conditions may evolve rapidly, causing high
temporal variability in both the seismic and radar waveforms
associated with explosions. In particular, the presence of a
solidified cap, its rheology, heterogeneous fracturing, thick-
ness, debris residing above it, and consequently its perme-
ability to gas, may evolve over time scales ranging from days
to seconds (e.g., disruption following an explosion). Variable
degrees of “gas-tightness” cause variable gas output through
the plug fractures, and thus result in complex frequency
gliding episodes in the tremor signal (Figure 2). Temporal
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variations in fracture strength cause differential mechanical
responses to pressure increases from one event to another.
Consequently, gas and ash may be expelled from one or
several fractures (or vents) simultaneously or at slightly
delayed intervals, and the eruption focus may change from
one event to another. In this context, the partitioning of the
total eruptive energy (i.e., its distribution among the various
types of energy: kinetic and seismic [see Gerst, 2010]), is
likely to vary significantly, and will thus act as a contributing
factor to the lack of seismo-radar correlation. The variation in
explosion depth, in particular, is likely to have a major impact
as it strongly controls the coupling efficiency of the elastic
energy radiated into the ground and atmosphere [Johnson
and Aster, 2005]. Deep explosions (i.e., �200 m [Davi
et al., 2010]) may produce strong seismic signals and low
radar signals (exiting of the fragmented material is impeded),
and vice versa for shallow explosions. Eventually, due to the
distance between the vent and the seismometers, very shal-
low explosions might not be recorded seismically if they
are not strong enough. This may provide an explanation to
the occurrence of eruptions unrecorded by seismometers
[Williams-Jones et al., 2001], and to radar events which show
high exit velocities with no coeval seismic counterpart.
[32] Furthermore, explosions may fragment variable quan-

tities of magma, either molten (i.e., fluidal fragmentation of
juvenile magma) or solid (i.e., breaching of the solid plug)
(Figure 8c), as attested by tephra clast analysis [Cole et al.,
2005]. In turn, the turbulent gas flow may entrain varying
quantities of pyroclasts from the plug fracture system, which
may be unrecorded by the radar if the ash load is too low.
Moreover, magma fragmentation and tephra emissions may
not necessarily be synchronous with explosions-quake signals.
Indeed, magma fragmentation may result from viscous shear
near the conduit walls [Gonnermann and Manga, 2003], and
loose particles may remain in the permeable fractured regions
to be entrained in ensuing events [Sahetapy-Engel and Harris,
2009]. Ash emissions can thus result from remobilization of
loose, previously fragmented material residing atop the lava
cap and/or in the fractured region of conduit walls, remobilized
during degassing events (e.g., tremor episodes, Figure 3c).

6.3. Perspectives

[33] Further geophysical studies are needed to constrain
the conceptual model proposed here. Acoustic measure-
ments were carried out during this recording campaign, but
unfortunately the data were extremely noisy and thus unus-
able. Nevertheless, acoustic records are likely to hold crucial
information on the mechanical processes operating in both
the magmatic conduit and the magma-air interface [e.g.,
Hagerty et al., 2000]. Thus further seismo-acoustic mea-
surements, coupled with coincident Doppler mreasurements,
would greatly increase our ability to constrain a shallow
system model. Because the mechanism of the eruptions is
thought to be closely related to degassing processes, coin-
cident gas flux measurements would also be helpful. In
particular, SO2 fluxes measured by UV cameras have shown
to decrease prior to ash-bearing eruptions at Sakurajima
[Kazahaya et al., 2010], which suggests that sealing pro-
cesses were operating between each eruption. Coupling gas
flux and radar measurements is thus likely to be very prom-
ising. These additional geophysical measurements, if per-
formed continuously over a long period, should allow us to

better analyze the variability of the geophysical signals over
longer time scales. Such studies may help to further constrain
the complex processes, patterns and feedbacks operating in
the shallow system of Arenal, and to better understand the
mechanism and evolution of its persistent activity.

7. Conclusion

[34] Joint observation of tephra emissions and subsurface
processes was carried out at Arenal using broadband
seismometers and a ground-based Doppler radar to quantify
surface tephra emissions. Cross-correlation of both signals
shows complex, nonrepeatable relationships. Indeed, tephra
emissions are not systematically associated to a unique type
of seismic event, and seem to occur with no clear correlation
with the tremor amplitude fluctuation, the seismic energy
release rate, or the repose time between successive emis-
sions. Moreover poor correlations are found between the
features of both signals (e.g., kinetic energies, backscattered
powers, exit velocities of radar signals, versus seismic
amplitude, frequency content). We propose a conceptual
model that accounts for the generation of the tremor, the
explosion quakes, and their relationship with tephra emis-
sions. We suggest that fractures through a solid cap tapping
the conduit control degassing of the shallow system, which
in turn control the seismic waveforms and tephra emissions.
If the gas release is intermittent, it will produce repetitive
pressure pulses and thus generate low-frequency tremor
signal. On the contrary if gas is suddenly released after the
fracture’s strength has been overcome by the underlying pres-
sure, flow induced vibrations will generate high-frequency,
explosion quake signals. Depending on the amount of frag-
mented material carried by the gas, the degassing event
will either be accompanied by a radar signal (i.e., ash-laden
gas output), or not (i.e., ash-free gas output). The variable
shallow system conditions (plug thickness, rheology, frac-
turing, permeability) are likely to be reset on short time-
scales, and thus result in nonrepetitive conditions that may
account for the variability of the gas and ash emission
mechanisms (and resulting seismic and radar signals).
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[1] Small scale eruptive ash plumes at Arenal volcano
(Costa Rica) were recorded using a ground‐based Doppler
radar (VOLDORAD). The time‐velocity distribution of the
mass load (i.e., Doppler radargrams) exhibits two
contrasted dynamics recorded simultaneously, evidenced
by distinctive velocities, life spans, and transit speeds
through the radar beam. Synthetic Doppler radargrams
computed with a simple ballistic model indicate that the
short‐lived signal is consistent with the instantaneous
projection of ballistics blocks accompanying the ash
plume emission. The mass of centimeter‐ to decimeter‐
sized ballistics is confidently estimated at 0.5–7 tons,
whereas the ash plume mass is loosely constrained at
5.8 × 102 tons, assuming a particle diameter of 2 mm
close to the vent. These quantitative estimates of the mass
proportion either falling on the slopes of the volcano or
ejected into the atmosphere could help in the modeling
and monitoring of tephra dispersal. Citation: Valade, S.,
and F. Donnadieu (2011), Ballistics and ash plumes discriminated
by Doppler radar, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38, L22301, doi:10.1029/
2011GL049415.

1. Introduction

[2] Small‐scale volcanic eruptions commonly expel a wide
range of pyroclast sizes, ranging from coarse blocks with
ballistic trajectories, to fine ash driven away within ash
plumes. As both the plume and the ballistics are emitted
simultaneously, it is often difficult to discriminate and to
collect quantitative data on both phenomena. Thermal [Patrick
et al., 2007; Marchetti et al., 2009] and ultraviolet imagery
[Yamamoto et al., 2008] have provided powerful insights
into the dynamics of mild strombolian and vulcanian erup-
tions, shedding light onto the plume rise dynamics and the
relative ash/ballistics distribution of the ejecta. In this paper,
we describe similar small‐scale transient eruptions at Arenal
(Costa Rica), monitored with a ground‐based Doppler radar
(VOLDORAD) [Dubosclard et al., 2004; Donnadieu et al.,
2005]. The radar provides quantitative information on exit
velocities and mass loading of the ejecta. We show that the
time‐velocity distribution of the mass load (i.e., Doppler
radargram) reveals two distinct dynamics, which discriminates
the ballistics and the ash plume transiting through the radar
beam. We compute synthetic Doppler radargrams by numer-
ical modeling of the ballistics, and constrain the dynamics
and mass loadings of both the ballistics and the ash plume.

Such characterization of the near‐vent eruptive dynamics has
strong potential applications, as the degree of fragmentation
and the mass proportion injected into the atmosphere are of
interest for hazard mitigation issues.

2. Radar Data Acquisition

[3] VOLDORAD is a ground‐based, pulsed Doppler radar,
specifically designed for active remote sensing of volcanic
jets and plumes [Dubosclard et al., 2004]. The radar was
set 2.4 km West of Arenal’s active crater C, at an altitude of
685 m. The 27° antenna elevation enabled the beam to skim
the summit crater (Figure 1). The spatial resolution is defined
by the beam aperture (9°) and the radial depth (120 m) of the
successive volumes (range gates) sampled in the beam,
referenced by their radial distance to the radar (e.g., 2247 to
2727 m). When volcanic ejecta cross the beam, they scatter
some energy of the pulsed electromagnetic waves (100 ms−1)
back to the radar. Doppler spectra (acquired at 0.14 s−1),
express the power backscattered by the ejecta during the
pulse duration (0.8 ms) as a function of their radial velocity
(Figure 2a). The backscattered power is a complex function
of the number and size of the ejecta. The measured radial
velocities inferred from the frequency shift between the
transmitted and the backscattered signal correspond to the
along‐beam components of the ejecta velocities. Positive
and negative radial velocities are induced by particles having
a radial component of motion respectively away from and
towards the radar. Consequently, in the range gates up the
vent, ascending ballistics generate mainly positive radial
velocities, whereas falling blocks tend to produce negative
radial velocities. The juxtaposition of Doppler spectra con-
stitute Doppler radargrams (Figure 2b), which reveal the
evolution through time (x‐axis) of both the velocities (y‐axis)
and echo power (color scale) of the ejecta in each range
gate. All the useful spatio‐temporal information characteriz-
ing the target (velocimetry, mass loading, shape of spectra,
evolution through the gates) is plotted at once and constitute
its Doppler signature.

3. Results

[4] Figure 2b shows the Doppler signature of an eruptive
event recorded on February 19, 2004 at 20:00:31 UT. The
recording shows two distinct features, characterized by
contrasted dynamics, i.e., different life spans, radial velo-
cities, and transit speeds through the radar range gates. The
first feature is a short‐lived (<15 s) impulsive signal, first
appearing at 2607 m as a curved streak. It spreads on a large
velocity range (both positive and negative velocities), and
transits rapidly through the beam (∼3–4 s per gate in aver-
age). In the gates above the vent and uphill (i.e., 2607 m
and 2727 m), it exhibits sharp onsets, with relatively high
positive velocities (>+40 m/s) and high backscattered power
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(∼34 dB in gate 2607 m) reached in <2 s. In both gates,
the peak echo power shifts progressively from positive to
negative velocities in ∼10–13 s (e.g., reaches −30 m/s in
gate 2607 m at 20:00:44 UT). In the gates downhill from the
vent however (i.e., 2487 m to 2247 m), only negative
velocities are recorded: in gate 2487 m for instance, the
onset velocity is of −25 m/s, and reaches −48 m/s in ∼5 s.
Contrastingly, the second feature is a longer‐lived signal
(≥60 s), whose Doppler signature differs significantly from
the short‐lived signal: the onsets of both the echo power
and the Doppler velocities are progressive, the peak power
is 50 times lower (∼17 dB), the range of Doppler velo-
cities is similar in all range gates (0 to −15 m/s), the signal
lasts 1–2 minutes (e.g., ∼84 s in gate 2367 m), and it transits
slowly throughout the range gates (∼15–20 s per gate in

average) with decreasing amplitude. Such Doppler signature
is characteristic of an ash plume entrained towards the radar
by the wind whose transport speed can be determined in 3‐D
[Donnadieu et al., 2011].
[5] The occurrence of these two features is observed in

several recordings of eruptive events, either simultaneously
(e.g., Figure 2), or independently. The differences in the
Doppler signature of both point out different dynamics,
which suggests that the radar records more than just an ash
plume. We hereafter model the short‐lived part of the signal
to explain its origin.

4. Interpretation and Discussion

[6] Mild explosions typically occur several times a day at
Arenal, resulting in small ash‐plumes rising to a few
hundreds of meters above the vent [Cole et al., 2005]. They
are sometime accompanied by blocks impacting the volcano
upper slopes, and visible at night as incandescent ballistic
projections. We show below with a simple model example
that the features of the short‐lived signal are consistent with
ballistic projections, and we discuss the mass loadings of
both the ballistics and the ash plume.

4.1. Modeling Ballistic Projections

[7] We use the 2‐D model of Dubosclard et al. [2004],
to compute the ballistic trajectories of ejecta and the asso-
ciated synthetic echo power in each range gate. Spherical
particles are instantaneously released at selected angles with
a velocity depending on the initial gas velocity. Their tra-
jectories are determined by solving the equations of motion

Figure 1. Geometry of the radar sounding at Arenal show-
ing the sampled volumes in the beam. The radar was set up
at an altitude of 685 m, 2.4 km West and downwind of the
active crater.

Figure 2. Doppler radargrams recorded during an ash plume emission at Arenal on February 19, 2004 at 20:00:31 UT.
(a) The Doppler radargram is built from the succession through time of Doppler spectra. The echo power in the spectrum
(dB arbitrary units) is related to the number and size of the particles in the range gate. Positive (right part of the spectrum)
and negative (left part) radial velocities correspond to particles with an along‐beam velocity component respectively away
from the radar antenna and towards it. (b) Doppler radargrams recorded in gates 2247 m to 2727 m, revealing the spatio‐
temporal evolution of two contrasted event dynamics: the short‐lived signal with rapidly changing radial velocities and
quickly transiting through the range gates is induced by ballistics, whereas the longer‐lived signal with low negative
velocities is induced by the wind‐drifted ash plume.
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under the influence of gas drag and gravity (see Dubosclard
et al. [2004] for details on the driving equations). The
synthetic Doppler spectra are then constructed at each time
step by splitting particle radial velocities into classes, and
summing the backscattered powers of the particles in each
velocity class [Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2010]. To recon-
struct the evolution of the Doppler signature in the different
range gates, Doppler spectra are juxtaposed in time, and a
color scale is used for the echo amplitude. Note that this
admittedly simple ballistic model was not intended to
recover the true eruptive parameters by matching the exact
time‐velocity distribution of the echo power (which would
require inversion procedures, subject of ongoing work), but
only to reproduce the main characteristics of the Doppler
signature of the short‐lived signal using realistic block size
and gas velocities.
[8] Figure 3 shows an example of synthetic Doppler sig-

nature produced by spheres of 0.1 m in diameter, launched
within a vertical cone 60° wide, with an initial gas velocity
of 105 m/s. The Doppler radargrams successfully reproduce

the main characteristics of the short‐lived signal observed in
Figure 2b, in particular the transit times, the shape and the
number of range gates crossed. The sharp onset in positive
velocities at gates 2607 m and 2727 m (+44 and +37 m/s
respectively) is successfully reproduced, as well as the
decay towards negative velocities during about 10 s. The
obtained characteristic curved shape can henceforth be
interpreted as mostly resulting from the progressive bending
of the ballistic trajectories through the radar beam. As for
the gates closer to the radar, the simulation reproduces the
onset at moderate and increasing negative radial velocities
(−14 m/s in gate 2487 m), the signal onset in the next gate
again at higher radial velocities (−27.5 m/s in gate 2367 m),
and the progressive diminution of signal duration at
increasing distances from the vent (∼10.5 s in gate 2487 m
against ∼1 s in gate 2247 m). Because of the voluntarily
simple model, several features of lower importance are not
reproduced well: (i) the synthetic power is not as high as
the recorded power because of the small number of parti-
cles launched in the model; (ii) the spectral width is too
narrow, probably because only one particle size and 2‐D
trajectories are considered. Nevertheless, the reasonable
match of the synthetic and observed Doppler signatures
strengthens the origin of the short‐lived signal as being the
instantaneous projection of ballistic blocks crossing the
successive range gates.

4.2. Constraints on Mass Loadings

[9] Radar recordings (Figure 2b) have shown that ballis-
tics emitted simultaneously with an ash plume could be
discriminated by their distinctive Doppler signature. Using
the Mie scattering theory [Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008],
the peak echo power of both signals can then be used to
constrain the respective masses and volumes of tephra
comprising the ballistics and the plume.
[10] Figure 4 shows the solutions for the reflectivity factors

close to those measured during the emissions of the ballistics
and the ash plume (74.5 and 57.5 dBZ respectively) for

Figure 4. Tephra mass inferred from the Mie scattering
theory for various average particle diameters. The two curves
indicate the solutions for reflectivity factors close to those
measured during the emissions of the ballistics and the
ash plume. The mass (assumed density: 1700 kg/m3) can
be well constrained in the case of centimeter‐ to decimeter‐
sized ballistics, whereas in the case of the ash plume, it crit-
ically depends on the assumed diameter because of the finer
grain size distribution.

Figure 3. Example of synthetic Doppler radargrams gener-
ated with a 2‐D ballistic model [Dubosclard et al., 2004;
Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2010]. 60 spherical particles of
diameter 0.1 m were uniformly released in a vertical cone of
60° aperture, with an initial gas velocity of 105 m/s. The
source is 20 m below the 2607 m range gate, at x = 2381 m
and y = 966 m from the radar. The main features of the short‐
lived signal observed in Figure 2 are reproduced, indicating
its ballistic origin.
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various particle diameters assumed. The strong power values
observed in the short‐lived signal (Figure 2b) suggest that
they were produced by coarse ballistic particles (blocks),
because large particles backscatter much more energy than
fine ones. If we consider block sizes ranging between 0.04–
1 m and 1700 kg/m3 in density, the mass of ballistics would
fall in the range 0.5–7 tons, i.e., a DRE volume of ballistics
of 0.2–2.8 m3 (density of 2500 kg/m3). Comparatively, Cole
et al. [2005] give crude estimates of the total tephra volume
of individual explosions at Arenal in the region 10–50 m3.
[11] For finer grain size distributions, the inferred mass

becomes critically dependent on the assumed diameter
(Figure 4). Accessing the particle size distribution within the
ash plume near the vent is particularly challenging, so we
used the coarsest diameter (2 mm) of particles collected by
Cole et al. [2005] between 2 and 3 km downwind of the
vent. Assuming a density of 1000 kg/m3 (2 mm andesitic
ash [Bonadonna and Phillips, 2003]), the estimated mass
is in the order of 5.8 × 102 tons. Our value likely represents
an upper limit for the mass of ash in the plume because
(i) the particle size distribution above the vent is highly
polydisperse with a diameter mode certainly coarser than the
assumed 2 mm diameter, (ii) the particle shapes are likely to
deviate from the spherical assumption of the Mie theory,
which increases the energy backscattered to the radar [e.g.,
Sauvageot, 1992], and (iii) the ash plume might not com-
pletely fill the range gates probed by the radar. To a lesser
extent, the ash mass estimate is slightly underestimated
because the duration of the ash emission exceeds the plume
transit time through the range gates, unlike the ejection of
ballistics. More precise estimation of the mass loading of
ash plumes would require more stringent constraints on the
grain size distribution close to the vent.

5. Conclusions

[12] Ground‐based Doppler radars allow the discrimina-
tion of ballistics and ash plumes expelled simultaneously.
The Doppler radar signatures show two distinct dynamics
characterized by different evolutions of the velocity range
with time, distinct durations and transit speeds through the
radar range gates. In the event analyzed, the ballistics are
released instantaneously and transit through 3 range gates in
<10 s at radial velocities exceeding 40 m/s. The mass of
centimeter‐ to decimeter‐sized ballistics is confidently esti-
mated at 0.5–7 tons. Contrastingly, the ash plume emission
lasts several tens of seconds, exhibits lower along‐beam
velocities (<15 m/s in the radar direction) and longer transit
times in the beam, depending on the wind speed and direc-
tion. Because the inferred mass becomes critically dependent
on the assumed diameters for infra‐centimeter particles, the
ash plume mass is loosely constrained at 5.8 × 102 tons
assuming an average diameter of 2 mm above the vent. The
ability to remotely discriminate ballistics and ash plumes
expelled simultaneously opens a way to better constrain the

eruption mechanisms and source parameters. In particular,
refining the mass fraction prone to be ejected in the atmo-
sphere during large eruptions would help in the modeling and
monitoring of tephra dispersal. Furthermore, inversion pro-
cedures to obtain numerical models matching the exact time‐
velocity distribution of the echo power in the observed signal,
are the subject of ongoing research. These will enable the
retrieval of initial eruptive parameters, such as initial gas
velocities, particle size distribution, ejecta trajectories and
exit velocities.
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Observing volcanic ash plumes 
and ballistics using Doppler radar

When volcanoes erupt, they often emit 
coarse rocks with ballistic trajectories that 
fall onto the slopes of the volcano, as well 
as a plume of fine ash that drifts into the 
atmosphere. It can be challenging to moni-
tor both simultaneously and discriminate 
between the two to collect quantitative data, 
but Valade and Donnadieu have done that 
with a ground-based Doppler radar, which 
they used to make measurements of small-
scale eruptions at Arenal volcano in Costa 
Rica. They were able to estimate the mass of 
the ballistic rocks and the mass of ash parti-
cles ejected into the atmosphere. Such stud-
ies could be useful for understanding and 
mitigating the hazards associated with vol-
canic eruptions. (Geophysical Research Let-
ters, doi:10.1029/2011GL049415, 2011) —EB

Arabian Sea eddies promote 
seasonal phytoplankton blooms 

In the Arabian Sea, two phytoplankton 
blooming periods occur each year, one 

during the winter northeast monsoon and 
one during the summer southwest monsoon. 
It has been established that on the large 
scale the spatial distribution of the seasonal 
blooms is driven by mesoscale structures, 
including eddies and filaments, but studies 
have not resolved the details linking the phys-
ical and biogeochemical processes involved. 
To improve understanding of mechanisms 
regulating blooms, Resplandy et al. studied 
the mesoscale process contribution to nutri-
ent transport using a high-resolution physi-
cal circulation model. The model reproduces 
the seasonal phytoplankton blooms and 
shows how physical mesoscale processes 
such as eddies bring increased nutrient sup-
ply to the upper layer of the sea during mon-
soon seasons, thus promoting the growth 
of phytoplankton blooms twice a year. 
(Journal of Geophysical Research-Oceans, 
doi:10.1029/2011JC007006, 2011) —EB

Continued volcanic inflation 
at the Three Sisters

As early as the summer of 1996, a 20- 
× 30-kilometer patch of earth lying just 
west of the South Sister volcano in cen-
tral Oregon began to rise. The Three Sis-
ters volcanoes, which comprise North Sis-
ter, Middle Sister, and South Sister, are the 
most prominent peaks in that stretch of 
the Cascade Mountains, a landscape lit-
tered with the remnants of volcanic activ-
ity. Although there has not been an erup-
tion in the region in at least 1200 years, 
the detected deformations caused con-
cern, and the region was put under con-
tinuous monitoring. Riddick and Schmidt, 
continuing the work initiated by other 
researchers, report on 14 years of satel-
lite-based monitoring, describing the vari-
able rate of the ground’s movements and 
the likely cause of the activity—a sizea-
ble magma intrusion lying 5–7 kilometers 
underground.

Drawing data from the European Space 
Agency’s European Remote Sensing (ERS) 
and Envisat radar satellites, the authors 
found that the terrain deformation went 
through three distinct phases since its 
onset. From 1996 to 1998 the ground rose 
by 1 centimeter per year. The uplift rate 

rose to 3–4 centimeters per year between 
1998 and 2004, then declined to only a 
few millimeters per year for the rest of 
the decade, resulting in a total of 25 cen-
timeters of uplift to date. Analyzing the 
topographic changes led the research-
ers to suggest that the previously hypoth-
esized magmatic intrusion had a vol-
ume of between 50 million and 70 mil-
lion cubic meters. Whether the uplift 
is the indication of an imminent erup-
tion depends on whether it is a stand-
alone event or part of a series of similar 
intrusions, a question that can only be 
answered through continued monitoring. 
(Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems, 
doi:10.1029/2011GC003826, 2011) —CS

Internal tides observed  
to be coherent in shelf sea

Internal tides, waves with tidal frequen-
cies below the ocean’s surface, contrib-
ute to ocean mixing. They are common in 
shelf seas, shallow marginal seas located 
on the continental shelf. These tides are 
believed to be coherent over hundreds 
of kilometers before they decay, but spa-
tial coherence of internal tides had not 
been observationally confirmed in shelf 
seas. Inall et al. conducted in situ obser-
vations of internal tides over the conti-
nental shelf of the Celtic Sea. They found 
that the internal tide was coherent over 
more than 170 kilometers, about five wave-
lengths. The observations, which pro-
vide the first in situ evidence of inter-
nal tide coherence over multiple wave-
lengths in a shelf sea, could be useful 
for improving models of mixing in shelf 
seas. (Geophysical Research Letters, 
doi:10.1029/2011GL049943, 2011) —EB

—ErniE BalcErak, Staff Writer, and colin 
Schultz, Writer

PAGE 28

Monsoonal phytoplankton blooms of the Ara-
bian Sea viewed by the ocean color satellite 
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (Sea-
WiFS) and reproduced by a model used by 
Resplandy et al. The bloom spatial distribution 
highlights the crucial role of mesoscale eddies 
and filaments in promoting the growth of 
phytoplankton. (Chlorophyll data are provided 
by the SeaWiFS Project and NASA’s Distributed 
Active Archive Center.)
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using ground‐based radar
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[1] The main utilization of mobile ground‐based Doppler
radars is to quantify the dynamics of eruptive activity by
aiming directly at the emission source. We show that they
can also provide information on the initial lateral transport
speed of weak ash plumes bent over by crosswind. The
method is illustrated by measurements made with a transport-
able volcano Doppler radar (VOLDORAD) at Arenal volcano,
Costa Rica. The near‐source displacements of the plume are
tracked through echo onsets induced by ash entering succes-
sive probed volumes in the radar beam. A constant transport
velocity is commonly reached within a few seconds of the
initial ash emission, as wind advection and buoyancy take over
momentum. The plume azimuth and upraise angles are con-
strained by comparing the amplitude decrease of the radar
echoes as a function of distance from the source with results
from a simple geometric plume model. The three dimensional
vector of the ash cloud transport speed is then reconstructed
with an accuracy of a few percent. This method may have
applications for volcano monitoring, for determining pyroclast
fluxes, for the modeling of tephra dispersal, and for remote
measurements of volcanic gas fluxes. Citation: Donnadieu, F.,
S. Valade, and S. Moune (2011), Three dimensional transport speed
of wind‐drifted ash plumes using ground‐based radar, Geophys.
Res. Lett., 38, L18310, doi:10.1029/2011GL049001.

1. Introduction

[2] Volcanic ash clouds, even moderate sized ones, can
cause direct hazards to aviation as well as severe economic
costs, as recently highlighted by the 2010 Eyjafjöll eruption
in Iceland. Subsequent ash fallout may also adversely affect
the surrounding population and infrastructures. Tracking of
large ash clouds is mainly carried out by means of satellite
imagery or by ground‐based weather radars. Processed
satellite data can be used to obtain maps of the eruptive
cloud extension (at intervals of 15mn to several hours), the
mass of SO2, and the concentration and sizes of distal par-
ticles. Powerful weather radars, because they operate con-
tinuously at a minute‐scale acquisition rate, and in all
weather, have been used to track the path of large ash clouds
[e.g., Harris and Rose, 1983; Rose et al., 1995; Lacasse
et al., 2004; Marzano et al., 2011]. Scanned reflectivity
maps indicate the height and extension of the plume (within
the limit of the radar sensitivity), and mass estimates of
distal ash can be derived. However, weather radars can only

scan large ash plumes within a few hundred kilometers of
their fixed location, and often the base of the plume cannot
be imaged; thus initial information on the characteristics of
the ash plume is generally missing. More recently, dedicated
transportable Doppler radars with higher temporal and
spatial resolutions have been used with the primary goal of
studying eruption dynamics [e.g., Seyfried and Hort, 1999;
Dubosclard et al., 2004; Donnadieu et al., 2005]. Since they
are set up at a chosen location, these radars can also monitor
short‐lived weak ash plumes, sound the gas thrust region
and provide source eruptive parameters such as initial
velocities [Donnadieu et al., 2005] and mass fluxes
[Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008, 2011].
[3] In this paper, we show that they can also provide

insights into the dynamics of ash plumes bent‐over by
crosswinds in the transition region between gas‐thrust and
lateral spreading, when the beam is wide enough compared to
the plume dimensions to capture the bending region. In par-
ticular, the 3‐D drift speed of ash plumes entrained by wind
advection can be retrieved, based on the detection of volcanic
ash in beam volumes successively sampled by the radar wave
and simple geometric models. The method is illustrated by
results obtained from a pulsed Doppler radar on weak ash
plumes at Arenal volcano, Costa Rica. Applications for vol-
cano monitoring, estimation of pyroclastic fluxes, remote gas
flux measurements, and tephra dispersion models are dis-
cussed, along with the limitations of the method.

2. Data Acquisition

[4] Data presented in this study have been collected from
Arenal volcano, Costa Rica, using VOLDORAD 2, a compact
analog of the first ground‐based pulsed VOLcano DOppler
RADar successfully used at Mount Etna [Dubosclard et al.,
2004]. There is very little signal attenuation by hydrometeors
at the operating wavelength of 23.5 cm, which enables vol-
canic particles in the plume to be detected even in overcast
weather. Its all‐weather operation capacity, along with its
variable range of operation (0.3–11 km), make it an efficient
tool both for volcano monitoring and for detailed investiga-
tions of ash plume dynamics [Donnadieu et al., 2005]. As
released volcanic particles cross the beam aimed at the volcano
summit, they backscatter some of the energy transmitted by the
radar. Echoes are received back with delay times, which
increase from transmission due to the two‐way distance run
by each wave. Thus the sampled time series corresponds to
volumes (“range gates”) which are successively probed from
further inside the beam (Figure 1).
[5] During the period of February 10–22, 2005, the diurnal

explosive activity of Arenal volcano, consisting of discrete,
weak ash plumes bent over by a crosswind was recorded. Bad
weather often prevented direct observations, but these plumes
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commonly reached a few hundred meters in height and were
released over a period of seconds to a few tens of seconds.
The radar was set up at an elevation of 685 m a.s.l., 2.6 km
(slant distance) to the west, downwind of and ca. 1000 m
belowArenal’s active crater (C). Data were acquired at ∼12Hz
in 11 range gates between 2 and 3 km from the radar. The

resolution was 120 m along‐beam for all range gates, and
410 m in azimuth and elevation for the 2607 m range gate
where most of the activity was initially recorded. The antenna
elevation angle (� = 27°) enabled the main lobe of the radar
beam to hit the top of the cone (Figure 1) and the antenna
aperture (9°)was enough to capture the bending of the plume to
the WSW due to wind activity. In this way, ash plume dis-
placements could be recorded through up to 7 range gates
(>720m) before they passed beyond the beam, alongwith their
dynamics right above the emission source.

3. Methodology

3.1. Radar Signals

[6] Whenever an ash plume forms, volcanic particles
cross the antenna beam above the eruptive vent and back-
scatter some energy to the radar. As the ash plume is pushed
by the wind, its front successively enters the sampled
volumes downwind and causes power echoes to appear in
succession. Meanwhile, the plume body still produces ech-
oes in the previous range gates. Figure 2a shows typical
power echoes from an ash plume at Arenal. Echoes are first
recorded in the range gate above the eruptive vent at 2607 m
distance slantwise, and then in 5 more gates down to 2007
m, as the ash plume was bent over by the wind and drifted
towards the WSW. Strong ash emissions commonly exhibit
a relatively sudden signal onset in the range gate located
above the eruptive vent, reaching their maximum amplitude
(signal‐to‐noise ratio up to 103) in a matter of seconds, and
then follow a more gentle decrease over ca. one minute. For
this type of event, the ash release may last for several tens of
seconds and radial velocities are generally low (<25 m/s).

3.2. Along‐Beam Ash Plume Displacements

[7] An average value of the along‐beam speed component
of the drifted ash can easily be obtained from the slope of
the radial displacements versus the power onset times in the

Figure 1. Sketches of the radar sounding at Arenal in (top)
section and (bottom) aerial view showing the path of the ash
cloud sampled in successive volumes of the radar beam.
Whenever the wind direction has a significant along‐beam
component, the range gates enable the early tracking of
the ash cloud displacements through time, providing an esti-
mate of its lateral transport speed. The 3‐D transport speed
is determined from the plume upraise angle (b) and azimuth
relative to the radar (a) obtained by best fitting the echo
power from 3‐D plume geometrical models to data in all
range gates. The antenna beam elevation angle � is 27°.

Figure 2. (a) Power amplitude (dB Log scale, arbitrary units) recorded as the wind‐advected ash plume crosses 6 succes-
sive beam volumes probed by the radar (Arenal, 11/02/2005, 17:23′20 UT). (b) Onset times of ash plume detection in each
range gate (120 m radial resolution). The slope of the linear data fit gives the along‐beam component of the ash plume
transport speed (14.3 m/s, R2 = 0.99).
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successive range gates. Ash plume along‐beam displace-
ments with time commonly follow a linear trend, indicative of
a constant transport velocity (14.3 m/s, Figure 2b). This
suggests that buoyancy and wind entrainment take over
momentum within a few seconds (<10 s) of the initial ash
release, and is consistent with the low initial radial velocities
recorded (<20 m/s). The data point from the first range gate
(2607 m) sometimes departs from the overall trend and
should not be used in the determination of the drift speed
since the plume dynamics and geometry are still controlled by
vent location and exit conditions. Slightly concave‐upward
trends of radial displacements versus time are sometimes
observed; they probably reflect an increase in the angle of the
plume bending, hence a shorter path through the range gates
away from the source, as the wind drag progressively over-
whelms the plume buoyancy and residual momentum.
[8] We analysed 8 events with this method and radial

components of ash transport speed lie between 6.1 m/s and
15.2 m/s, which is consistent with ordinary wind velocities
at the ash cloud altitude (∼2 km a.s.l.), for which they also
provide a lower limit. At this stage, errors on radial speed
values (slope of data fit) range from 3 to 10% as a result of
the difficulty in picking onset times when the signal
becomes more emerging in the farthest range gates.

3.3. Transport Speed of 3‐D Ash Plume

[9] The three‐dimensional transport speed of the ash
cloud uash can be inferred from the sounding geometry and
plume direction, and from the transit time Dt (interval
between signal onsets) in the successive range gates:

uash ¼ c�

2Dt
� 1

cosð�þ �Þ cos� ð1Þ

where ct/2 is the range gate radial resolution, � the beam
elevation angle (27°), b and a the ash cloud elevation and
azimuth angles respectively (Figure 1). The first term in
equation (1) represents the radial (along‐beam) speed
component of the drifted ash determined previously. Below
we show how to deduce a and b in the second term.
[10] As observed in Figure 2a, radar signals tend to flatten

out and decrease in amplitude with distance from the emission
source. The relative power backscattered by the volumetric
fraction of the ash plume within each range gate can be mod-
eled using simple 3‐D geometric shapes to simulate the plume
path. By assuming comparable particle concentrations and
sizes among the sampled volumes, and compensating for the
effect of distance on the radar signal amplitude, the relative
variations of the intersection volumes between the beam range
gates and the plume are equivalent to relative variations in echo
power. Values are thus normalized to the intersection volume
of the 2487 m range gate, having the maximum amplitude
(most filled), and compared to the normalized radar power
from range gates downwind. Since our objective is to simulate
the plume path once it is bent over, the beam filling by the
plume in the range gates above the vent and upwind is not
considered.Althoughmore sophisticated shapes, for example a
reversed funnel progressively bending downwind, could pro-
vide better matches for the data in the range gates above the
vent, only cylinders are shown because they are quicker to fit
and therefore more widely applicable for monitoring purposes.
In Figure 3, the normalized power is modeled using a cylin-
drical plume path for various combinations of a and b and
cylinder positions above the vent. The diameter of the cylin-
ders (400 m) was chosen in agreement with common heights
observed for ash plumes at Arenal. Since a cylindrical shape
does not reproduce plume bending, the modeled plume may
exit the beam without intersecting the farthest sampling
volumes. Yet, because the plume and beam intersection
volumes decrease dramatically downwind with increasing
values of a and b, the plume azimuth and upraise angles can
still be well constrained. In the case of Figure 3, both angles
amount to <15°, with a good fit for a = 0° and b = 15°. Using
equation (1), the three dimensional vector of the ash plume
transport speed (19.2 m/s for the event in Figures 2 and 3) can
then be reconstructed from the values of a and b with an
accuracy of a few percent.
[11] Figure 3 also suggests that the decrease in power

amplitude within the first few hundred meters from the vent is
dominantly controlled by the progressive exit of drifted ash
from the probed volumes, rather than by fallout. This may
indicate that, for this type of event, the initial plume emission
essentially comprises finematerial (ash size) and lacks ballistics.

4. Potential Applications

4.1. Implications for Monitoring and Modeling
of Tephra Dispersal

[12] The early detection and evaluation of the transport
direction and speed of an ash plume may improve risk
assessment in real‐time, particularly for the prediction of areas
likely to be affected by ash fallout, and for the early release of
alerts. For instance, the along‐beam speed component of the
drifted ash determined directly from echo onsets, can be used
as a minimum transport speed for quickly estimating plume
impact times at given locations even without precise knowl-
edge of the plume trajectory parameters.

Figure 3. Normalized peak echo power from radar probed
volumes crossed by the plume (distance corrected). Black
curve is radar data measured on ash plume at Arenal on Feb-
ruary 11 2005, at 17:23 UT (Figure 2). Dashed curves are
models of cylindrical plume (200 m in radius) with varied
azimuth and upraise angles (a, b). A section of the best‐fit 3D
model is shown as an inset (a = 0°, b = 15°). The cylinder
base is positioned by coordinates (x, z) relative to the radar.
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[13] Another possible outcome is, importantly, the esti-
mation of the mass flux of tephra and its temporal evolution.
Firstly, tephra mass could be derived from radar power time
series (as in Figure 2a) by inversion [Gouhier andDonnadieu,
2008]. Then, using the ash plume transit time through the
radar beam, the mass curve could be integrated through time
to obtain the mass flux evolution. Although this requires
assumptions on an average particle size (e.g. from analysis of
previous similar events) and unchanged plume bending, the
mass flux of tephra is a key parameter needed for plume
monitoring and modeling. For long‐lasting ash emissions,
mass fluxes could be refined repeatedly, possibly within
hours, as field observations of particle size distribution are
made available.
[14] The quantitative estimates from the radar of the kinetic

[Donnadieu et al., 2005; Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2011] and
loading parameters [Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008] could
feed volcanic ash transport and dispersion (VATD) models in
quasi real‐time to help in the assessment of the fallout impact
in terms of timing and quantity on nearby areas. Besides, such
eruptive parameters, inferred from ground‐based Doppler
radars measurements near the emission source with high
temporal and spatial resolutions, can also complement ash
cloud tracking by satellite imagery.

4.2. Improving Accuracy of Gas Flux Measurements
by Remote Spectroscopy

[15] Uncertainties on the plume velocity constitute themain
source of error in volcanic gas flux measurements by minia-
ture UV spectrometers (DOAS, FLYSPEC) or correlation
spectrometers (COSPEC) [e.g., Gerlach et al., 1997]. Wind‐
based methods traditionally used to obtain a proxy for the
plume transport speed, such as ground‐based anemometers,
provide poor estimations of the true velocity and introduce
large flux errors, potentially exceeding 100% [McGonigle
et al., 2005]. This is because the wind speed at the plume
height can differ significantly from that measured on the
ground. Moreover, ash cloud transport speeds may differ
from the wind velocity at the altitude of the ash cloud, due to
the inertia induced by particle loading [e.g.,Graf et al., 1999].
[16] When detectable ash is present (cf. Section 5), trans-

portable high‐sensitivity radars like VOLDORAD can provide
the real plume transport speed in 3‐D with greater accuracy.
This could help to reduce errors on gas fluxes down to a few
percent, especially when an optimum device number or con-
figuration cannot be achieved. In addition, measurements with
a single instrument are often made (i) vertically, assuming
horizontal plume motion and thus neglecting a possible plume
upraise angle b, and (ii) along existing roads or pathways, not
always strictly orthogonal to the plume azimuth a. Thus,
accuracy can be improved by correcting for the angle com-
ponents (a and b) of the transport speed determined by our
method. Moreover, the particle concentration in the radar
sampling volumes [Gouhier and Donnadieu, 2008] might also
help to quantify errors on gas and aerosols measurements (e.g.
SO2) due to the ash content increasing UV absorption [e.g.
Andres and Schmid, 2001].

5. Limitations of the Method

[17] Inaccurate estimates of ash cloud transport speeds
will result if the chosen plume geometry strongly diverges
from the simple model shape chosen, if plume bending

changes with time, or if sedimentation from the ash plume
within the first hundred meters has a non‐negligible influ-
ence on the measured power evolution with distance. The
accuracy of uash decreases as the ash cloud drift becomes
very oblique to the beam because (i) the error propagated
from a and b increases, (ii) ash is detected in fewer range
gates, making data fitting more sensitive to errors on indi-
vidual data points, and (iii) data are more difficult to match
by simple geometric models if only the most bent‐over part
of the plume trajectory is captured, hence there are less
constraints on a and b. However, an estimate of a can be
readily estimated in the field from the approximate wind
direction. Transport velocity estimates by this method will
be made difficult, or even impossible, in the following
cases: (i) side wind is null or blows normal to the beam,
(ii) the bending region has a strong upward component or is
above the beam (e.g. strong vertical plumes), (iii) degassing
involves little or no ash. For instance, 1 mm ash particles
with a concentration inferior to 15 g/m3 would remain
undetected by our radar in this sounding configuration. For
dilute plumes, the transport speed retrieval method could be
applied even more efficiently using shorter wavelength
radars, as these have generally a higher sensitivity to fine
ash particles.

6. Conclusions

[18] In most cases, a single ground‐based radar can ensure
the accurate determination of the 3‐D vector of the transport
speed of wind‐drifted ash plumes, using transit times in radar
sampling volumes and simple geometrical models. This
method may have applications for volcano monitoring, for
determining tephra mass fluxes, for the modeling of tephra
dispersal and for reducing errors on gas flux measurements.
Besides, Doppler radar measurements could also help to
constrain the transition from the momentum‐controlled ash
plume dynamics close to the source to its bending and lateral
spreading brought about by wind advection. For this purpose,
further modeling on the effects of wind advection on weak
plumes, e.g. a continuation ofBonadonna et al. [2005], is also
needed.
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